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ABSTRACT
Maternal Supportiveness of Infants at 1, 2, and 3 Years of Age in Low-Income Families:
Associations With Maternal Characteristics, Child Characteristics,
and Developmental Outcomes at 5 Years
Aliza W. Pressman

This study investigated maternal supportiveness of infants at 1, 2, and 3 years of age in
low-income families. Maternal supportiveness over time was categorized as stably low,
stably medium, stably high, increasing, or decreasing. The study determined associations
between supportiveness group and (a) maternal characteristics, (b) child characteristics,
and (c) child-development outcomes at age 5 years. The child-development outcomes
were cognitive and social-emotional outcomes as measured by the Leiter-R, Peabody
Picture Vocabulary Test-Third Edition, Woodcock-Johnson® III Tests of Achievement,
Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist Aggressive Behavior subtest, and various measures
from the Head Start Family and Child Experiences Survey. The study’s data derived from
the nationally representative Early Head Start Research and Evaluation Project, in which
maternal supportiveness was assessed by means of observations of mother-infant play
interactions. The current study’s sample consisted of 1,019 mother-infant dyads. Findings
differed from those of previous studies that investigated higher income, less ethnically
diverse samples. Maternal-supportiveness groups significantly differed with respect to the
child characteristic of emotion regulation and the following maternal characteristics:
ethnicity, level of education, marital status, parenting stress, and knowledge of infant
development. They also significantly differed with regard to the following child

outcomes: sustained attention, receptive language, preliteracy, math skills, prosocial
skills, and aggression. Stably high supportiveness was associated with the best cognitive
and social-emotional outcomes, and stably low supportiveness was associated with the
worst outcomes. Timing of maternal supportiveness was less predictive of child outcomes
than level of maternal supportiveness, suggesting that mothers may benefit from
intervention to improve supportiveness at any point during their child’s first 3 years.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
As used in this study, maternal supportiveness refers to a mother’s cognitive and
emotional nurturing of her infant through emotional sensitivity, warmth, verbal
stimulation, and other positive traits and behaviors that are contingently linked to her
child’s needs and cues. It is well established that maternal supportiveness is a powerful
predictor of positive child outcomes throughout childhood (Bornstein & TamisLeMonda, 1989; Caspi et al., 2004; Collins, Maccoby, Steinberg, Hetherington, &
Bornstein, 2000). During the first few years of life, maternal supportiveness is especially
important in establishing healthy patterns of attachment, behavior, emotion regulation,
attention, and cognitive growth (Belsky & Fearon, 2002; Caspi et al., 2004; Collins et al.,
2000; Fox, Levitt, & Nelson, 2010). Over time, infants have different needs and therefore
require different maternal responses. Toddlers require considerable parental support for
optimal development, especially as their growing sense of independence merges with
their increasing language skills. Providing adequate maternal support can be especially
challenging for poor mothers (Appleyard, Egeland, van Dulmen, & Sroufe, 2005; Duncan
& Brooks-Gunn, 1997; Ryan, Fauth, & Brooks-Gunn, 2005).
Few studies have examined variations in maternal supportiveness over time. Even
fewer studies have investigated which maternal and child characteristics are associated
with particular patterns of maternal supportiveness over time. The current study
investigates variations in maternal supportiveness, characteristics of mothers who differ
in their supportiveness over time, characteristics of their children, and the relationship
between variations in maternal supportiveness over time and children’s cognitive and
social-emotional outcomes in preschool.

2
The Research Problem
Mother-infant interactions have received extensive attention from researchers.
Studies have established a positive association between (a) a mother’s emotional
responsiveness to and verbal stimulation of her infant and (b) her child’s cognitive
development (Chazan-Cohen et al., 2009; Landry, Smith, Miller-Loncar, & Swank, 1997;
Landry, Smith, Swank, Assel, & Vellet, 2001; Petrill & Deater-Deckard, 2004; Smith,
Landry, & Swank, 2000; Tamis-LeMonda, Bornstein, & Baumwell, 2001) and social
development (Bocknek, Brophy-Herb, & Banerjee, 2009; Campos, Frankel, & Camras,
2004; Cole, Martin, & Dennis, 2004; Eisenberg et al., 2010; Holden & Miller, 1999;
Landry et al., 1997; Landry, Smith, & Swank, 2006; Landry et al, 2001; Leerkes,
Blankson, & O’Brien, 2009).
Less is known about the stability of parental supportiveness. Findings with regard
to such stability are contradictory. In some studies, parental supportiveness has remained
consistent (Dallaire & Weinraub, 2005; Pettit & Bates, 1984; Pianta, Sroufe, & Egeland,
1989; Roberts, Block, & Block, 1984; for a review, see Holden & Miller, 1999). In other
studies, it has been unstable (Bornstein, Tamis-LeMonda, Hahn, & Haynes, 2008;
Chazan-Cohen et al., 2009; Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal, 2006; Landry et al., 2006; Landry
et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2000; Taylor, Anthony, Aghara, Smith, & Landry, 2008).
Further, few studies have examined which maternal or child characteristics impact the
stability of maternal supportiveness in poor families.
A mother’s ways of expressing maternal supportiveness differ between the child’s
first year of life and subsequent early years. The most effective early supportiveness may
include a mother’s physical contact with her infant, face-to-face viewing by mother and
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infant, the mother’s imitation of her infant’s facial expressions, the mother’s repetition
and expansion of her infant’s vocalizations, the mother’s caring responses to her infant’s
emotional cues, and jointly focused attention (Maccoby, 1992; Nicely, Tamis-LeMonda,
& Bornstein, 1999). However, in the subsequent 3 years, other types of supportiveness—
for example, positive affect and warmth, contingently responsive engagement, dyadic
scaffolding, teaching, providing a stimulating home environment, and the introduction of
limit setting and the reasoning behind such limit setting— may be most effective
(Brooks-Gunn & Duncan, 1997). Some mothers may be more adept at earlier forms of
supportiveness, which tend to be nonverbal, easily elicit an infant’s compliance, and
involve accepting and seeking affection. Other mothers may be more adept at later forms
of supportiveness, which tend to encourage the child to be inquisitive and more
independent. Both the mother’s and the child’s characteristics affect variations in types of
supportiveness.
Purpose of the Study
The current study focused on maternal supportiveness throughout early childhood
in poor families. It examined variations in maternal supportiveness over the child’s first 3
years of life, which maternal characteristics influence the stability of supportiveness and
the direction of instability, which child characteristics are associated with stability of
supportiveness, and what associations exist between (a) stability of supportiveness and
(b) preschoolers’ cognitive and social-emotional skills. The study’s findings contribute to
the literature on predictors of maternal supportiveness over time and on the relationships
between maternal supportiveness and child cognitive and social-emotional outcomes in
low-income families.

4
Nature of the Study
The proposed study’s measure of maternal supportiveness was a composite score
of a mother’s emotional sensitivity toward her child, warmth toward her child, and verbal
stimulation of her child. The study employed data derived from the Early Head Start
Research and Evaluation Project (EHSREP), in which supportiveness was measured
when the child participants were 14, 24, and 36 months old (Administration for Children
and Families [ACF], 2002). Throughout, this dissertation will refer to these three time
points as 1, 2 and 3 years, respectively. Although a child’s development may
substantially differ between 12 and 14 months, previous literature using the EHSREP
data set has referred to the three time points as 1, 2, and 3 years—that is, has rounded 14
months to 1 year (see Brady-Smith et al., in press; Fuligni & Brooks-Gunn, in press).
Therefore, this dissertation will employ the same terminology.
The EHSREP assessments of maternal supportiveness were based on observed
videotaped interactions of mother-child dyads engaged in a semistructured play task
performed in the home. Each mother received three cloth bags of toys and was told that
she and her child should play with the toys in the first bag, then the second bag, then the
third bag. Allowing a mother and child to play with toys in whatever manner they choose
encourages natural mother-child interactions, enabling a more accurate assessment of the
dyad’s relationship (Love et al., 2005).
The current study’s data were a subset of the preexisting EHSREP data (ACF,
2002; Early Head Start Research Consortium, 2001; Love et al., 2002). The EHSREP
data were collected on families randomly selected from the population of families
participating in Early Head Start (EHS) in any of 17 U.S. geographical locations. The
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data were collected from 1996 to 2001 for children from birth to 3 years and from 2001
to 2004 for preschoolers 4.5–5 years old. For the same reasons that this dissertation will
refer to the EHSREP time-point of 14 months as the time point of 1 year, it will refer to
preschool outcomes at age 4.5–5 years as outcomes at age 5.
The EHSREP data were especially suited to the current study because EHS is a
nationwide initiative to promote the cognitive and social-emotional development of
children in low-income families, and the EHSREP was created specifically to assess this
development. Also, the resulting data set is large, longitudinal, and the result of rigorous
assessments at multiple time points and from multiple sources (the children, their parents
and teachers, and the researchers who observed the mothers and their children).
Measures of maternal supportiveness based on direct observation have been
shown to be the strongest and most consistent predictors of child outcomes (Zaslow et al.,
2006). Therefore, the current study assessed maternal supportiveness using data derived
from videotaped interactions of mother-child pairs at three time points.
Most previous studies of maternal supportiveness over time have used data on
middle- and/or upper-class families (Belsky & Fearon, 2002; Eisenberg et al., 2010;
Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal, 2006; NICHD Early Child Care Research Network [ECCRN],
2003, 2006) or families with children born with physical risk (Landry et al., 2006; Landry
et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2000; Smith, Landry, & Swank, 2006; Taylor et al., 2008). The
current study employed a larger, low-income sample.
Understanding maternal supportiveness over time in low-income families is
especially important because poverty makes parenting more difficult (Appleyard et al.,
2005; Duncan & Brooks-Gunn, 1997; Ryan et al., 2005). Poor mothers are more likely to
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experience instability in their lives (Belsky, 1984). Poor children typically experience
less stimulation in their home environments (Bradley et al., 1989; Risley & Hart, 2006;
Zill, 1999) and show less cognitive and social-emotional development (Appleyard et al.,
2005; Brooks-Gunn & Duncan, 1997; Duncan & Brooks-Gunn, 1997; Duncan &
Magnuson, 2005; Ryan et al., 2005). Previous findings suggest that positive parenting
may be especially important for children who live in poverty (Chazan-Cohen et al., 2009;
Duncan & Brooks-Gunn, 1997). Poor families are more likely than other populations to
benefit from early parenting intervention (Appleyard et al., 2005; Duncan & Magnuson,
2005; Whitehurst et al., 1994).
Almost all previous research on maternal supportiveness over time in low-income
families has used relatively small samples (Landry et al., 2006; Landry et al., 2001;
Landry, Smith, Swank, & Guttentag, 2008). In contrast, the current study employed a
large sample: 1,019 mother-infant dyads for the first two research questions and 541 of
those mother-infant dyads for the third research question. The larger sample size
provided greater statistical power with which to detect significant effects. It also allowed
for identification of subgroups of mothers with different levels of maternal
supportiveness and different profiles with respect to stability of supportiveness.
Unlike some previous studies of maternal supportiveness (Baumwell, TamisLeMonda, & Bornstein, 1997; Hubbs-Tait, Culp, Culp, & Miller, 2002; Parpal &
Maccoby, 1985), the current study was longitudinal (using four data waves) and provided
rigorous measures of child outcomes in preschool. It captured changes in maternal
supportiveness over time and associations between those changes and subsequent child
outcomes. The longitudinal design also enhanced the ability to distinguish between the
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study’s variables: levels of maternal supportiveness over time, the mother’s
characteristics at 1 year, the child’s characteristics at 1 year, and the differences across
maternal-supportiveness groups during the child’s first 3 years of life and with respect to
child outcomes at 5 years.
Extensive data are available on developmental outcomes in preschoolers (children
of 5 years). Previous longitudinal studies have indicated that academic performance in
preschool, kindergarten, or first grade generally predicts academic performance
throughout elementary school (Duncan, Claessens, & Engel, 2004; Shaywitz et al., 1995;
Williamson, Appelbaum, & Epanchin, 1991) and high school (Ensminger & Slusarcick,
1992).
The current study controlled for child’s gender and the following maternal
variables: ethnicity, age when the child was born, level of education at child age of 1
year, poverty status at 1 year, marital status at 1 year, and EHS treatment status at 1 year.
The study examined changes between 1 and 3 years in alterable variables such as
mother’s marital status, level of education, poverty status, degree of depressive
symptoms, and degree of parenting stress in order to determine whether those changes are
connected to differences between maternal-supportiveness groups.
Finally, the current study examined associations between stability of maternal
supportiveness and a comprehensive set of child outcomes in cognitive and socialemotional development at age 5 years. The EHSREP assessed children’s readiness for
kindergarten through tests of their attention skills, preliteracy and emerging numeracy
skills, and receptive vocabulary; observations of mother-child interactions; interviews of
the mothers regarding their child’s development and family functioning; reports of field
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interviewers; and teachers’ observations on child development (ACF, 2002). By
examining maternal supportiveness from 1 to 3 years and measuring child outcomes
years later (at 5 years), this study was able to yield profiles of low-income mothers in
different groups of maternal-supportiveness stability and reveal how variations in
supportiveness over the child’s first 3 years of life contribute to child outcomes at age 5.
Significance of the Study
Previous studies have shown that interventions can increase maternal
supportiveness and thereby improve child outcomes (Landry et al., 2006; Landry et al.,
2008; Parpal & Maccoby, 1985). One goal of the current study was to provide indicators
regarding the most effective timing and circumstances for interventions. The study also
was undertaken to determine whether stability of maternal supportiveness predicts child
outcomes at 5 years at least as well as level of supportiveness does, in which case it might
be most effective for interventions to focus primarily on stability. Finally, the study was
designed to reveal which maternal characteristics are associated with negative child
outcomes so that interventions might target mothers with those characteristics.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
The study addressed three primary research questions as well as some secondary
questions.
Research Question 1
The first research question asked, “How does maternal supportiveness in lowincome mothers vary over time?” The study determined the extent to which maternal
supportiveness remained stable across three time points (child ages of 1, 2, and 3 years)
for some groups of mothers but decreased or increased for others. Stability was assessed
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in terms of five groups: stably low (low, low), stably medium (medium, medium), stably
high (high, high), increasing (lower to higher), and decreasing (higher to lower). With
respect to Research Question 1, the study tested the following hypotheses: (a) a high
proportion of low-income mothers show unstable maternal supportiveness and (b)
mothers in the sample represent all five stability groups.
Research Question 2
The second research question asked, “How do maternal and child characteristics
at 1 year relate to the mother’s membership in one of the five groups of stability of
maternal supportiveness in low-income families?” Specifically, the study investigated
whether any of the following variables correlate with the mother’s stability group:
mother’s depressive symptoms, mother’s parenting stress, mother’s knowledge of infant
development, and child’s temperament. The study also examined whether the mother’s
demographic characteristics and/or changes in some of those characteristics predict the
mother’s stability group.
With respect to Research Question 2, the study tested the following hypotheses:
(a) mothers who score high in depressive symptoms and/or parenting stress at 1 year are
more likely to show stably low, increasing, or decreasing supportiveness than to show
stably high supportiveness; (b) mothers whose degree of depressive symptoms or
parenting stress changes between 1 and 3 years are more likely to show increasing or
decreasing supportiveness as opposed to stably high supportiveness; (c) child’s emotion
regulation is positively associated with stably high supportiveness in comparison to any
other supportiveness group; and (d) child’s emotionality is associated with maternalsupportiveness group. During the transition from infancy to toddlerhood, infants’
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increased focus on autonomy can be extremely challenging for parents. The “terrible 2s”
demand much of parents, including those whose children do not display negative affect.
Because infants with negative emotionality may be increasingly challenging for parents
as they become toddlers, I reasoned that initially supportive mothers might have trouble
maintaining supportiveness. However, because difficult children demand more maternal
support, I also reasoned that negative emotionality might be associated with increasing
maternal supportiveness. Another possibility was that associations between negative
emotionality and maternal supportiveness over time would depend on whether the
negative emotionality was reported by the mother or rated by an objective observer.
Negative emotionality in a child and depressive symptoms or parenting stress in
the mother are not only associated but also mutually reinforcing (Gelfand, Teti, & Fox,
1992). Therefore, with respect to Research Question 2, the study also tested the following
hypothesis: Negative emotionality in a child combined with depressive symptoms or
parenting stress in the mother is positively associated with stably low or decreasing
maternal supportiveness.
With respect to Research Question 2, the study also tested two other hypotheses:
(a) mother’s knowledge of infant development is positively associated with stably high
supportiveness and (b) at least some maternal demographic characteristics are associated
with stability group.
Research Question 3
Research Question 3 asked, “Is there an association between a mother’s pattern of
supportiveness and her child’s cognitive and social-emotional skills at 5 years in low
income families?” On the basis of limited research on the timing and stability of maternal
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supportiveness and preschool outcomes (Bornstein et al., 2008; Chazan-Cohen et al.,
2009; Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal, 2006; Landry et al., 2006; Landry et al., 2001; Smith et
al., 2000; Taylor et al., 2008), I hypothesized that stably high maternal supportiveness
would be associated with the best cognitive and social-emotional outcomes for children
and that stably low supportiveness would be associated with the worst outcomes. The
question as to whether stably medium supportiveness would be associated with
significantly different child outcomes than either stably low or stably high supportiveness
was of particular interest, as was the question as to whether unstable supportiveness
would significantly differ from either stably low or stably high with respect to outcomes.
Because verbal stimulation from the parent is especially important for a toddler’s
cognitive growth, I hypothesized that increasing maternal supportiveness would be
associated with better cognitive outcomes for the child than either stably low or
decreasing supportiveness. In a study examining patterns of change in mothers’
responsiveness to infants and toddlers, Landry et al. (2001) found that mothers whose
responsiveness increased over time did, in fact, have children who scored higher on
cognitive measures than mothers whose responsiveness decreased. Compared to mothers
of stably low responsiveness, mothers whose responsiveness increased also had children
with better cognitive outcomes in preschool. I reasoned that increasing supportiveness
might not result in better social-emotional outcomes than stably low or decreasing
supportiveness because of lack of support during infancy.
In the Landry et al. (2001) study, children’s social-emotional outcomes contrasted
with their cognitive outcomes: full-term (versus preterm) babies whose mothers showed
decreasing responsiveness exhibited better social-emotional outcomes than babies whose
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mothers showed stably low responsiveness, although they did not do as well as babies of
mothers whose responsiveness was stably high.
Landry et al. (2006) examined the optimal timing for intervention to promote
maternal responsiveness. They compared (a) intervention during either infancy or the
toddler/preschool period and (b) interventions during both periods. The evidence
indicated that the best timing for a responsiveness intervention depended on the child’s
current developmental needs. Warmth and sensitivity were most important during the
earlier wave, whereas stimulating responses were most important as the child developed.
Therefore, instead of finding that children of decreasingly supportive mothers show better
social-emotional outcomes than children of increasingly supportive mothers, I thought I
might find that (a) any increase in maternal supportiveness has a positive effect on both
cognitive and social-emotional development and (b) any decrease (which might be
especially difficult and confusing for children) has a negative effect on both
developmental domains. It is important to consider all possible variations in patterns of
supportiveness over time to differentiate the potential associations between (a) stability of
maternal supportiveness over time and (b) child outcomes.
Definitions of Terms
The following operational definitions clarify the meaning of key terms as used in
this study.
Attention skills: children’s ability to attend to a challenging task. Duncan et al.
(2007) found that attention skills were one of the three types of skills most predictive of
school success. A mother’s responsiveness to cues from her child is associated with the
child’s focused attention (Bono & Stifter, 2003), and a high score on maternal
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supportiveness indicates such responsiveness. An intrusive mother, who continually
redirects her child’s attention to another task, may impede the child’s development of
attention skills. In the current study, children were assigned a protocol of tasks, and
assessors rated their attention skills using the Leiter International Performance Scale,
Revised (Leiter-R; Roid & Miller, 1997). I hypothesized that the children of mothers
whose supportiveness increased or was stably high would have higher sustained-attention
scores in prekindergarten.
Cognitive skills: children’s academic and language skills at the prekindergarten
follow-up wave. These skills include sustained attention, word knowledge, receptive
language, letter-word identification, the ability to apply learned solutions, preliteracy
skills, early counting, numeracy, and prewriting skills as measured with the Leiter-R, the
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-Third Edition (PPVT-III; Dunn & Dunn, 1997), and
the Woodcock-Johnson® III Tests of Achievement (WJ III; Woodcock & Johnson,
1989).
Maternal sensitivity: the extent to which a mother understands and responds to her
child’s needs through her affect and behavior. As in some other studies (e.g., Hirsh-Pasek
& Burchinal, 2006), in the current study maternal sensitivity included both
responsiveness and stimulation.
Maternal supportiveness: a mother’s cognitive and emotional nurturing of her
infant. The current study’s measure of maternal supportiveness was a composite score of
a mother’s emotional sensitivity toward her child, warmth/positive regard toward her
child, and contingent verbal stimulation of her child as assessed by previous researchers
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who observed videotaped interactions of a mother and child engaged in semistructured
play (for details of the original play task, see NICHD ECCRN, 2002).
Stability of supportiveness: the extent to which maternal supportiveness remains
at the same level (or functionally equivalent level) over time. Maternal supportiveness
was compared at three time points (when infants were 1, 2, and 3 years old).
Stimulation: the mother’s verbal stimulation of her child through positive,
responsive, language-based interaction. Stimulation is a subscale of maternal
supportiveness.
Temperament: an infant’s persistent, largely innate pattern of emotion, emotion
regulation, and reactivity to other people and the immediate environment. With respect to
the current study, child temperament was assessed at 1 year using two measures. The first
measure was the emotionality subscale of the Emotionality, Activity, Sociability, and
Impulsivity (EASI) temperament scale (Buss & Plomin, 1984). This subscale was
administered to mothers, who reported whether they agreed with statements about their
child’s emotionality such as “He/she often fusses and cries” and “He/she cries easily” by
using a Likert-type scale from 1 (minimum) to 5 (maximum). The second measure was a
rater report of emotion regulation at 1 year using questions from the Bayley Scales of
Infant Development, second edition (BSID-II; Bayley, 1993). These questions address a
child’s behavior during the BSID assessment. A composite score on various questions
within the BSID’s behavioral assessment subscale, emotion regulation indicates a child’s
ability to change tasks and test materials, negative affect, and frustration tolerance during
assessment.
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Unstable supportiveness: maternal supportiveness that decreases or increases
from 1 to 3 years.
Summary
The stability of maternal supportiveness throughout children’s early years remains
unclear, as do the effects of supportiveness stability/instability on poor children’s
cognitive and social-emotional skills. It is also unclear which maternal characteristics and
child characteristics predict stability/instability of maternal supportiveness. In general,
early childhood is the period that most influences a child’s development (Reid, 1994).
Therefore, it is especially important to improve maternal supportiveness during early
childhood.
This study explored the relationship between variations in maternal
supportiveness over time and child outcomes in an impoverished population. The study
also investigated which maternal and child characteristics are associated with low or
unstable maternal supportiveness. The EHSREP has provided a large longitudinal data set
suited to addressing the current study’s research questions. The EHSREP used a lowincome sample, provided data on a range of maternal and child characteristics at multiple
time points, and assessed video-recorded mother-child interactions at each time point.
The current study’s findings can assist parents, policymakers, childcare providers, and
social workers by indicating which mothers should be targeted for supportiveness
intervention and when.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter reviews existing theory and research with respect to maternal
supportiveness over time and the current study’s control and dependent variables. First
the chapter discusses the definition of stability of maternal supportiveness and the
concepts on which that definition is based. The chapter then reviews the literature on
maternal and child characteristics at 1 year as they relate to maternal supportiveness over
time. These characteristics include mother’s ethnicity, age at the birth of her child, level
of education, poverty status, marital status, degree of depressive symptoms, parenting
stress, treatment status (enrolled or not enrolled in the EHS treatment program), and
knowledge of infant development as well as the child’s gender and temperament. Next
the chapter discusses the literature on the relationship between maternal supportiveness
and the child’s cognitive and social-emotional development. The chapter notes gaps in
the literature, limitations of previous studies, and research questions that remained
unanswered and that the current study addressed.
Stability of Maternal Supportiveness
Parental stability is often defined as a parent’s behaving in much the same way
over time (Baumrind, 1989; Pines, 1984; for a review, see Holden & Miller, 1999). In
this dissertation, maternal stability is used to include behavior that may differ over time
but serves the same function. Consider attachment behaviors. They may vary, depending
on a child’s developmental stage, but they always serve to create and maintain a secure,
loving bond between parent and child. For example, as children age, it is appropriate to
give them more freedom to explore (Holden & Miller, 1999).
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In the current study, maternal supportiveness is operationally defined as a
mother’s emotional sensitivity toward her child, warmth toward her child, and verbal
stimulation of her child when the child is 1, 2, and 3 years old. These aspects of
supportiveness have been selected because they are considered crucial to good parenting
(Maccoby & Martin, 1983) and because they were the aspects measured in the EHSREP
(ACF, 2002; Early Head Start Research Consortium, 2001; Love et al., 2002).
In a meta-analysis of over 50 parenting studies, Holden and Miller (1999) found
both stability and change in parenting, depending on how parenting was measured.
Individual parents tended to maintain their level of parental supportiveness relative to the
supportiveness of other parents but did not tend to show the same absolute level of
supportiveness over time. The current study employed a five-level measure of maternal
supportiveness that used mean supportiveness scores and took into consideration the
lower overall scores of a low-income sample.
Using hierarchical cluster analysis, Landry et al. (2001) found four patterns of
maternal responsiveness among mothers of full-term and preterm infants at 6, 12, 24, 36,
and 48 months of age: stably low, stably high, increasing, and decreasing. The current
study categorized maternal supportiveness over time as stable (low, medium, or high
from Year 1 to Year 3), increasing (changing from a lower score at 1 year to a higher
score at 3 years), or decreasing (changing from a higher score at 1 year to a lower score at
3 years).
In 1991, 1,364 children were enrolled in a comprehensive longitudinal study,
initiated by the NICHD ECCRN, to assess relationships between the care provided to a
child, the child’s characteristics, and the child’s developmental outcomes . The
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researchers have obtained data on the children at frequent intervals from birth through
adolescence. The data include information on the quality of the children’s care and their
home environment, their mother’s employment status, the children’s developmental
outcomes, and child and mother characteristics, including mothers’ depressive symptoms.
In the NICHD Study of Early Child Care and Youth Development (SECCYD),
parents were videotaped and interviewed when their children were 6, 15, 24, 36, 54, and
72 months old. The quality of parenting behaviors was assessed by means of parental
reports and researchers’ observations of videotaped interactions between parent and child
during the same three-bag play task that provided data for the current study. The mothers
in the sample were middle-to-high income, and 85% of them were White.
Using SECCYD data, Dallaire and Weinraub (2005) examined stability of
parental supportiveness over children’s first 6 years of life. ANOVAs indicated no
stability in absolute measures of positive parenting but substantial stability in relative
measures of positive parenting. Thus, the analysis corroborated Holden and Miller’s
(1999) findings. Interestingly, as children aged, stability of parental supportiveness
increased, suggesting that the current study’s time period of 1–3 years might be the most
prone to change, perhaps because child development is so rapid during that period or
because parents develop a particular parenting style over time. The Holden and Miller
study supports the view that measuring parental supportiveness at multiple time points,
particularly in early childhood, can reveal different subgroups of parental supportiveness.
However, the current study employed a low-income sample.
In another study using SECCYD data, Hirsh-Pasek and Burchinal (2006)
examined changes in maternal responsiveness over time and the relationship between
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maternal responsiveness and both cognitive and linguistic outcomes. Using latent growth
curves, they found four groups of maternal supportiveness over time. The largest group
of mothers showed improving maternal sensitivity, the second-largest group showed
stably high sensitivity, the third-largest group showed stably moderate sensitivity, and the
smallest group moved from low to even lower sensitivity. The four groups differed in
mean level of maternal supportiveness.
The NICHD ECCRN (2006) examined stability of maternal supportiveness in
relation to children’s social-emotional outcomes. The researchers calculated a composite
score of mean maternal supportiveness at 15, 24, 36, and 54 months based on videotaped
mother-child interactions, an assessor’s interview of the mother, and the assessor’s
observation of the home environment. Using hierarchical linear modeling, they then
calculated change in maternal supportiveness over time and captured three stability
trajectories: stable supportiveness, increasing supportiveness, and decreasing
supportiveness. In order to distinguish between patterns of maternal supportiveness over
time, the current study analyzed supportiveness scores and employed more stability
categories than low, medium, and high. This approach enabled construction of a profile
of variations in maternal supportiveness in poor families from Year 1 to Year 3 of the
child’s life. Presumably because low income negatively impacts parenting, mothers in the
current study tended to show lower relative supportiveness than the higher income
mothers in the NICHD ECCRN (2006) study.
Employing a different conceptual framework than that of the present study, Smith
et al. (2000) studied how mothers adapt to their children’s changing developmental
needs. Study participants were mothers of (a) 136 healthy full-term children and (b) 228
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preterm children at high (n = 90) or low (n = 138) medical risk. Participants were of
lower socioeconomic status (SES) than the mothers in the NICHD ECCRN (2006) study
but were not as low-income as the mothers in the current study. The mothers began the
study when their children were 6 months old and participated until the children were at
least 3.5 years old. Mother-infant pairs were assessed when the child was 6, 12, and 24
months old. For each assessment, a researcher determined the frequency and quality of
mother-child interactions during a 60-minute unstructured home observation. The
observer offered the mother a selection of age-appropriate toys and instructed her to play
with her child for 10 minutes. The 10-minute task was similar to the three-bag task that
provided data for the current study. Maternal responsiveness was rated, using a five-point
scale, in terms of the mother’s (a) positive affect and (b) warm concern for, and
acceptance of, her child. Unlike the current study, the Smith et al. (2000) study did not
capture maternal stimulation. By means of cluster analyses, the researchers grouped the
mothers into four categories: (a) showed high warmth at each time point and low
restrictiveness until age 24 months; (b) showed highly negative patterns at each time
point, with low warmth and high restrictiveness; (c) showed decreased warmth and
increased restrictiveness by age 12 months; and (d) showed increased restrictiveness by
age 12 months and decreased warmth by age 24 months. These groupings support the
hypothesis that parental support exhibits different patterns over time.
Theoretical Framework
Attachment Theory
Assessing maternal supportiveness by observing mother-child interactions relies
on attachment theory, in which the relationship between child and mother (or other
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caregiver) heavily influences the child’s degree of psychosocial adjustment (Carlson &
Sroufe, 1995). Bowlby (1969, 1980) theorized that the quality of the emotional bond
between mother and infant had lasting psychological consequences for the child and
strongly influenced the child’s later relationships. According to attachment theory,
mothers who are responsive to their infant’s needs provide a sense of security; the infant
learns that the caregiver is dependable and therefore feels secure and can freely explore
her or his environment.
Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters, and Wall (1978) expanded on Bowlby’s theory. They
observed infants 12–18 months old as they were briefly left alone, confronted with an
unfamiliar situation, and then reunited with their mother. Based on their findings,
Ainsworth et al. posited three types of attachment: secure, ambivalent-insecure, and
avoidant-insecure.
Attachment theorists consider parental warmth a key component of positive
parenting (Bowlby, 1980). According to attachment theory, secure mother-infant dyads
show an open, fluid, reciprocal communication style that permits considerable sharing of
feelings and thoughts (Bowlby, 1980; Bretherton, 1990). The quality of mother-child
attachment affects how children and mothers experience their interactions. Although
maternal supportiveness is not a measure of attachment, maternal supportiveness is a
predictor of secure attachment. Therefore, maternal supportiveness is an expected
characteristic of healthy attachment. Maternal supportiveness fosters a sense of selfworth and security in the child (Ainsworth et al., 1978; Matas, Ahrend, & Sroufe, 1978).
Attachment suggests consistency of responsiveness. However, attachment
theorists recognize that attachment relationships can change over time (Carlson & Sroufe,
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1995). Attachment theory therefore suggests that some mothers show stable
supportiveness whereas others do not. It provided a framework for the current study’s
hypotheses regarding (a) stability of maternal supportiveness and (b) the relationship
between maternal supportiveness and child social-emotional outcomes.
The NICHD ECCRN (2005) posited three possible primacy effects relevant to the
relationship between (a) the timing of maternal supportiveness and (b) child preschool
outcomes: primacy of early experience, primacy of contemporaneous effects, and
primacy of incremental effects. If early experiences have more impact on a child’s
development than later experiences do, children of mothers whose supportiveness
decreases can be expected to show better developmental outcomes than children of
mothers whose supportiveness increases because maternal supportiveness is probably
more important at 1 year than at later ages. The NICHD ECCRN (2006) has also
proposed an extreme-early-effects model, in which early attachment predicts later
development regardless of later changes. In support of this model, Landry and colleagues
(Landry et al., 1997; Landry et al., 2001) found that early attachment relationships
predicted later child development. In other studies, children of mothers whose
supportiveness decreased have shown better social-emotional outcomes than children of
mothers whose supportiveness increased or was stably low (Erickson, Sroufe, &
Egeland,1985; Sroufe, Egeland, & Kreutzer, 1990; Urban, Carlson, Egeland, & Sroufe,
1991). A meta-analysis of 63 studies that examined associations between early
attachment and children’s subsequent peer relations found a moderate relationship
(Schneider, Atkinson, & Tardif, 2000).
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Attachment relationships over time are not consistently associated with
subsequent behavioral outcomes for all children. However, most studies that have shown
associations between early attachment and later social-emotional outcomes have
employed low-income samples (Belsky & Fearon, 2002; Carlson & Sroufe,1995;
Erickson et al., 1985; Lewis, Feiring, & Rosenthal, 2000), as the current study did. Given
the unique role that early attachment may play in poor populations, I reasoned that in the
current study the children of mothers whose supportiveness decreased might show better
social-emotional outcomes than the children of mothers whose supportiveness increased.
However, I also reasoned that the reverse might be true if children’s more-recent
experiences had stronger effect.
Parenting Styles
Baumrind (1991) has categorized parents’ child-rearing styles as “authoritarian,
authoritative, permissive, or neglectful” (p. 59). In thus categorizing parents, she
considered responsiveness, the degree to which parents support their child’s individuality,
self-control, and assertiveness by calibrating their parenting behavior to the child’s
specific attributes and needs. Baumrind also considered “behavioral control,” the degree
to which parents insist (through demands, supervision, discipline, and confrontation) that
the child integrate into the family. Her notion of parental responsiveness includes a
parent’s (a) being sensitive to the child’s needs and signals and (b) verbally stimulating
the child. These parenting characteristics were incorporated into the current study’s
construct of maternal supportiveness.
Authoritarian parents are low in responsiveness and high in demandingness,
authoritative parents are high in both dimensions, permissive parents are high in
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responsiveness and low in demandingness, and neglectful parents are low in both
dimensions (Baumrind, 1991). According to Baumrind (1991), authoritative parents are
the most successful at parenting. Children raised in authoritative homes tend to show
cognitive and social-emotional outcomes superior to those of their peers (Maccoby &
Martin, 1983).
Parenting styles are generally considered to be consistent over time. However,
most studies that have investigated parenting styles have (a) captured a moment in time
and treated that moment as representative of parenting style over time (e.g., Coates &
Lewis, 1984) or (b) investigated parenting styles in relation to child outcomes (Pettit,
Bates, & Dodge, 1997). Also, Baumrind’s (1991) conclusions about parenting styles were
based on studies involving normative samples and older children, whereas the current
study involved a low-income sample and younger children. Nevertheless, Baumrind’s
parenting styles influenced the current study’s hypotheses that stably high maternal
supportiveness would be associated with the best child outcomes and stably low
supportiveness would be associated with the worst.
Zone of Proximal Development
In addition to emotional sensitivity, maternal supportiveness includes verbal
stimulation of the child. Such stimulation fosters children’s linguistic development, other
cognitive abilities, and school readiness (Fagot & Gauvain, 1997; Gauvain, Fagot, Leve,
& Kavanaugh, 2002; Landry, Smith, Swank, & Miller-Loncar, 2000).
Vygotsky (1978) argued that parents play a major role in children’s cognitive and
social-emotional development by providing daily guidance and direction. He posited that
efforts to teach children are most effective when they fall within a child’s “zone of
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proximal development,” the zone in which a child cannot solve a problem independently
but can solve the problem with “adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable
peers” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86). Because a child’s abilities change as the child ages,
parents must continually adjust their teaching behavior, or stimulation, to remain within
the child’s zone of proximal development in order to be most effective. Building on
Vygotsky’s theory, Wood, Bruner, and Ross (1976) presented the idea of scaffolding,
adult guidance (through verbal and nonverbal input) that supports a child’s learning
through joint problem-solving and that changes in style in accordance with the child’s
level of development. A particular mother’s teaching style may be best suited to an infant
of 1, 2, or 3 years and may therefore affect whether maternal supportiveness is stable
(consistently low, medium, or high) or unstable (increasing or decreasing).
Ecological Systems Theory
From the ecological perspective, a child’s development is affected by experiences
occurring within nested systems: micro-, meso-, exo-, and macrosystems
(Bronfenbrenner, 1989). The most direct social interactions—such as face-to-face
mother-child interactions—occur within the microsystem. Factors, such as the mother’s
marital status, that influence the mother directly and influence the child indirectly fall
within the child’s exosystem. The current study focused on these two systems.
The Transactional Model
The transactional model of child development emphasizes that children develop
through interacting with other individuals and their environment over time (Sameroff &
Chandler, 1975). In this model, a major goal is to determine how to understand and
examine adaptive and maladaptive processes in relationships between a child and parent
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by attempting to understand how a particular relationship or experience might change a
child and, in turn, be changed by the child’s response (Sameroff & MacKenzie, 2003).
Specifically, Sameroff & MacKenzie (2003) suggest that parental supportiveness and
reciprocity on the part of the child can reduce the chances of maladaptive outcomes,
despite adversity. The transactional model stresses the importance of understanding the
conditions under which an attempt to change a relationship that is unhealthy for the child
can alter the child’s development. The current study incorporated the transactional model
by investigating (a) child outcomes in relation to mother-child interactions; (b) the extent
to which maternal supportiveness, the mother’s characteristics, and the child’s
characteristics influence each other; and c) how changes in particular variables over the
first 3 years of a child’s life affect child outcomes.
The Process Model
Belsky (1984) formulated a process model that posits three types of influence on a
mother’s parenting competence: (a) the mother’s personal characteristics; (b) the child’s
innate characteristics, such as temperament; and (c) environmental stressors and supports.
According to Belsky, the mother’ mental health, especially her emotional stability, has
the largest effect on the way she handles environmental stressors and supports. If she can
protect her child from the negative effects of environmental stressors, her parenting will
be more competent. In Belsky’s view, the child’s characteristics have the least effect on
maternal competence. Belsky’s model influenced the current study’s research question as
to whether changes in maternal characteristics over time differ across stability groups.
Instability in one area of a mother’s life may increase the likelihood of increasing or
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decreasing maternal supportiveness, depending on the direction of the change in life
circumstances or personal characteristics.
The Mother’s Characteristics
Ethnicity
Because some evidence indicates that the mother’s ethnicity may affect her style
of interacting with her child, the current study controlled for mother’s ethnicity. McLoyd
(1998) reported that African American mothers were more likely than their European
American counterparts to engage in harsh parenting. In a study by Ispa et al. (2004),
researchers found that African American mothers were less warm and sensitive in their
parenting than their European American counterparts. There is also evidence that
European American mothers spend more time than their African American or Hispanic
American counterparts reading to and speaking to their infants (Raikes et al., 2006).
Finally, there is evidence that similar behavior by mothers of different ethnicities
can have different effects on the child (Ispa et al., 2004). Ispa et al. (2004) used the threebag play task to assess mother-child interactions. White children whose mothers were
intrusive at 15 months (i.e., whose mothers tended to direct their interactions with their
child rather than allow the child to be more spontaneous) tended to have a more negative
relationship with their mother, show less engagement in play, and express more
negativity toward their mother at 25 months. In contrast, Black children whose mothers
were intrusive at 15 months did not show any negative effects at 25 months if their
mother scored high on maternal warmth at 24 months. Mexican American mothers
tended to be more intrusive than White mothers, and maternal warmth at 24 months did
not mitigate the negative effects of their intrusiveness.
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Age at Birth of Child
The current study controlled for mother’s age at the birth of her child because this
variable is associated with parenting style and child outcomes. Younger mothers are more
likely to engage in harsh and coercive parenting (Berlin, Brady-Smith, & Brooks-Gunn,
2002). Especially during early childhood, harsh parenting is associated with negative
behaviors in children (Granic & Patterson, 2006; Patterson, Reid, & Dishion, 1992).
Younger mothers tend to (a) be lower income, (b) have lower IQs, (c) come from
discordant families, and (d) have a history of mental health problems (Miller-Johnson et
al., 1999; Scaramella, Conger, Simons, & Whitbeck, 1998).
Level of Education
The current study controlled for mother’s level of education because this variable
has been linked to children’s cognitive and social-emotional outcomes (Bradley &
Corwyn, 2002). Most likely, less educated mothers tend to be less stimulating to their
child (Bee et al., 1982; DeGarmo, Forgatch, & Martinez, 1999). In the current study,
mother’s level of education was categorized as either (a) less than a high school
diploma/GED or (b) at least a high school diploma/GED.
Poverty Status
The study’s entire sample was low-income. The study controlled for poverty
status at 1 year because poverty status is associated with degree of parental
supportiveness as well as child outcomes. Poverty increases the challenges of parenting
(Appleyard et al., 2005; Duncan & Brooks-Gunn, 1997; Ryan et al., 2005). Also, poor
children typically experience less stimulation in their home environments (Bradley et al.,
1989; Risley & Hart, 2006; Zill, 1999). Numerous studies indicate that poverty places
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children at risk for less cognitive and social-emotional competence (Aber, Jones, &
Cohen, 2000; Appleyard et al., 2005; Brooks-Gunn & Duncan, 1997; Duncan & BrooksGunn, 1997; Morales & Guerra, 2006; Ryan et al., 2005), and the risk increases when the
poverty is deep (Duncan & Brooks-Gunn, 1997).
Marital Status
The current study also controlled for mother’s marital status at 1 year because
previous studies have indicated associations between marital status and (a) parenting
behaviors (Krishnakumar & Buehler, 2000) and (b) child outcomes (Hetherington, 2005).
Poor mothers have higher rates of divorce and single parenting (Howard & Brooks-Gunn,
2009; Seltzer, 2000). Marriage is associated with the mother’s feeling more supported
(Howard & Brooks-Gunn, 2009), and this security may influence her parenting. Mutually
supportive parents are more likely to engage in positive parenting behaviors
(Krishnakumar & Buehler, 2000).
The current study also examined change in marital status from 1 to 3 years. A
change in marital status is a stressor and, therefore, can affect parenting. Children whose
parents separate or divorce are at increased risk for poor social and emotional outcomes
(Hetherington, 2005).
Depressive Symptoms
The current study examined the relationship between mothers’ depressive
symptoms and stability of maternal supportiveness. Many studies have linked maternal
depression to deficient parenting. Depressed mothers often are withdrawn from their
children or behave toward them in hostile or otherwise negative ways (Cummings &
Davies, 1994). Maternal depression is associated with authoritarian parenting and harsh
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parenting, such as spanking a child . Depressed mothers also tend to display positive
emotion toward their children less frequently than non-depressed mothers (Cohn &
Tronick, 1987). Mothers who are experiencing more depression and stress talk and
gesture less to their children (Pan, Rowe, Singer, & Snow, 2005). In sum, depressed
mothers tend to be less sensitive and responsive to their children (Cohn & Tronick, 1987;
Rutter, 1990). With respect to the current study, I therefore hypothesized that mothers’
depressive symptoms would be associated with lower maternal supportiveness.
Maternal depression is associated with a range of poor child outcomes from
infancy through adolescence (Dodge, 1990; Downey & Coyne, 1990; Goodman &
Gotlib, 1999; Phares & Compas, 1992), especially negative social-emotional outcomes
(Phelan, Khoury, Atherton, & Kahn, 2007). Children of depressed mothers are more
likely to be withdrawn or aggressive (Trapolini, Ungerer & McMahon, , 2007). They also
tend to show worse cognitive outcomes (Petterson & Albers, 2001). Campbell, Matestic,
von Stauffenberg, Mohan, and Kirchner (2007) analyzed NICHD SECCYD data and
found that mothers with depressive symptoms, as measured by the Center for
Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D), were more likely to report child
behavior problems (Radloff, 1977). I therefore hypothesized that the current study would
show an association between mothers’ depressive symptoms and worse child outcomes.
In a study by Pianta et al. (1989), maternal supportiveness at child ages of 6, 24,
and 42 months was generally stable but tended to be less stable when the mother was
experiencing emotional loss. I therefore hypothesized that in the current study a change in
mother’s depressive symptoms would be associated with increasing or decreasing
supportiveness, depending on whether the depressive symptoms lessened or worsened.
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However, in a recent study using EHSREP data, Chazan-Cohen et al. (2009) did not find
an association between (a) levels of mothers’ depressive symptoms at 1 year or changes
in such levels between 1 and 3 years and (b) maternal supportiveness in prekindergarten.
Parenting Stress
The current study examined whether parenting stress is associated with
membership in a particular subgroup of maternal supportiveness over time. It used data
from the Parenting Stress Index-Short Form (PSI-SF; Abidin, 1983), which measures the
level of distress a mother is feeling in her role as parent. The components of such distress
include depression, a feeling of incompetence as a parent, stress resulting from perceived
restrictions stemming from parenting, a lack of social support, disappointed expectations
for the child, and a feeling that interactions with the child are unrewarding. The study
also investigated mother-child dysfunction, the extent to which the mother has a negative
view of her relationship with her child and considers her affections to be unreciprocated.
In EHSREP data samples, parenting stress has been associated with reduced
maternal responsiveness (Chang et al., 2004; Rafferty, Griffin, & Robokos, 2010).
Previous studies have found that mothers who report higher parenting stress are more
likely to be authoritarian in their parenting style, have more-negative mother-child
interactions, and be less involved with their children (Belsky, Woodworth, & Crnic,
1996; Bolger, DeLongis, Kessler, & Schilling, 1989; Deater-Deckard & Scarr, 1996;
McBride & Mills, 1993).
Knowledge of Infant Development
Knowing what responses to a child are appropriate to the child’s current cognitive
and social abilities and needs requires a knowledge of child development. Studies have
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shown that knowledge of child rearing and child development is relevant to parenting and
children’s well-being (Benasich & Brooks-Gunn, 1996; Bornstein, Cote, Haynes, Hahn,
& Park, 2010). In a prospective, longitudinal study of a low-birth-weight, preterm cohort,
maternal knowledge of child development and child rearing at 12 months was
significantly associated with the quality of the home environment, the number of child
behavior problems, and the child’s IQ at 36 months (Benasich & Brooks-Gunn, 1996).
This variable was investigated in the current study because it can be changed through
education. Intervention programs, including EHS, often provide mothers with
information on child development and child rearing.
Treatment Status
The mothers in this study’s sample comprised a treatment group and a control
group. Half of the mothers received EHS services from Year 1 to Year 3, and half did
not. The EHS services included efforts to improve parenting skills. Love et al. (2005)
examined the full EHSREP sample and found significant differences in maternal
supportiveness between the EHS treatment and control groups at 2 and 3 years but no
significant differences between the two groups at 1 and 3 years. However, Chazan-Cohen
et al. (2009) found no significant effects of EHS treatment on maternal supportiveness
and child outcomes. The current study included EHS treatment status as a control
variable.
The Child’s Characteristics
Gender
The current study also controlled for child’s gender. In general, boys may be less
able than girls to regulate their emotions—for example, less able to cope with negative
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arousal (Crockenberg & Leerkes, 2003; Weinberg, Tronick, Cohn, & Olson, 1999). Also,
mothers may be more responsive to sons with negative affect than to daughters with
negative affect (Barry & Kochanska, 2010). With respect to a sample that was
predominantly European American and middle-class, Barry and Kochanska (2010) found
that mothers and young sons expressed more anger during their interactions than did
mothers and young daughters. Also, in a study by Putnam, Spritz, and Stifter (2002),
mothers tended to be more sensitive to highly reactive male infants than to highly
reactive female infants.
Temperament
Based on nine behavioral characteristics, Thomas and Chess (1977) identified
three child temperaments, behavioral profiles stable throughout infancy and unaltered by
any change in the child’s environment: easy, difficult, and slow to warm up. Having
reviewed the literature on child temperament, Zentner and Bates (2008) define child
temperament as the child’s normal affect, activity, attention, and sensory sensitivity.
They posit that these traits appear early in a child’s life, tend to persist, and often predict
behavioral competencies. For example, infants who display negative affect tend to
become frustrated more easily, display more fussy behaviors, cry more easily, and be
more demanding (Buss & Plomin, 1984).
The emotion that a mother expresses may partly depend on her child’s
emotionality (Bell, 1968; Sameroff & Chandler, 1975). Some researchers have reported
that infants who are more inhibited are more likely to have introverted, shy, or anxious
parents (Kochanska, Aksan, Knaack, & Rhines, 2004; Rickman & Davidson, 1994).
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The current study focused on two dimensions of child temperament: emotionality
(arousability and reactivity) and emotion regulation (self-adjustment of reactivity).
Rothbart (1989) regarded reactivity and emotion regulation as heritable traits. Considered
difficult, reactive infants tend to (a) react poorly to change, (b) easily become distressed,
and (c) resist soothing (Rothbart & Bates, 1998; Thomas & Chess, 1977).
Findings on the relationship between child temperament and maternal
supportiveness have been contradictory. Some studies indicate that the mothers of infants
who display highly negative affect or are persistently inhibited tend to show less maternal
sensitivity (Crockenberg & Leerkes, 2003; Fish, Stifter, & Belsky, 1991). Barry and
Kochanska (2010) found that infants who exhibit anger over time may elicit less affection
from their mothers. However, other studies indicate that children who exhibit high
negative emotionality and low emotion regulation receive more maternal support,
presumably because the mother believes the child requires more attention (Mangelsdorf,
Gunnar, Kestenbaum, Lang, & Andreas, 1990). Laible (2004a, 2004b) examined motherchild discourse about the child’s past behavior and found that mothers verbally elaborated
more when they discussed the child’s negative emotions or the child was highly reactive.
Because verbal stimulation of a child is a factor in maternal supportiveness, mothers of
highly reactive children may be more supportive, at least in terms of verbal stimulation.
In sum, aspects of an infant’s temperament can prompt positive or negative
reactions from the mother, and these reactions may affect the likelihood that the child
will develop psychological and/or behavioral problems (Caspi, Elder, & Bem, 1988;
Hetherington, 1991; Rutter, 1990; Werner, 1990). An infant’s degree of reactivity and
emotion regulation can be expected to influence maternal supportiveness over time. I
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therefore hypothesized that child emotionality and/or emotion regulation would be
associated with maternal-supportiveness group and would respond to intervention to help
mothers cope with their child’s emotional characteristics.
Thomas and Chess (1977) emphasized the importance of a good fit between
parental behaviors and the child’s temperament. Sensitive parental responses to a child’s
emotional distress may help the infant self-regulate. For example, the parent can increase
the child’s ability to self-soothe by providing the child with security objects, can shift a
distressed child’s attention by providing visually appealing objects, and can model
adaptive problem-solving (Thomas & Chess, 1977). Mothers also can reinforce their
child’s efforts to self-regulate (Bell & Ainsworth, 1972; Leerkes et al., 2009) and treat
negative emotions as normal rather than troublesome (Stern, 1985; Leerkes et al., 2009).
A failure to do the latter increases the chances that the child will come to conceal or
suppress his or her emotions (Cassidy & Fox, 1994; Eisenberg, Cumberland, & Spinrad,
1998).
Insensitive maternal responses to infant distress can increase the distress (Calkins,
1994; Eisenberg et al., 1998), lead the child to develop negative attitudes (Calkins, 1994),
discourage emotion regulation (Calkins, 1994), and hamper the child’s future ability to
understand negative emotions (Thompson, 1994). The child is then more likely to interact
poorly with peers and adults—for example, be withdrawn or aggressive (Eisenberg et al.,
1998). Previous studies support an association between (a) a mother’s sensitivity to her
child’s negative emotions and (b) the security of infant-mother attachment (Del Carmen,
Pedersen, Huffman, & Bryan, 1993; McElwain & Booth-LaForce, 2006). The findings
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support Bowlby’s (1980) view that infants learn whether they can expect their emotional
needs to be met, and their assessment affects their future social relationships.
Studies have consistently shown that maternal responsiveness differs based on the
child’s reactivity (Belsky, Hsieh, & Crnic, 1998; Kochanska, 1995; Kochanska, Aksan, &
Carlson, 2005; Park, Belsky, Putnam, & Crnic, 1997). However, few studies have
investigated the influence of child temperament on maternal supportiveness over time in
low-income populations (Pianta et al., 1989).
Using data from 135 mother-child pairs who participated in the Mother-Child
Interaction Research Project, Pianta et al. (1989) examined the relationship between child
temperament and maternal supportiveness when children were 6, 24, and 42 months old.
Researchers had rated maternal supportiveness based on laboratory observations of each
mother-child pair. They also had rated child temperament using the EASI temperament
scale (Buss & Plomin, 1975), which was used in the current study. Pianta et al. (1989)
found associations between maternal supportiveness and each of the following at each
time point: the child’s degree of behavioral self-control, the child’s sociability, and the
child’s affect.
A child’s emotionality may have different effects on caregiving over time
(Crockenberg & McClusky, 1986). Depending on the age at which a child is showing
high emotionality, it may be easier or more difficult for the parent to handle that
emotionality. For example, some mothers may find it easier to handle a 1-month-old who
cries when a toy is taken away than a 3-year-old who has a temper tantrum when the
mother says no to a request. Another mother may find a nonverbal, highly emotional 1-
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year-old more difficult than an articulate, highly emotional 3-year-old with whom she can
more easily communicate.
Leerkes et al. (2009) found that maternal sensitivity to infant distress at 6 months
positively correlated with infant emotion regulation at 3 years. In a longitudinal study,
Clark, Kochanska, & Ready (2000) rated the negative emotionality of infants at 8–10
months old. They also rated how responsive and domineering their mothers were in
mother-child interactions when the infants were 13–15 months old. Both maternal
personality alone and an interaction between maternal personality and child emotionality
predicted future maternal supportiveness. Similarly, Fagot and Gauvain (1997) found that
maternal ratings of child temperament at 18 months predicted mothers’ problem-solving
behaviors with their toddlers at 30 months. These findings highlight that both the
mother’s and the child’s characteristics influence maternal supportiveness.
In a meta-analysis, Paulussen-Hoogeboom, Stams, Hermanns, and Peetsma
(2007) reported a positive correlation between child negative emotionality and less
supportive parenting in lower SES families but a negative correlation between these same
variables in higher SES families. Higher SES mothers may be better able to provide
support to a highly emotional child, perhaps partly because they do not face the
challenges of poverty and are more likely to have social support.
The effect of child temperament may partly depend on maternal characteristics
such as depression or parenting stress. Gallagher (2002) found a relationship between
child temperament and maternal depression. Chang et al. (2004) reported an association
between difficult temperament in the child and parenting stress in low-income mothers.
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Emotion regulation includes those behaviors, skills, and strategies (whether
conscious or unconscious, automatic or effortful) that modulate emotional experiences
and expressions, enabling individuals to adapt to situations and meet goals (Leerkes et al.,
2009). Evidence clearly indicates that emotion regulation develops through interaction
between infants and their caregivers (Berlin & Cassidy, 2003; Braungart-Rieker,
Garwood, Powers, & Wang, 2001; Crockenberg & Leerkes, 2004, 2006; Diener,
Mangelsdorf, McHale, & Frosch, 2002). Infants’ expressions of emotion elicit responses
from caregivers (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1998), whose responses, in turn, influence
infants’ emotional states (Crockenberg & Leerkes, 2004) and shape their emotional
development (Crockenberg & Leerkes, 2006).
Spinrad, Stifter, Donelan-McCall, and Turner (2004) found a shift in mothers’
responses to children’s emotional responses to distress as children aged from 18 to 36
months: mothers offered less emotional support (e.g., were less likely to soothe the child
or distract the child from a cause of distress) but more explanations regarding the cause
of distress, perhaps as a result of the child’s increasing verbal and other cognitive
abilities. Emotion regulation enables a child to manage such distress and increases and
becomes more internal as infants age (Smith et al., 2006).
Child Outcomes
Maternal supportiveness over time is associated with better child outcomes at 5
years. This section will discuss research findings on this relationship in terms of cognitive
development (attention skills, language skills, and math skills) and social-emotional
development (prosocial behavior, aggressive behavior, and emotion regulation).
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Cognitive Development
Maternal responsiveness over time is positively associated with children’s
cognitive development (Bornstein & Tamis-LeMonda, 1989; Bornstein, Tamis-LeMonda,
& Haynes, 1999; Chazan-Cohen et al., 2009; Landry et al., 1997; Landry et al., 2001;
NICHD ECCRN, 2002; Petrill & Deater-Deckard, 2004; Smith et al., 2000, 2006; TamisLeMonda et al., 2001). Mulvaney, McCartney, Bub, and Marshall (2006) analyzed 92
mother-infant dyads from the NICHD ECCRN study. Researchers had observed these
dyads during the three-bag play task and rated the mothers’ maternal sensitivity.
Mulvaney et al. reported that maternal sensitivity during the child’s infancy and
toddlerhood predicted cognitive abilities in first grade, as measured by the WJ
(Woodcock & Johnson, 1989).
Smith et al. (2000) found that the extent to which mothers talked to their infants
about the relationships between objects, actions, and concepts predicted the children’s
nonverbal and verbal cognitive abilities at 3, 4, and 6 years of age. Employing part of the
same sample as Smith et al. (2000) used, Landry et al. (2001) assessed maternal
supportiveness by means of videotaped mother-child interactions similar to those
involved in the three-bag play task. They found that children whose mothers showed
stably high supportiveness during the child’s first 4 years of life had higher cognitive
scores in preschool than children whose mothers were supportive only during the child’s
first 2 years.
Academic achievement. Children with more supportive mothers tend to show
greater readiness for school and greater success in school (Bradley et al., 1989; ChazanCohen et al., 2009; Linver, Brooks-Gunn, & Kohen, 1999). The NICHD ECCRN (2002)
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reported that an increase in maternal supportiveness over time was related to children’s
greater academic achievement. Hirsh-Pasek and Burchinal (2006) found a positive
association between increased maternal responsiveness over time and the child’s
academic achievement, regardless of initial level of responsiveness. The academic
outcomes significantly differed between all four responsiveness groups: low and
decreasing, medium and increasing, stably medium, and stably high.
Language skills. Maternal responsiveness includes verbal stimulation of the
child, such as naming objects. Such verbal stimulation includes being contingently
responsive to the child’s attempts to communicate. Not surprisingly, verbal stimulation is
positively associated with children’s language skills (Bornstein & Tamis-LeMonda 1989;
Bornstein et al., 1999; Landry et al., 1997; Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2001).
Previous studies have examined maternal supportiveness over time in relation to
children’s language outcomes. Some of these studies employed higher income samples
(Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal, 2006; Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2001). Smith et al. (2000)
employed a smaller and lower (but not low) income sample of 364 mother-child pairs; in
228 of the pairs, the infant had been preterm. The NICHD ECCRN (2002) reported a
positive association between increased maternal supportiveness over time and children’s
language skills. Hirsh-Pasek and Burchinal (2006) found the same pattern of results with
regard to children’s language skills that they found with regard to children’s academic
achievement (discussed in the preceding section).
Tamis-LeMonda et al. (2001) examined the relationship between (a) maternal
responsiveness, assessed by means of videotaped mother-child play when the child was 9
months and 13 months old, and (b) the child’s language skills at 21 months. Compared to
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maternal responsiveness at 9 months, responsiveness at 13 months was a stronger
predictor of language skills at 21 months.
Landry et al. (2008) investigated the optimal time to provide maternalresponsiveness intervention for mothers of low-birth-weight infants. They tested whether
only early intervention (during the infant’s first year of life), only late intervention
(during the infant’s second year of life), or both early and late intervention would most
impact child outcomes. Children of mothers who received only late intervention showed
better language skills than children of mothers who received only early intervention, and
children of mothers who received both early and late interventions showed the best
language skills.
Using a sample of 1,273 families and regression analyses of the EHSREP data,
Chazan-Cohen et al. (2009) found a positive relationship between (a) increasing maternal
supportiveness over 1, 2, and 3 years and (b) the child’s vocabulary. They also found a
positive association between maternal supportiveness at 1 year and letter-word
identification.
In contrast, Smith et al. (2000) found no significant differences in child language
outcomes based on changes in maternal supportiveness. Whereas the current study
captured maternal supportiveness at 1 year, before the leap in linguistic ability that
typically occurs between 18 and 24 months of age, Smith et al. (2000) did not measure
maternal supportiveness before 2 years and may therefore have missed the time when
maternal supportiveness most influences the child’s future language skills.
Attention skills. Maternal responsiveness is associated with better attention in
children both at the initial time of observation and later in life (Belsky, Bakermans-
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Kranenburg, & van IJzendoorn, 2007; Bornstein & Tamis-LeMonda, 1989; Findji, 1993).
Maternal stimulation is associated with focused attention during play even in the first
year of life (Belsky, Goode, & Most, 1980; Findji, 1993; Lawson, Parrinello, & Ruff,
1992). Maternal supportiveness in the form of directing the child’s attention to particular
things positively affects the child’s attention skills (for a review, see Ruff & Rothbart,
1996). Lower attention scores in children are linked to insecure infant-mother attachment
(Hubbs-Tait et al., 2002) and unsupportive parenting (Jacobvitz & Sroufe, 1987; Razza,
Martin, & Brooks-Gunn, 2010). In the Landry et al. (2008) study that investigated the
optimal time to provide maternal-responsiveness intervention for mothers of low-birthweight infants, only children whose mothers received both early and late intervention
showed superior attention skills.
Hirsh-Pasek and Burchinal (2006) found that children’s attention was related to
changes in maternal supportiveness over time but not to overall level of supportiveness.
This finding suggests the importance of measuring maternal supportiveness over time in
order to capture associations with child outcomes such as attention skills. With regard to
the current study, I hypothesized that stably high maternal supportiveness would be
associated with the strongest attention skills at age 5 and that decreasing or stably low
supportiveness would be associated with the weakest attention skills.
Social-Emotional Development
Maternal supportiveness affects children’s social-emotional outcomes. In the
Landry et al. (2008) study, children showed higher social-emotional competence if their
mother had received (a) only early intervention or (b) both early and late intervention.
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Social development. Recent longitudinal studies have demonstrated a
relationship between changes in maternal supportiveness over time and the child’s social
behavior (Bocknek et al., 2009; Campos et al., 2004; Chazan-Cohen et al., 2009; Cole et
al., 2004; Landry et al., 2001; NICHD ECCRN, 2006; Smith et al., 2000). Smith et al.
(2000) examined child social outcomes at 3 years of age in relation to maternal
supportiveness at 1 and 2 years. During home visits, they evaluated children’s social
responsiveness in terms of characteristics such as positive affect, attention-directing
gestures, and compliance with maternal requests. Maternal responsiveness over time
significantly predicted children’s social outcomes.
Landry et al. (2001) assessed the relationship between (a) maternal
responsiveness over the first 4 years of the child’s life and (b) the child’s socialinteraction scores at 4 years of age. The researchers examined 282 mother-infant dyads.
In 103 of the dyads, the infants were full-term; in 179 of the dyads, the infants were
preterm. With respect to both an early time period (infants ages of 6, 12, and 24 months)
and a late time period (infant ages of 3 and 4 years), Landry et al. (2001) created four
maternal clusters: (a) mothers who showed high responsiveness at both time periods, (b)
mothers who showed low responsiveness at both time periods, (c) mothers who showed
high responsiveness at the early time period but low responsiveness at the late time
period, and (d) mothers who showed low responsiveness at the early time period and
moderate responsiveness at the late time period. Mother-infant interactions were assessed
by means of home observations of mother-infant dyads performing a play task and two
search tasks (finding rewards in groups of three and then six cereal boxes). The infants’
social-interaction scores significantly differed depending on whether their mother’s
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responsiveness decreased or increased from the early time period (6–24 months) to the
late time period (3–4 years). Also, infants whose mothers showed increasing
responsiveness scored lower than infants whose mothers showed stably high
responsiveness. In the case of full-term but not preterm infants, children of mothers
whose responsiveness decreased showed better social development than children of
mothers whose responsiveness increased from low to moderate. The Landry et al. (2001)
results suggest that a mother must maintain maternal supportiveness for her child’s social
outcomes to be optimal.
The NICHD ECCRN (2002) found that an increase in maternal supportiveness
over time was related to fewer behavior problems prior to school entry. The NICHD
ECCRN (2006) investigated whether increasing or decreasing maternal supportiveness
over time predicted social-emotional outcomes, regardless of early attachment
classifications. Supportive mothers tended to rate their children’s social competence
higher. However, that competence did not reliably differ across supportiveness-stability
groups. In contrast, teachers’ ratings of children’s social competence did differ across
stability groups. The ratings were higher for children of mothers whose supportiveness
increased over time than for children of mothers whose supportiveness decreased. In fact,
the latter group of children received the lowest ratings. Ratings of children’s
aggressiveness followed the same patterns. The current study, too, considered parent and
teacher reports of children’s social behavior. The NICHD ECCRN (2002, 2006) results
suggest that any decline in maternal supportiveness may be deleterious to child social
outcomes, regardless of initial levels of supportiveness.
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The discussed studies that employed NICHD ECCRN data substantially
influenced the current study because they examined similar questions about stability of
maternal supportiveness and child preschool outcomes. However, the current study’s
sample differed in its demographics. In this study, more than 50% of the mothers
belonged to ethnic minorities, 36% of the mothers gave birth as teens, and all of the
mothers were low-income. In the NICHD ECCRN sample, average family income was
3.8 times the poverty threshold, and 80% of the children were of European American,
non-Hispanic descent. Therefore, the current study was partly intended to reveal
differences between its sample and that of the NICHD ECCRN with respect to maternal
supportiveness and child outcomes.
Smith et al. (2000) investigated patterns of maternal behavior at infant ages of 6,
12, and 24 months in relation to 364 children’s social outcomes. Specifically, they
examined if mothers fell into subgroups that significantly differed in terms of mothers’
adaptation to infants’ changing developmental needs. Maternal behavior patterns,
including maternal warmth and maternal restrictiveness (a tendency to verbally or
physically restrict the child’s exploring) significantly predicted social outcomes.
Variations in responsiveness that were not appropriate to a child’s developmental
changes had deleterious effects on child outcomes. Smith et al. (2000) employed a
smaller, lower SES sample, but the SES of the current study’s sample was still lower.
Emotional development. An indicator of emotional development, emotion
regulation in young children is associated with social competence (Mendez, Fantuzzo, &
Cicchetti, 2002). Emotion regulation also predicts success in school, most likely because
it is associated with motivation, attention skills, and social adaptation (Eisenberg &
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Spinrad, 2004). Maternal supportiveness is associated with infants’ ability to manage and
adjust their emotional reactions (Bernier, Carlson, & Whipple, 2010).
Using EHSREP data, Bocknek et al. (2009) analyzed African American mothers’
maternal supportiveness at 1, 2, and 3 years in relation to their infants’ emotion
regulation. The researchers controlled for mother’s cumulative risk, mother’s EHS
treatment status, child’s gender, and child’s emotionality. Maternal supportiveness
predicted emotion regulation over the period under study. The current study was not
limited to African Americans and was more longitudinal because it included follow-up
data at 5 years.
Employing the same EHSREP data used in the Bocknek et al. (2009) study and
the current study, Chazan-Cohen et al. (2009) followed up with data at 5 years. Using
regression analyses, they found that stable and increasing maternal supportiveness were
associated with better emotion regulation at 5 years. Expanding on the Chazan-Cohen et
al. study, the current study included child characteristics as a means of further examining
which characteristics contribute to maternal supportiveness over time.
Landry et al. (2001) observed mother-child interactions in the home early in the
child’s infancy (at 6, 12, and 24 months) and late in the child’s infancy and early
childhood (at 3.5 and 4.5 years). Through cluster analyses, they divided maternal
responsiveness over time into four categories: stably low, slightly increasing, decreasing,
and stably high. MANOVA indicated that stably high maternal responsiveness from 6
months to 4.5 years was optimal for the child’s emotional development. Social-emotional
outcomes were better for children who received decreasing maternal supportiveness than
for those who received increasing supportiveness, probably because maternal
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supportiveness is critical earlier in infancy. Compared to the Landry et al. (2001) study,
the current study employed a larger data set and more-rigorous covariates and outcome
variables.
Summary
Overall, the most recent literature indicates that maternal supportiveness varies
over time. Holden and Miller (1999) found both stability and change, depending on how
supportiveness was measured. Daillaire and Weinraub (2005) found that relative scores
for maternal supportiveness remained stable over time but absolute scores did not. Smith
et al. (2000), Landry et al. (2001), and Hirsh-Pasek and Burchinal (2006) found
variations in maternal supportiveness over time. These findings influenced the current
study’s use of five categories of maternal supportiveness over time: stably low, stably
medium, stably high, increasing, and decreasing.
The current study relied on a number of theoretical frameworks: Bowlby’s (1969,
1980) attachment theory, Baumrind’s (1991) concepts of different parenting styles,
Vygotsky’s (1978) theory of a zone of proximal development, Bronfenbrenner’s (1989)
ecological systems theory, Sameroff and Chandler’s (1975) transactional model of child
development, and Belsky’s (1984) process model. In keeping with these theories, the
literature indicates that the characteristics of mother and child influence maternal
supportiveness (Berlin et al., 2002; Chazan-Cohen et al., 2009; Crockenberg & Leerkes,
2003; Howard & Brooks-Gunn, 2009; Ispa et al., 2004; Kochanska et al., 2005; Pianta et
al., 1989; Risley & Hart, 2006). In turn, variations in maternal supportiveness influence
the child’s cognitive outcomes (Chazan-Cohen et al., 2009; Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal,
2006; Landry et al., 2001; Landry et al., 2008; NICHD ECCRN, 2002; Smith et al., 2000)
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and social-emotional outcomes (Bocknek et al., 2009; Chazan-Cohen et al., 2009; Landry
et al., 2001; NICHD EECRN, 2002, 2006; Smith et al., 2000).
The literature indicates that maternal supportiveness should be studied over time
rather than at one time point. In particular, there is a need to understand maternal
supportiveness in relation to child outcomes in low-income populations. Unlike the
EHSREP data used in the current study, data from most previous studies on low-income
mothers have not covered a wide range of maternal and child characteristics. The current
study was developed to provide profiles of the low-income mother-child pairs most at
risk for unstable or low maternal supportiveness when the infant is 1 year old. Such
profiles may help providers know whom to target with prevention or remediation and the
optimal times to do so.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
The current study examined maternal supportiveness in low-income families with
respect to three time points during infancy. It investigated whether maternal
supportiveness remains stable, which maternal characteristics make stability of
supportiveness more or less likely, which child characteristics are associated with
particular patterns of stability or instability, and what associations exist between pattern
of supportiveness over time and children’s cognitive and social-emotional skills at 5
years of age.
The study addressed the following research questions:
1. How does maternal supportiveness in low-income mothers vary over time?
2. In low-income mothers, how do maternal and child characteristics at 1 year relate
to the mother’s membership in one of the five groups of stability of maternal
supportiveness? Specifically, do mother’s depressive symptoms, parenting stress,
mother’s knowledge of infant development, and/or the child’s temperament
correlate with mother’s stability group? Also, do demographic characteristics
and/or changes in some of those characteristics predict a mother’s stability group?
3. Is there an association between a low-income mother’s pattern of supportiveness
and her child’s cognitive and social-emotional skills at 5 years?
Data Source
The current study used pre-existing data collected in the EHSREP (ACF, 2002;
Early Head Start Research Consortium, 2001; Love et al., 2005; Love et al., 2002). In the
EHSREP, 2,217 children and their families were assessed when the infants were 1, 2, and
3 years old. The researchers obtained participants’ demographic characteristics when the
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participants enrolled in the study. Data were collected in participants’ homes at each of
the three time points and also in preschool settings at 5 years.
Trained data collectors assessed the children in their homes by administering
child-development measures, interviewing the mothers, and videotaping mother-child
play-task interactions that were later coded for maternal supportiveness by an
independent research team at Columbia University’s Center for Children and Families
(for a detailed description of the play task, see Brady-Smith, O’Brien, Berlin, Ware, &
Fauth, 1999).
When participating children were 1 year old, their mothers were randomly
assigned to one of two groups: (a) a treatment group that received comprehensive EHS
education on child development and parenting or (b) a control group. Mothers in the
control group were free to access other services in their communities. Both groups were
included in the current study.
Follow-up data were collected when the children were 5 years old (ACF, 2007).
At that wave, childcare providers were interviewed over the phone, and they reported on
characteristics of the childcare setting.
Analytic Sample
The study’s population of interest was low-income U.S. mothers and their infants.
In the EHSREP, mothers who served as subjects were randomly assigned to the EHS
treatment group (program participation) or the control group. EHS targets economically
disadvantaged families. Therefore, participants were economically homogeneous: 82% of
them fell below the federal poverty line. However, participants were ethnically and
geographically diverse.
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For Research Question 2, the current study’s Subsample 1 consisted of 1,019
mother-child dyads from the EHSREP. These dyads comprised all individuals for whom
maternal supportiveness data were obtained when infants were 1, 2, and 3years old. For
Research Question 3, the current study’s Subsample 2 consisted of 541 mother-child
dyads from Subsample 1 for whom children’s assessments at 5 years old were also
available.
At the time of enrollment in the EHSREP, parents completed Head Start Family
Information System (HSFIS) Program Application and Enrollment forms. Researchers
used demographic information from these forms. EHSREP researchers interviewed
participating mothers at 1and 3 years. The current study used demographic information
from the interviews conducted at 1 year and, in the case of mother’s marital status, also
those conducted at 3 years.
The following variables were coded in a binary way: mother’s ethnicity (White,
other), mother’s level of education (< high school diploma/GED,
diploma/GED), poverty status (
line), mother’s age at the birth of the child (< 20 years,
status (unmarried, married), and two types of possible change in marital status (married at
some point, unmarried at Time 1 or 2; married at Time 1 and unmarried at Time 2, other).
Across continuous variables (mother’s depressive symptoms, parenting distress,
parent-child dysfunction, child’s temperament, and child’s emotion regulation), there
were no significant differences between (a) either subsample and (b) participants outside
that subsample. For categorical variables, the only significant difference that emerged
between a subsample and other participants was with respect to mother’s ethnicity:
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participants in Subsample 1 were less likely to be Asian/other than other participants,
2

(1) = 12.41, p < .001, and there were minor differences in terms of recruitment site,

2

(12) = 120.93, p < .001. In terms of ethnicity and recruitment site, the results were

similar in Subsample 2.
Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for the original EHSREP sample and for the
current study’s demographic variables. When the current study’s five maternalsupportiveness groups were created, a total of 1,019 mothers mapped onto one of the five
groups. As shown in Table 1, these 1,019 mothers were very similar to the original
EHSREP sample of 2,217 mothers across a variety of variables. Note that the sample of
2,217 mothers was based on the original sample minus data from four sites (data from
California, Kansas, Missouri-Kansas City, and Pennsylvania were not included due to
very low response rates at these sites). As can be seen in Table 1, mothers in the current
study’s subsamples were ethnically diverse. They also were geographically diverse,
representing both rural and urban areas as well as most major regions of the contiguous
48 states.
Table 2 provides descriptive statistics for the original EHSREP sample and for the
current study’s control variables. Participating mothers were asked to report their age at
the birth of their child and the child’s gender. In Subsample 1, 0.2% of mothers did not
report their age at the birth of their child, and 1.0% did not report their child’s gender.
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Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for the Demographic Variables for EHSREP Participants

Variable

Original
Sample
(N = 2,217)

Subsample 1
(N = 1,019)

Subsample 2
(N = 541)

f

%

F

%

f

%

Ethnicity
White
Black
Hispanic
Other

983
557
496
124

44.3
25.1
22.4
5.6

463
253
236
38

45.4
24.8
23.2
3.7

280
117
121
20

51.8
21.6
22.4
3.7

Location
AK
CO (Clayton)
CO (Family Start)
DC
IA
MO
NY
SC
UT
VT
WA (CHS)
WA (Migrant)
TN

151
162
147
150
225
196
141
152
202
146
182
190
173

6.8
7.3
6.6
6.8
10.1
8.8
6.4
6.9
9.1
6.6
8.2
8.6
7.8

99
62
65
67
63
103
65
49
106
58
63
124
95

9.7
6.1
6.4
6.6
6.2
10.1
6.4
4.8
10.4
5.7
6.2
12.2
9.3

56
28
23
34
34
61
19
15
70
38
48
71
44

10.4
5.2
4.3
6.3
6.3
11.3
3.5
2.8
12.9
7.0
8.9
13.1
8.1

Possible maternal
depression at 1 year?
No
Yes

1,221
560

55.1
25.3

680
320

66.7
31.4

362
171

66.9
31.6

Probable maternal
depression at 1 year?
No
Yes

1,496
285

67.5
12.9

841
159

82.5
15.6

450
83

83.2
15.3

Note. The original sample is the total sample from the 13 sites included in the analyses; Subsample 1 is the
portion of the original sample with complete data on maternal supportiveness at 1, 2, and 3 years;
Subsample 2 is the portion of Subsample 1 with complete data at 5 years.
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Table 2
Descriptive Statistics for the Control Variables for EHSREP Participants

Variable

Program group
Control
EHS treatment
Mother’s age at birth of child
< 20

Sample
(N = 2,217)

Subsample 1
(N = 1,019)

Subsample 2
(N = 541)

f

%

f

%

f

%

1,103
1,114

49.8
50.2

485
534

47.6
52.4

257
284

47.5
52.5

829
1,374

37.8
62.0

376
641

36.9
62.9

177
362

32.7
66.9

1,023
777

46.1
35.0

452
379

44.4
37.2

297
244

54.9
45.1

1,029
1,089

46.4
49.1

457
514

44.8
50.4

245
296

45.3
54.7

1,063
1,126

47.9
50.8

496
523

48.7
51.3

264
277

48.8
51.2

860
535

38.8
24.1

521
336

51.1
33.0

308
233

56.9
43.1

Poverty
> 67% below poverty line
Mother’s highest level of education
< high school diploma/GED
Child’s gender
F
M
Mother’s marital status
Unmarried
Married

Table 3 shows the number of mothers who fell into each supportiveness-stability
group created for the current study.
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Table 3
Five Groups of Maternal Supportiveness Over Time
Subsample 1
(N = 1,019)

Group

Subsample 2
(N = 541)

f

%

f

%

Stably low

235

23.1

118

21.8

Stably medium

147

14.4

74

13.7

Stably high

90

8.8

52

9.6

Increasing

259

25.4

139

25.7

Decreasing

288

28.3

158

29.2

Table 4 provides descriptive statistics for the maternal independent variables.
Table 4
Descriptive Statistics for the Maternal Independent Variables for EHSREP Participants
Sample
(N = 2,217)

Maternal variable
n

M

Subsample 1
(N = 1,019)
SD

n

M

Subsample 2
(N = 541)
SD

N

M

SD

Depressive symptoms
at 1 year

1,781

13.26

9.77

1,000

13.15

10.07

533

13.09

10.12

Parenting distress at 1
year

1,804

27.12

9.31

1,007

26.92

9.27

536

26.97

9.18

Parent-child
dysfunction at 1 year

1,797

17.64

5.89

1,005

17.51

5.85

534

17.33

5.71

Knowledge of infant
development at 1 year

1,799

3.10

0.40

1,006

3.11

0.41

536

3.13

0.43

Table 5 shows the descriptive statistics for the child independent variables.
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Table 5
Descriptive Statistics for the Child Independent Variables for EHSREP Participants
Sample
(N = 2,217)

Child variable

Subsample 1
(N = 1,019)

Subsample 2
(N = 541)

n

M

SD

n

M

SD

N

M

SD

Emotionality at 1
year

1,807

2.93

0.94

1,007

2.94

0.93

536

2.89

0.92

Emotion
regulation at 1
year

1,610

3.68

0.70

988

3.70

0.69

527

3.71

0.70

Table 6 presents the descriptive statistics for the preschool outcomes.
Table 6
Descriptive Statistics for the Outcome Measures at 5 Years for EHSREP Participants
Sample
(N = 2,217)

Measure
n

M

Subsample 1
(N = 1,019)

Subsample 2
(N = 541)

SD

N

M

SD

n

M

SD

Prosocial skills

1,641

11.88

1.92

914

11.84

1.94

541

11.86

1.92

Aggressive behavior
(Achenbach Child
Behavior Checklist)

1,631

11.02

6.70

910

11.09

6.80

540

11.05

6.96

Leiter-R emotion
regulation s

1,414

90.54

9.92

837

90.22

10.02

519

90.08

10.29

Leiter-R sustained
attention

1,391

11.06

3.14

816

11.19

3.10

504

11.46

3.04

PPVT-III

1,330

91.92

15.32

782

92.62

15.81

489

93.82

15.94

WJ Letter-Word
Identification

1,404

88.86

13.75

841

89.37

14.05

526

89.79

14.24

WJ Applied Problems

1,221

88.48

20.21

840

88.96

21.11

526

89.42

22.06
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Measures
Maternal Supportiveness
Maternal supportiveness was measured when infants were 1, 2, and 3 years old by
means of videotaped mother-child interactions during a semistructured play task (NICHD
ECCRN, 2002). Mothers were given three bags, each with materials appropriate to the
child’s age (e.g., a book, toy pots, and an ark with animals for children 1or 2 years old
and a book, Duplo® blocks, and a toy cash register and groceries for children 3 years
old). Mothers received the following instructions, intended to encourage natural motherchild interaction:
Our last activity will take about 10 minutes. We would like you and [child’s first
name] to spend this time with the toys in these three bags. During this activity,
you may play with [child’s first name] if you like. Just to remind you, please face
front and try to stay on the mat. Please start with Bag Number 1, move on to Bag
Number 2, and finish with Bag Number 3.
Observers followed a strict protocol and rated the mothers on three highly
correlated components of maternal supportiveness: maternal sensitivity, cognitive
stimulation of the child, and positive regard for the child. Maternal sensitivity is
responsiveness to the child’s cues and adjustment to the child’s capabilities. It manifests
in ways such as acknowledging the child’s affect, vocalizations, and activity; facilitating
the child’s play; changing the pace of play when the child seems understimulated or
overexcited; and demonstrating developmentally appropriate expectations of behavior.
Cognitive stimulation of the child is contingent verbal responding to the child’s attempts
at engagement and scaffolding of the child’s activities to help the child achieve a higher
skill level (see the discussion of “zone of proximal development” in Chapter 2). It
involves taking advantage of activities and toys to facilitate learning and achievement—
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for example, by encouraging the child to talk about the toys, encouraging play in ways
that illustrate or otherwise teach concepts such as color or size, presenting the activities in
an organized series of steps, verbally labeling the child’s experiences or actions, asking
questions about the toys, and commenting on the pictures in books or objects’ attributes.
Positive regard consists of physical and verbal warmth and expressions of love, respect,
and joy at the child’s presence. It includes praising the child, smiling or laughing with the
child, and showing empathy when the child is distressed.
Ratings on each of the three components (sensitivity, cognitive stimulation, and
positive regard) ranged from 1 (lowest) to 7 (highest). A composite score consisting of
the average of the three component scores was used to create a final variable termed
“maternal supportiveness.” The current study’s statistical models included a five-level
variable of maternal supportiveness over time, using scores (ranging from 1 to 7) at 1, 2,
and 3 years. Low overall scores indicated that mothers were less involved with their child
or that they provided stimulation unsuited to their child’s interest or developmental level.
High scores indicated that mothers were sensitive to their child’s interest and provided
age-appropriate cognitive stimulation. Inter-rater agreement from the team at the National
Center for Children and Families at Columbia University Teachers College averaged
93%. Cronbach’s alpha was .83 for the time point of 1 year, .83 for 2 years, and .84 for 3
years, indicating good internal consistency.
Mother’s Depressive Symptoms
Mothers were evaluated for depressive symptoms when their infant was 1 and 3
years old. They completed the CES-D, which comprises 20 items that assess six
dimensions of depression: depressed mood, feelings of guilt and worthlessness, feelings
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of helplessness and hopelessness, psychomotor retardation, loss of appetite, and sleep
disturbance (Radloff, 1977). Each question asked the respondent to indicate how often
during the past week she had experienced a particular symptom, such as poor appetite,
disturbed sleep, loneliness, sadness, or lack of energy. Responses indicate the frequency
of symptoms and are based on a four-point scale ranging from 0 (never or rarely) to 3
(most or all of the time). Scores on the scale range from 0 to 60 and suggest level of
depressive symptoms: 0–9 indicates that depression is absent or minimal, 10–16 indicates
mild depression, 17–24 indicates moderate depression, and >24 indicates moderate or
severe depression. Scores above 16 indicate that the individual should be further
evaluated for depression (Radloff, 1977).
The CES-D has been shown to be a reliable measure of number, types, and
duration of depressive symptoms across ethnicity, gender, and age categories (Knight,
Williams, McGee, & Olaman, 1997; Radloff, 1977; Roberts, Vernon, & Rhoades, 1989).
High internal consistency has been reported, with Cronbach’s alpha ranging from .85 to
.90 across studies (Radloff, 1977). In the EHSREP prekindergarten sample, the estimated
internal consistency of caregiver CES-

n = 2,033). Concurrent

validity by clinical and self-report criteria, as well as substantial evidence of construct
validity, have been demonstrated (Radloff, 1977).
Analyses in the current study revealed that the level of depressive symptoms of a
substantial number of mothers changed from 1 to 3 years. Therefore, a variable
representing change in depressive symptoms over time was created. The omitted category
was “not likely to be depressed at both 1and 3 years,” and there were three dummy
variables: depressed at 1 year but not 3 years, depressed at both 1year and 3 years, and
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not depressed at 1 year but depressed at 3years. A continuous variable indicating change
also was created. Depressive-symptomology score at 1 year was subtracted from
depressive-symptomology score at 3 years; a positive score indicated an increase in
depressive symptoms.
Parenting Stress
The PSI-SF (Abidin, 1983) measures the level of distress a parent feels in her or
his role as a parent. The distress stems from personal factors such as depression, lack of
social support, a sense of parental incompetence, the feeling that the child is not meeting
expectations, a failure to find interactions with the child rewarding, and stress due to
perceived restrictions stemming from parenting. With respect to the current study,
mothers’ parenting stress was measured using two PSI-SF subscales: Parent-Child
Dysfunctional Interaction (PCDI) and Parental Distress. Each subscale comprises 12
questions that ask respondents to indicate whether they agree or disagree with statements
such as “Child smiles at you much less than you expected” and “Your child rarely does
things for you that make you feel good.” A composite score of both parenting stress
indicators was used in the final model. Change in parent-child dysfunction from 1 year to
3 years was determined by subtracting the PCDI score at 1 year from the PCDI score at 3
years. A positive score indicated an increase in parent-child dysfunction. In the EHSREP
age-5 sample, the PSI-SF has high internal consistency:
Parental Distress.
Mother’s Knowledge of Infant Development
Mothers were administered the Knowledge of Infant Development Inventory
(KIDI; MacPhee, 1983), a 75-item instrument that was designed to obtain comprehensive
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information on parents’ factual knowledge of parenting practices, child developmental
processes, and norms of infant behavior. The KIDI was designed to be culturally neutral
and accessible to individuals with limited education.
Each KIDI item is scored as right (+1), wrong (-1), or not sure (0), according to
an answer key that is provided. Mothers obtain a score from 1 to 4 on each item. Using
formulas in the KIDI manual (MacPhee, 1981), scores were calculated for each of four
subscales: (a) infant norms and milestones, (b) principles of infant development, (c)
knowledge of parenting, and (d) knowledge of health and safety. In the EHSREP

Child’s Temperament
Emotionality. When children in the EHSREP were 1 year old, their temperament
was assessed by means of the emotionality subscale of the EASI temperament scale
(Buss & Plomin, 1984) and portions of the BSID-II (Bayley, 1993). The EASI
temperament scale evaluates subjects in terms of four temperaments (innate, stable
characteristics) related to an individual’s style of acting and reacting: emotionality,
activity, sociability, and impulsivity. Using the EASI emotionality subscale, mothers
indicated how strongly they agreed with particular statements about their child’s
emotionality—for example, “He/she often fusses and cries” and “He/she cries easily.”
The emotionality subscale results in a measure of child emotionality from 1 (minimum)
to 5 (maximum). A child who is rated high in emotionality tends to express emotions
intensely, easily become upset, and fuss and cry often. The current study’s statistical
models included child emotionality as a continuous variable ranging from 1 to 5.
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Emotion regulation. Using the Bayley Behavior Rating Scale (BRS; Bayley,
1993), assessors rated children’s behaviors during administration of the BSID. Emotion
regulation is a composite of seven items on the BRS. The emotion-regulation score
captures the rater’s perception of the infant’s physical activity, adaptability, affect, degree
of cooperation, persistence with regard to task completion, tolerance of frustration,
sensitivity to stimulation, ability to pay attention, and responsiveness to the examiner.
The current study used ratings from the emotion-regulation score, which entails a fivepoint scale in which higher scores indicate better adaptation and emotion regulation. The
study’s statistical models included emotion regulation as a continuous variable ranging
from 1 to 7 and representing mean score on the seven BRS items.
Child-Development Outcomes
Child-development outcomes were assessed when children were 5 years old and
prekindergarten. All child-outcome data were obtained from the ACF (2007) and based
on either direct assessments of the child or reports of parents, teachers, or other raters.
Some measures of child outcomes were taken from the Head Start Family and Child
Experiences Survey (FACES), in which they were validated (Zill et al., 1998).
Cognitive outcomes. Cognitive outcomes were measured using the WJ III
(Woodcock & Johnson, 1989), PPVT-III (Dunn & Dunn, 1997), and Leiter-R (Roid &
Miller, 1997).
The WJ III is a set of individually administered tests designed to assess the
intellectual and academic development of individuals from preschool through adulthood.
FACES used three subtests from the WJ III’s Achievement Battery: Letter-Word
Identification, Applied Problems (Early Math Skills), and Dictation (Early Writing
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Skills). Together these subtests represent early-development skills. The current study’s
statistical models included scores on these subtests as three continuous variables.
The PPVT-III measures receptive vocabulary. A child with receptive vocabulary
can recognize the meaning of a word but not necessarily use the word correctly in speech
or writing. In the PPVT-III, the child is presented with a series of spoken words of
increasing difficulty and asked to select the one of four pictures that best illustrates the
word’s meaning. The child’s score is based on the number of words whose meanings are
correctly identified. Raw scores are converted to standard scores. Children whose
receptive vocabulary is average for their age have a standard score of 100. A trained
assessor administers the PPVT. The current study’s statistical models included receptive
vocabulary as a continuous variable.
The Leiter-R measures intellectual ability, memory, and attention. The Attention
Sustained (AS) subtest, one of 10 subtests in the Attention and Memory battery, measures
the child’s ability to remain focused on the details of a repetitive fine motor task that
most children find boring. The child is presented with a picture of a target object at the
top of a page. Over several pages, this object is interspersed among two or three other
objects that first appear in rows and columns and then appear in random order. The child
is instructed to cross out as many of the target objects as possible within the allotted time.
The rater indicates how often the child exhibited a particular behavior during the test
session, using a four-point scale from 0 (rarely/never occurred), indicating less than
roughly 10% of the time, to 3 (usually/always occurred), indicating more than 90% of the
time. A low AS score suggests an attention deficit, which can impair academic
performance. The AS subtest has good validity (Roid & Miller, 1997). In the EHSREP
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Prekindergarten Child Assessment (Zill et al., 1998), the Leiter-R ratings of attention

included sustained attention as a continuous variable ranging from 1 to 19.
For the first cohort of the FACES study (1997–1999), the WJ III, PPVT-III, and
Leiter-R were validated during previous assessment in the Early Childhood Longitudinal
Study-K (ECLS-K) Reading Scale and the ECLS-K General Knowledge Scale (Zill et al.,
1998).
Social-emotional outcomes. Children’s social-emotional outcomes were assessed
via the Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) Aggressive Behavior subtest,
various FACES measures, and the Leiter-R emotion-regulation subtest.
The CBCL (Achenbach & Rescorla, 2000) is a widely used standardized
assessment of child behavioral, emotional, and social functioning. Using the Aggressive
Behavior subtest from the CBCL, mothers rated their children in terms of 19 items
indicating a tendency to behave aggressively. These items addressed behaviors such as
defiance, temper tantrums, poor impulse control, not getting along with others, and
maladaptive attention seeking. Each item was rated on a three-point scale from not true to
very true or often true. Each child’s overall score ranged from 0 to 38, with higher scores
indicating more frequent or more-severe negative behavior. The observed internal
consistency of the EHSREP prekindergarten CBCL Aggressive Behavior s
= .89 (n = 2,014). The current study’s statistical models included a continuous variable of
aggressive behavior.
Children’s prosocial behavior was assessed using two FACES-devised
instruments (Zill et al., 1998), both of which were validated (ACF, 2007). One of the
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instruments was administered to mothers, who rated their child’s social skills in terms of
a number of behaviors (e.g., making friends and accepting their ideas) and their child’s
positive approaches to learning in terms of five behaviors (enjoying learning, trying new
things, showing imagination, comforting/helping others, and wanting to hear positive
feedback). Mothers indicated the frequency of each behavior using a three-point scale
from not true to very true or often true. The child’s overall score ranged from 0 to 14,
with higher scores representing more positive behavior. In the FACES study, this

statistical models included a continuous variable of children’s prosocial behavior as rated
by their mothers.
The Leiter-R was used to rate children’s emotion regulation in prekindergarten.
Assessors observed the children during a challenging task and then rated their emotion
regulation in terms of four subscales: (a) energy and feelings, (b) mood and regulation,
(c) anxiety, and (d) sensory reactivity. Children’s scores on emotion regulation were a
composite of their subscale scores. Raw scores were converted to scaled scores by
applying age-appropriate norms, which can partly compensate for wide ranges in
children’s ages. In the EHSREP Prekindergarten Child Assessment, the Leiter-R ratings

statistical models included a continuous variable of emotion regulation in preschoolers.
Analysis Procedures
The study’s analyses involved three main steps: (a) derivation of maternalsupportiveness groups, (b) preliminary data screening, and (c) hypothesis testing.
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Derivation of Maternal-Supportiveness Groups
The purpose of the maternal-supportiveness groups was to quantify stability and
change of maternal supportiveness over time. The groups were derived by calculating the
extent to which supportiveness changed across three time points (child ages of 1, 2, and 3
years). First, based on supportiveness scores, three possible levels of maternal
supportiveness (low, medium, high) were determined for each time point. Cut-offs for the
levels were based on theoretical considerations as well as the low, medium, and high
categories in the manual used to score maternal supportiveness on the three-bag motherchild play task (Brady-Smith et al., 1999).
In the current study, a supportiveness score of
score of 4.00–4.99 was medium, and a score of
supportiveness stability/instability were then created. For example, if a mother showed
high maternal supportiveness at 1 year, medium supportiveness at 2 years, and low
supportiveness at 3 years, she was in the decreasing-supportiveness group. The validity of
the groups was examined in two ways. First, measures of maternal supportiveness were
examined across the groups to verify that the groups actually differed from each other.
ANOVAs were conducted to determine whether there was significant within-group
variation for each maternal-supportiveness pattern with respect to the demographic and
predictor variables in Subsample 1. Next, to check for sensitivity of the five-level
variable, a series of regression analyses was conducted to check that maternal
supportiveness at 2 years was not significantly associated with preschool outcomes when
the time points of 1 and 3 years were included in the models.
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Preliminary Data Screening
Before hypothesis testing, preliminary screening was conducted (Tabachnick &
Fidell, 2007). Kline (2005) recommends correcting for any violations of univariate
normality before screening for multivariate normality. Therefore, all variables associated
with primary hypotheses were screened for univariate outliers, defined as observations
3.29 standard deviations from the mean, and outliers were deleted from the analyses
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). The criteria for univariate normality were skew between 2.0 and 2.0 and kurtosis between -7.0 and 7.0 (Kline, 2005; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007).
Variables that did not meet the criteria were transformed in accordance with the
recommendations of Tabachnick and Fidell (2007).
All variables were screened for multivariate outliers using Tabachnick and
Fidell’s (2007) Mahalanobis distance values. Participants whose distance values
exceeded a critical chi-square value were identified as multivariate outliers, and their
responses were deleted from analysis.
Hypothesis Testing
Research Question 2. The second research question asked, “How do maternal
and child characteristics at 1 year relate to the mother’s membership in one of the five
groups of stability of maternal supportiveness?” Analysis aimed at answering this
question began with determining Pearson correlations between the primary continuously
measured predictor variables to check for multicollinearity.
The next step was a multinomial logistic regression (MNLR) analysis of the
demographic control variables (mother’s ethnicity, mother’s age at the birth of her child,
mother’s level of education, mother’s poverty status, mother’s marital status, mother’s
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EHS treatment status, and child’s gender). Only the demographic control variables that
significantly predicted maternal supportiveness were included in subsequent analyses.
The stably high supportiveness group served as the reference group.
The associations between (a) demographic control variables and primary predictor
variables and (b) maternal supportiveness over time were then analyzed using MNLR.
The predictor variables included mother’s depressive symptoms, parenting stress,
mother’s knowledge of infant development, child’s temperament (including both
emotionality and emotion regulation at 1 year), change (between 1 and 3years) in
mother’s level of education, change in mother’s depressive symptoms, change in
parenting stress (including both parenting distress and parent-child dysfunction), and
change in child’s emotion regulation. In one series of MNLR procedures, all
demographic control variables were entered into the equation; then the predictors
measured at 1 year were entered. In a second series of MNLR procedures, the
demographic control variables were entered into the equation; then the change variables
were entered.
Research Question 3. The third research question asked, “Is there an association
between a mother’s pattern of supportiveness and her child’s cognitive and socialemotional skills at 5 years?” To answer this question, I examined child-development
outcomes at 5 years across the five patterns of maternal supportiveness. Cognitive
outcomes included attention skills (Leiter-R AS), vocabulary skills (PPVT-III and WJ
Letter-Word Identification), and math skills (WJ Applied Problems). Social-emotional
outcomes included prosocial skills (FACES), emotion regulation (Leiter-R), and
aggressive behavior (CBCL).
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Each of a set of ANOVAs indicated differences between maternal-supportiveness
groups with respect to a particular child outcome at 5 years. Fifteen simple contrasts were
created to test for differences between maternal-supportiveness groups. Bonferroni
correction, therefore, produced an alpha of .05/15, or .003.
A number of ANCOVAs were then conducted. Each indicated any associations
between supportiveness group and a particular child outcome when controlling for
mother’s ethnicity, mother’s level of education at 1 year, mother’s marital status at 1
year, mother’s EHS treatment condition, child’s gender, and child’s emotion regulation at
1 year. As with the ANOVAs, 15 simple contrasts were created, and a Bonferroni
correction resulted in an alpha of .003.
Validity
The current study has high internal and external validity. The EHSREP data
directly relate to the current study’s research questions. Rigorous assessment by multiple
individuals at multiple time points provided a highly accurate measure of maternal
supportiveness. The assessment tools used to measure cognitive and social-emotional
outcomes at 5 years have been validated (Love et al., 2005). Also, they provide data on
specific cognitive and social-emotional skills, such as attention skills, letter-word
identification, numeracy skills, prosocial behavior, aggressive behavior, and emotion
regulation. The study controlled for the following maternal characteristics: ethnicity, age
when the child was born, level of education, poverty status, marital status, and EHS
treatment status. It also controlled for the child’s gender. The large, randomly assigned
sample helped to ensure that the findings can be generalized to all U.S. low-income
mothers with infants.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
The current study focused on maternal supportiveness in poor families at infant
ages of 1, 2, and 3 years. It examined patterns of maternal supportiveness in relation to
various maternal characteristics (e.g., ethnicity, level of education, and depressive
symptoms) and child characteristics (e.g., gender and temperament). The study also
investigated associations between particular patterns of maternal supportiveness over
time and various cognitive and social-emotional outcomes at 5 years of age. This chapter
presents the study’s findings.
Maternal Supportiveness Over Time
Research Question 1 asked, “How does maternal supportiveness in low-income
mothers vary over time?” In the EHSREP, individual maternal-supportiveness scores on
the three-bag mother-child play task ranged from 0 to 7 at 1, 2, and 3 years. The
supportiveness of each participating mother was categorized as low (
(4.00–4.99), or high (

-level variable to denote

change in maternal supportiveness across the three time points. As shown in Table 3 of
Chapter 4, in both Subsample 1 and Subsample 2 a majority of mothers showed unstable
supportiveness. Among stably supportive mothers, the highest number showed low
supportiveness, and the smallest number showed high supportiveness. There were no
significant differences in group-membership distribution between the two subsamples,
and there was sufficient distribution across all five groups (n > 50 in each group) to
pursue the subsequent research questions.
Table 7 shows the possible patterns of maternal supportiveness over the three time
points. For example, if a mother was in the high-supportiveness group at 1 year, the
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medium group at 2 years, and the low group at 3 years, she was classified in the
decreasing group.
Table 7
Maternal Supportiveness Over Time in the EHSREP Sample
Group

Possible patterns across three time points

Stably low (L-L)

L-H-L, L-M-L, L-L-L

Stably medium (M-M)

M-H-M, M-M-M, M-L-M

Stably high (H-H)

H-H-H, H-M-H, H-L-H

Increasing (L-H)

M-H-H, M-M-H, M-L-H, L-H-H, L-H-M, L-M-H, L-M-M,
L-L-M, L-L-H

Decreasing (H-L)

H-H-M, H-H-L, H-M-M, H-M-L, H-L-M, H-L-L, M-H-L, MM-L, M-L-L

Note. L = low, M = medium, H = high.

I conducted 10 chi-square analyses and 50 one-way ANOVAs to determine
whether the patterns within each group varied significantly with respect to the
demographic and predictor variables within EHSREP Subsamples 1 and 2. All chi-square
procedures yielded non-significant findings across demographic variables. However, four
ANOVAs were statistically significant, as would be expected by chance. In particular,
scores on mothers’ depressive symptoms varied significantly within the decreasing group
across Subsample 1, F(8, 273) = 2.31, p = .021, and across Subsample 2, (F(8, 147) =
2.51, p = .014. Scores on parent-child dysfunction varied significantly within the
decreasing group across Subsample 2, F(8, 148) = 2.15, p = .035, and child-emotionality
scores varied significantly within the increasing group across Subsample 2, F(8, 127) =
2.52, p = .014.
Lastly, a series of regression analyses were conducted to determine if the
exclusion of Year-2 maternal supportiveness in the creation of the five-level
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supportiveness variable would be associated with any differences in child outcomes at 5
years. When maternal supportiveness at 2 years was taken into account, only one child
outcome at 5 years—receptive language—was significantly associated with
supportiveness, as would be expected by chance (see Appendix A).
Mother and Child Characteristics in Relation to Supportiveness Group
Research Question 2 asked, “How do maternal and child characteristics at 1 year
relate to the mother’s membership in one of the five groups of maternal supportiveness
over time?”
Correlations Between Predictor Variables
Table 8 displays the Pearson correlations between the continuous predictor
variables representing maternal and child characteristics. The statistically significant
correlations were modest, ranging from an absolute value of .09 to .74, thus indicating
that the maternal and child predictors were not redundant with each other. The
correlations between the maternal characteristics were all statistically significant and
moderate: mother’s depressive symptoms were positively correlated with parenting
distress and parent-child dysfunction; parenting distress was also positively correlated
with change in parenting distress. Maternal characteristics were also significantly and
moderately correlated with child’s emotionality: the higher the scores on mother’s
depressive symptoms, parenting distress, and parent-child dysfunction, the higher the
scores on child emotionality. Most of the maternal characteristics were significantly but
weakly correlated with child’s emotion regulation: the higher the scores on mother’s
depressive symptoms and parent-child dysfunction, the less the child’s emotion
regulation.
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Table 8
Pearson Correlations Between the Continuous Predictor Variables in the EHSREP
Sample
Variable

1

1 Mother’s depressive
symptoms

—

2

3

4

5

6

7

2 Parenting distress

.47***
998

3 Parent-child dysfunction

.28*** .43***
997
999

4 Child’s emotionality

.19*** .24*** .28***
998
999
999

5 Child’s emotion
regulation

-.07*
973

-.04
980

6 Mother’s knowledge of
infant development

-.03
997

-.10** -.25*** -.06*
999
999
999

.03
979

—

7 Change in mother’s
depressive symptoms

-.74*** -.25*** -.16*** .07*
989
988
986
987

.00
962

.08*
986

—

8 Change in parenting
distress

-.08*
968

-.51*** -.15*** -.05
976
973
974

.01
950

.03
973

.16***
962

9 Change in parent-child
dysfunction

.03
945

-.11*** -.53*** -.06
951
952
951

.03
928

.12*** .06
949
938

10 Change in child’s
emotion regulation

.02
999

-.05
999

-.44*** -.03
988
999

8

9

—
—
—

-.11*** -.17***
999
999

-.01
756

.05
999

—

-.03
989

—
.32***
936
.03
976

—
-.02
952

Note. Ns for bivariate correlations appear under the Pearson correlations. Change variables were the
differences between the measures at 3 years and 1 year. Thus, higher scores indicate improved depressive
symptoms, parenting distress, and parent-child dysfunction but worse emotion regulation.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Mother’s knowledge of infant development was significantly and moderately
correlated with maternal and child characteristics: the more knowledgeable the mothers
were about infant development, the lower their scores on parenting distress and parentchild dysfunction scores and the lower the child’s emotionality scores. As expected, the
change predictors were all significantly correlated with their respective measures at 1
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year. However, improvements in mother’s depressive symptoms, parenting distress, and
parent-child dysfunction did not translate to an improvement in child emotion regulation.
Control Variables
Table 9 summarizes the MNLR omnibus likelihood ratios for the control
variables, with stably high as the reference group. Because the purpose of the MNLR was
to determine which control variables to include in subsequent procedures, the table
presents only the omnibus likelihood ratios.
Table 9
Omnibus Likelihood Ratios for the Demographic Control Variables in the EHSREP
Sample (N = 811)
2

Variable
Mother’s ethnicity

P

23.19 .000

Mother’s age at birth of child
Mother’s level of education
Poverty status

4.82 .306
33.68 .000
8.01 .091

Mother’s marital status

13.12 .011

EHS treatment status

3.74 .442

Child’s gender

2.51 .643

Note. Ov

2

(28) = 125.62, p < .001. For all variables, df = 4.

As Table 9 shows, mother’s ethnicity, level of education, and marital status
significantly predicted the likelihood of being in a particular supportiveness group other
than stably high. In addition, poverty status marginally predicted the likelihood of being
in a particular supportiveness group other than stably high. Non-White mothers were
significantly more likely than White mothers to be in the stably low group (B = 1.06, p =
.001). Compared to mothers with a high school diploma/GED, mothers without such a
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diploma were significantly more likely to be in the stably medium (B = .87, p = .021) or
increasing (B = .98, p = .006) group. Unmarried mothers were significantly more likely
than married mothers to be in the stably medium (B = .68, p = .033), decreasing (B = .82,
p = .005), stably low (B = .92, p = .003), or increasing (B = 1.03, p = .001) group.
Extremely poor mothers were significantly less likely than less poor mothers to be in the
increasing (B = -.67, p = .041) group.
Mothers’ EHS treatment status did not significantly predict the likelihood of
being in a particular supportiveness group other than stably high,

2

(4) = 3.74, p = .442.

Compared to mothers in the control group, mothers in the EHS program were not
significantly less likely to be in the stably medium (B = -.12, p = .520), stably low (B =
.21, p = .484), decreasing (B = -.13, p = .634), or increasing (B = -.05, p = .860) group.
Predictors of Maternal Supportiveness
Tables 10 through 20 present the omnibus likelihood ratios for the individual
models of the predictor variables for Year 1 and for change from Year 1 to Year 3.
Appendices B and C show the parameter estimates for the non-significant predictors
with, respectively, stably high and stably low as the reference groups. Only the control
variables that significantly predicted maternal supportiveness (i.e., mother’s ethnicity,
level of education, and marital status) were included in the MNLR analyses. Appendix D
provides the results of MNLR analyses of all control variables, with stably high as the
reference group.
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Table 10
Likelihood Ratios for Mother’s Depressive Symptoms at 1 Year (N = 798)
2

Variable
Mother’s depressive symptoms

p

8.48 .075

Mother’s ethnicity

24.71 .000

Mother’s level of education

40.44 .000

Mother’s marital status

11.97 .018

Note

2

(16) = 113.82, p < .001. For all variables, df = 4.

Table 11
Likelihood Ratios for Parenting Distress at 1 Year (N = 804)
2

Variable

p

Parenting distress

2.31 .679

Mother’s ethnicity

23.74 .000

Mother’s level of education

39.76 .000

Mother’s marital status

12.95 .012

Note

2

(16) = 110.11, p < .001. For all variables, df = 4.

Table 12
Likelihood Ratios for Parent-Child Dysfunction at 1 Year (N = 801)
2

Variable

p

Parent-child dysfunction

31.38 .000

Mother’s ethnicity

20.93 .000

Mother’s level of education

35.35 .000

Mother’s marital status

11.99 .017

Note

2

(16) = 137.62, p < .001. For all variables, df = 4.
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Table 13
Likelihood Ratios for Child’s Emotionality at 1 Year (N = 804)
2

Variable

p

Child’s emotionality

13.78 .008

Mother’s ethnicity

21.90 .000

Mother’s level of education

38.64 .000

Mother’s marital status

13.50 .009

Note

2

(16) = 120.17, p < .001. For all variables, df = 4.

Table 14
Likelihood Ratios for Child’s Emotion Regulation at 1 Year (N = 789)
2

Variable

p

Child’s emotion regulation

19.92 .001

Mother’s ethnicity

23.47 .000

Mother’s level of education

40.95 .000

Mother’s marital status

12.40 .015

Note

2

(16) = 128.32, p < .001. For all variables, df = 4.

Table 15
Likelihood Ratios for Mother’s Knowledge of Infant Development (N = 804)
2

Variable

p

Mother’s knowledge of infant development

25.51 .000

Mother’s ethnicity

10.99 .027

Mother’s level of education

27.37 .000

Mother’s marital status

13.51 .009

Note

2

(16) = 133.30, p < .001. For all variables, df = 4.
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Table 16
Likelihood Ratios for Change in Mother’s Depressive Symptoms From 1 Year to 3 Years
(N = 788)
2

Variable
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms

P

3.66 .454

Mother’s ethnicity

24.09 .000

Mother’s level of education

41.24 .000

Mother’s marital status

11.24 .024

Note

2

(16) = 110.15, p < .001. For all variables, df = 4.

Table 17
Likelihood Ratios for Change in Parenting Distress From 1 Year to 3 Years (N = 775)
2

Variable
Change in parenting distress

p

5.86 .210

Mother’s ethnicity

25.91 .000

Mother’s level of education

39.33 .000

Mother’s marital status

12.14 .016

Note

2

(16) = 110.61, p < .001. For all variables, df = 4.

Table 18
Likelihood Ratios for Change in Parent-Child Dysfunction From 1 Year to 3 Years (N =
753)
2

Variable
Change in parent-child dysfunction

p

2.44 .655

Mother’s ethnicity

31.13 .000

Mother’s level of education

36.33 .000

Mother’s marital status

14.31 .006

Note. Over

2

(16) = 102.55, p < .001. For all variables, df = 4.
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Table 19
Likelihood Ratios for Change in Child’s Emotion Regulation From 1 Year to 3 Years (N
= 813)
2

Variable
Change in child emotion regulation

p

1.02 .907

Mother’s ethnicity

23.55 .000

Mother’s level of education

40.70 .000

Mother’s marital status

13.70 .008
2

Note

(16) = 108.82, p < .001. For all variables, df = 4.

Table 20
Likelihood Ratios for Change in Mother’s Education Level From 1 Year to 3 Years (N =
813)
2

Variable
Change in mother’s education level

p

1.03 .905

Mother’s ethnicity

41.75 .000

Mother’s marital status

17.99 .001
2

Note

(16) = 67.93, p < .001. For all variables, df = 4.

MNLR procedures were also conducted with the maternal and child predictors as
well as their interaction terms (mother’s depressive symptoms × child’s emotionality,
mother’s depressive symptoms × child’s emotion regulation, parenting stress × child’s
emotionality, parenting stress × child’s emotion regulation). Because none of the
interaction terms significantly predicted membership in a particular maternalsupportiveness group versus membership in the stably high group, the findings are not
summarized.
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Parent-child dysfunction was significantly associated with supportiveness group
2

(4) = 31.38, p < .001. As seen in Table 21, parent-child dysfunction

significantly predicted the likelihood of being in the stably high category versus the
stably low category (B = .13, p = .000). As parent-child dysfunction scores increased, the
likelihood of being in the stably high category (versus the stably low category) decreased.
In addition, parent-child dysfunction significantly predicted the likelihood of being in the
stably high category versus the increasing category (B = .08, p = .026). As parent-child
dysfunction increased, the likelihood of being in the stably high category (versus the
increasing category) decreased.
Child’s emotionality significantly predicted pattern of maternal supportiveness
2

(4) = 13.78, p = .008. As seen in Table 22, child’s emotionality significantly

predicted the likelihood of being in the stably high category versus the stably medium
category (B = -.33, p = .048). As child’s emotionality increased, the likelihood of being in
the stably high category (versus the stably medium category) increased.
Child’s emotion regulation at 1 year significantly predicted pattern of maternal
2

(4) = 19.92, p = .001. As seen in Table 23, child’s emotion

regulation significantly predicted the likelihood of being in the stably high category
versus the stably low category (B = -.73, p = .002). As child’s emotion scores increased,
the likelihood of being in the stably high category (versus the stably low category)
increased. In addition, child’s emotion regulation significantly predicted the likelihood of
being in the stably high category versus the increasing category (B = -.47, p = .045). As
emotion-regulation scores increased, the likelihood of being in the stably high category
(versus the increasing category) increased.
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Table 21
Parameter Estimates for Parent-Child Dysfunction at 1 Year (N = 801)
Variables

B

SE

Stably low supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parent-child dysfunction at 1 year

1.00**
1.77***
.88**
.13***

.32
.35
.31
.03

2.72
5.88
2.40
1.14

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parent-child dysfunction at 1 year

-.09
1.14**
.80*
.03

.33
.36
.32
.04

.91
3.11
2.21
1.03

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parent-child dysfunction at 1 year

.52
1.03**
.98***
.08*

.30
.34
.29
.03

1.69
2.79
2.66
1.08

.41
.80*

.30
.34

1.50
2.22

.29
.03

2.30
1.06

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parent-child dysfunction at 1 year
Note. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

.84**
.06

Odds ratio
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Table 22
Parameter Estimates for Child’s Emotionality at 1 Year (N = 804)
Variables

B

SE

Stably low supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Child emotionality at 1 year

1.05**
1.83***
.95**
.14

.32
.35
.31
.16

2.96
6.24
2.59
1.15

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Child emotionality at 1 year

-.03
1.16**
.80*
-.33*

.33
.37
.32
.17

.97
3.18
2.22
.72

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Child emotionality at 1 year

.52
1.06**
1.02***
-.01

.30
.34
.29
.15

1.68
2.88
2.76
.99

.30
.34

1.50
2.30

.29
.15

2.40
.90

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Child emotionality at 1 year
Note. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

*

.41
.83**

.88
-.11

Odds ratio
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Table 23
Parameter Estimates for Child’s Emotion Regulation at 1 Year (N = 804)
Variables

B

SE

Stably low supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Child emotion regulation at 1 year

1.08**
1.92***
.90***
-.73**

.32
.36
.31
.24

2.95
6.83
2.46
.48

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Child emotion regulation at 1 year

-.06
1.14
.80**
-.05*

.33
.37
.32
.26

.95
3.12
2.21
.96

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Child emotion regulation at 1 year

.61*
1.16***
1.00***
-.47*

.31
.35
.30
.24

1.84
3.18
2.73
.63

.45
.86*

.30
.35

1.57
2.36

.29
.23

2.41
.76

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Child emotion regulation at 1 year
Note. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

.88**
-.28

Odds ratio
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Mother’s knowledge of infant development significantly predicted pattern of
2

(4) = 25.51, p < .001. As seen in Table 24, mother’s

knowledge of infant development significantly predicted the likelihood of being in the
stably high category versus the stably medium category (B = -1.37, p = .003). As scores
on mother’s knowledge of infant development increased, the likelihood of being in the
stably high category (versus the stably medium category) increased. In addition, mother’s
knowledge of infant development significantly predicted the likelihood of being in the
stably high category versus the stably low category (B = -1.98, p = .000). As scores on
mother’s knowledge of infant development increased, the likelihood of being in the
stably high category (versus the stably low category) increased. Further, mother’s
knowledge of infant development significantly predicted the likelihood of being in the
stably high category versus the decreasing category (B = -.93, p = .032). As scores on
mother’s knowledge of infant development increased, the likelihood of being in the
stably high category (versus the decreasing category) increased. Lastly, mother’s
knowledge of infant development significantly predicted the likelihood of being in the
stably high category versus the increasing category (B = -1.39, p = .002). As scores on
mother’s knowledge of infant development increased, the likelihood of being in the
stably high category (versus the increasing category) increased.
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Table 24
Parameter Estimates for Mother’s Knowledge of Infant Development at 1 Year (N = 804)
Variables

B

SE

Stably low supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parent-child dysfunction at 1 year

.43
1.56***
1.01***
-1.98***

.35
.36
.31
.45

1.53
4.77
2.74
.14

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parent-child dysfunction at 1 year

-.49***
.91
.77*
-1.37*

.36
.37
.32
.47

.61
2.48
2.16
.25

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parent-child dysfunction at 1 year

.07
.85*
1.02***
-1.39**

.33
.35
.30
.44

1.07
2.34
2.76
.25

.09
.67

.32
.35

1.10
1.95

.29
.43

2.34
.40

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parent-child dysfunction at 1 year
Note. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

.85**
-.93*

Odds ratio
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Table 25 shows the omnibus likelihood ratios for all predictor variables at the 1year time point, with stably high as the reference group.
Table 25
Omnibus Likelihood Ratios for the Predictor Variables at 1 Year (N = 770)
2

Variable

p

Mother’s ethnicity

12.65 .013

Mother’s level of education

26.79 .000

Mother’s marital status

10.50 .033

Mother’s depressive symptoms

7.62 .106

Parenting distress

3.40 .493

Parent-child dysfunction

18.77 .001

Mother’s knowledge of infant development

16.56 .002

Child’s emotionality

6.53 .163

Child’s emotion regulation
2

Note

16.25 .003

(40) = 186.35, p < .001. For all variables, df = 4.

Table 26 presents the parameter estimates for all of the variables. When mother’s
ethnicity, level of education, and marital status were controlled for, parent-child
dysfunction significantly predicted the likelihood of being in the stably high category
versus the stably low category (B = .13, p = .002). As scores on parent-child dysfunction
increased, the likelihood of being in the stably high category (versus the stably low
category) decreased.
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Table 26
Parameter Estimates for All Predictor Variables at 1 Year (N = 770)
Variables

B

SE

Odds ratio

Stably low supportiveness
Mother’s ethnicity
Mother’s level of education
Mother’s marital status
Mother’s depressive symptoms
Parenting distress
Parent-child dysfunction
Mother’s knowledge of infant development
Child’s emotionality
Child’s emotion regulation

.44
1.72***
.90**
-.01
.00
.13**
-1.62***
-.02
-.78**

.37
.39
.33
.02
.02
.04
.48
.18
.25

1.55
5.59
2.47
.99
.99
1.14
.20
.98
.46

Stably medium supportiveness
Mother’s ethnicity
Mother’s level of education
Mother’s marital status
Mother’s depressive symptoms
Parenting distress
Parent-child dysfunction
Mother’s knowledge of infant development
Child’s emotionality
Child’s emotion regulation

-.58
1.16**
.83*
-.02
.02
.04
-1.31**
-.35
-.18

.38
.39
.33
.02
.02
.05
.49
.19
.27

.56
3.18
2.28
.98
1.02
1.04
.27
.70
.84

Increasing supportiveness
Mother’s ethnicity
Mother’s level of education
Mother’s marital status
Mother’s depressive symptoms
Parenting distress
Parent-child dysfunction
Mother’s knowledge of infant development
Child’s emotionality
Child’s emotion regulation

.21
1.04**
.94**
.01
-.01
.07
-1.30**
-.08
-.50*

.35
.37
.31
.02
.02
.04
.46
.17
.25

1.23
2.83
2.56
1.01
.99
1.07
.27
.92
.61

Decreasing supportiveness
Mother’s ethnicity
Mother’s level of education
Mother’s marital status
Mother’s depressive symptoms
Parenting distress
Parent-child dysfunction
Mother’s knowledge of infant development
Child’s emotionality
Child’s emotion regulation

.13
.87*
.83**
-.02
.01
.08
-.76
-.17
-.32

.34
.37
.30
.02
.02
.04
.45
.17
.24

1.14
2.38
2.29
.98
1.01
1.10
.47
.84
.73

Note. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
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When mother’s ethnicity, level of education, and marital status were controlled
for, child’s emotion regulation at 1 year showed a significant positive correlation with
stably high supportiveness versus stably low (B = -.78, p = .002). As scores on child
emotion regulation increased, the likelihood of being in the stably high category (versus
the stably low category) increased. In addition, child emotion regulation significantly
predicted the likelihood of being in the stably high category versus the increasing
category (B = -.50, p = .041). As scores on child emotion regulation increased, the
likelihood of being in the stably high category (versus the increasing category) increased.
Lastly, after controlling for the effects of the maternal demographic variables,
mother’s knowledge of infant development significantly predicted the likelihood of being
in the stably high category versus the stably medium category (B = -1.31, p = .007). As
scores on knowledge of infant development increased, the likelihood of being in the
stably high category (versus the stably medium category) increased. In addition,
knowledge of infant development significantly predicted the likelihood of being in the
stably high category versus the stably low category (B = -1.62, p = .001). As scores on
knowledge of infant development increased, the likelihood of being in the stably high
category (versus the stably low category) increased. Lastly, knowledge of infant
development significantly predicted the likelihood of being in the stably high category
versus the increasing category (B = -1.30, p = .005). As scores on knowledge of infant
development increased, the likelihood of being in the stably high category (versus the
increasing category) increased.
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When mother’s ethnicity, level of education, and marital status were controlled
for, mother’s depressive symptoms, parenting distress, change in mother’s depressive
symptoms, change in parenting distress, change in parent-child dysfunction, change in
child’s emotion regulation, and change in mother’s level of education did not
significantly predict pattern of maternal supportiveness over time.
Table 27 shows the omnibus likelihood ratios for all change predictor variables,
with stably high as the reference group. Table 28 shows the parameter estimates for all of
the predictor variables of change. When mother’s ethnicity, level of education, and
marital status were controlled for, change in parenting distress significantly predicted
supportiveness category. Although the omnibus test for parenting distress was significant,
parenting distress did not significantly predict supportiveness group relative to the stably
high group.
Table 27
Omnibus Likelihood Ratios for the Predictor Variables of Change from Year 1 to Year 3
(N = 727)
2

Variable
Mother’s ethnicity

p

1.55 .818

Mother’s level of education

32.57 .000

Mother’s marital status

15.71 .003

Change in mother’s depressive symptoms
Change in parenting distress

4.58 .333
10.48 .033

Change in parent-child dysfunction

4.53 .339

Change in child’s emotion regulation

2.42 .659

Note

2

(28) = 78.32, p < .001. For all variables, df = 4.
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Table 28
Parameter Estimates for All Predictor Variables of Change From Year 1 to Year 3 (N = 770)
Variables

B

SE

Odds ratio

Stably low supportiveness
Mother’s ethnicity
Mother’s marital status
Change in mother’s level of education
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms
Change in parenting distress
Change in parent-child dysfunction
Change in child’s emotion regulation

1.34***
1.17***
.54
-.02
.02
.00
-.07

.32
.32
.53
.02
.02
.03
.08

3.81
3.22
1.72
.98
1.02
1.00
.93

Stably medium supportiveness
Mother’s ethnicity
Mother’s marital status
Change in mother’s level of education
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms
Change in parenting distress
Change in parent-child dysfunction
Change in child’s emotion regulation

.04
.87**
.57
-.00
-.02
.02
-.05

.34
.33
.55
.02
.02
.03
.09

1.04
2.38
1.78
1.00
.98
1.02
.96

Increasing supportiveness
Mother’s ethnicity
Mother’s marital status
Change in mother’s level of education
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms
Change in parenting distress
Change in parent-child dysfunction
Change in child’s emotion regulation

.65*
1.05***
.45
-.02
.01
-.02
-.11

.31
.31
.52
.02
.02
.03
.08

1.91
2.87
1.56
.98
1.01
.98
.90

Decreasing supportiveness
Mother’s ethnicity
Mother’s marital status
Change in mother’s level of education
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms
Change in parenting distress
Change in parent-child dysfunction
Change in child’s emotion regulation

.48
.97***
.36
.00
-.01
.01
-.09

.30
.30
.52
.02
.02
.03
.08

1.62
2.62
1.43
1.00
.99
1.01
.91

Note. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Summary of Findings
Table 29 shows which control and predictor variables significantly predicted
maternal-supportiveness group. Mother’s ethnicity significantly predicted stably low
supportiveness versus stably high. Mother’s level of education significantly predicted
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stably low, stably medium, or increasing supportiveness versus stably high. Mother’s
marital status significantly predicted stably medium, increasing, or decreasing
supportiveness versus stably high. Parent-child dysfunction significantly predicted stably
low, increasing, or decreasing supportiveness versus stably high. In comparison to
membership in the stably high group, mother’s knowledge of infant development
significantly predicted membership in all other groups. Child’s emotionality significantly
predicted stably medium versus stably high supportiveness, and child’s emotion
regulation significantly predicted stably low and increasing supportiveness versus stably
high.
Table 29
Summary of Significant/Nonsignificant Relationships Between Independent Variables and
Maternal-Supportiveness Groups
Maternal-supportiveness groups
Independent variables
Control variablesa
Mother’s ethnicity
Mother’s level of
education
Mother’s marital status
EHS treatment status
Mother’s characteristicsb
Depressive symptoms
Parenting distress
Parent-child dysfunction
Knowledge of infant
developmentb
Child’s characteristicsb
Emotionality
Emotion regulation
a

Stably high Stably high vs.
vs. stably low stably medium

Stably high
vs. increasing

Stably high
vs. decreasing

s
s

ns
s

ns
s

ns
ns

ns
ns

s
ns

s
ns

s
ns

ns
ns
s
s

ns
ns
ns
s

ns
ns
s
s

ns
ns
ns
s

ns
s

s
ns

ns
s

ns
ns

Based on control MNLR procedure. bBased on individual MNLR procedures.
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Child Outcomes in Relation to Supportiveness Group
Research Question 3 asked, “Is there an association between a mother’s pattern of
supportiveness and her child’s cognitive and social-emotional skills at 5 years in lowincome families?” Table 30 shows the Pearson correlations for the outcomes. All
outcomes were significantly associated with each other. Correlations ranged from an
absolute value of .10 to .68, indicating that the variables were not too highly correlated
(thus, not redundant) with each other and should thus be assessed separately. The
correlations between the social outcomes were significant but relatively low; correlations
ranged between the -.14 to .29. The correlations between the cognitive outcomes were
significant and moderately high; they ranged from .46 to .68. The correlations between
the social and cognitive outcomes were moderate and ranged from -.10 to .37.
Table 30
Pearson Correlations Between Child Outcomes at 5 Years
Variable

1

1 FACES prosocial
skills

—

2 CBCL aggression

-.21***
(N = 540)

—

3 Leiter-R emotion
regulation

.25***
(N = 519)

-.14**
(N = 519)

—

4 Leiter-R sustained
attention

.20***
(N = 504)

-.14***
(N = 503)

.29***
(N = 489)

—

5 PPVT-III receptive
language

.10*
(N = 489)

-.15***
(N = 488)

.32***
(N = 476)

.39***
(N = 466)

—

6 WJ Letter-Word
Identification

.23***
(N = 526)

-.15***
(N = 525)

.27***
(N =507)

.37***
(N = 493)

.46***
(N = 488)

—

7 WJ Applied
Problems

.23***
(N = 526)

-.13**
(N = 525)

.35***
(N = 507)

.43***
(N = 493)

.68***
(N = 488)

.59***
(N = 526)

*

p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

2

3

4

5

6
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Control Variables
Table 31 presents the ANOVA results for the control variables and the child
outcomes at 5 years. Mother’s ethnicity was significantly related to child’s aggression (p
< .001), emotion regulation (p < .01), PPVT scores (p < .001), and Applied Problems
scores (p < .001). Mother’s level of education was significantly related to child’s
prosocial skills (p < .01), sustained attention (p < .01), PPVT scores (p < .001), LetterWord Identification scores (p < .001), and Applied Problems scores (p < .001). Mother’s
marital status was significantly related to child’s prosocial skills (p < .01) and aggression
(p < .01). Treatment status was significantly related to child’s Applied Problems scores
(p < .05). Child’s gender was significantly related to child’s prosocial skills (p < .001),
emotion regulation (p < .01), sustained attention (p < .01), PPVT scores (p < .05), and
Letter-Word Identification scores (p < .001). Child’s emotion regulation at 1 year was
significantly related to child’s aggression (p < .05), PPVT scores (p < .01), Letter-Word
Identification scores (p < .05), and Applied Problems scores (p < .001).
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Table 31
ANOVA Results for the Control Variables and the Child Outcomes at 5 Years

N

Mother’s
ethnicity

Social skills

528

7.24

8.37**

8.07**

6.24

11.52***

1.63

Aggression

527

12.20***

.32

8.18**

.41

3.76

6.46*

Emotion
regulation at 5
years

506

7.15**

.48

.37

1.63

26.34***

2.05

Sustained
attention

493

3.28

8.66**

1.90

.06

18.78***

.03

PPVT
standard score

477

72.26***

19.84***

.03

.02

5.11*

9.19**

Letter-word
identification

514

3.45

22.90***

.24

.29

13.63***

4.25*

Applied
Problems

514

46.34***

23.11***

.14

6.35*

.74

14.55***

Outcome

Mother’s
marital
status

EHS
Treatment
status

Child’s
emotion
regulation
at 1 year

Mother’s
level of
education

Child’s
gender

*

p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Pattern of Maternal Supportiveness
Table 32 presents the ANOVA results for pattern of maternal supportiveness and
child outcomes at 5 years. The relationship between supportiveness group and outcome
was statistically significant for all outcomes, with F(4, 536) = 7.50 (p < .001) for
prosocial skills, F(4, 535) = 2.91 (p < .05) for aggression, F(4, 519) = 3.59 (p < .01) for
emotion regulation, F(4, 504) = 5.99 (p < .001) for sustained attention, F(4, 489) = 16.45
(p < .001) for PPVT standard scores, F(4, 526) = 14.92 (p < .001) for Letter-Word
Identification scores, and F(4, 526) = 24.67 (p < .001) for Applied Problems scores.
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Table 32
ANOVA Results for Pattern of Maternal Supportiveness and Child Outcomes at 5 Years
Supportiveness
group

Prosocial
skills
(N = 542)
M

SE

Aggression
(N = 541)
M

SE

Emotion
regulation
(N = 520)
M

SE

Sustained
attention
(N = 505)

PPVT standard
score (N = 490)

Letter-Word
Identification
(N = 527)

M

SE

M

SE

M

SE

Applied
Problems
(N = 527)
M

SE

Stably low

11.04

.17 12.51

.64 87.03

.96

10.33

.30

83.41

1.58

82.17

1.26 73.34

1.89

Stably medium

11.97a

.22 10.76

.81 91.90a

1.21

11.74a

.35

97.11a

1.77

94.22a

1.59 95.75a

2.38

Stably high

12.37a

.26 9.02a

.96 91.16

1.44

12.46a

.42 102.51a

2.10

96.94a

1.88 99.71a

2.82

Increasing

12.06a

.16 10.35

.59 90.20

.89

11.34

.26

93.80ab

1.33

89.89ab

1.18 92.17a

1.77

Decreasing

12.06a

.15 11.38

.55 91.03

.82

11.88a

.24

95.57a

1.23

90.86a

1.09 92.58a

1.64

Note. The ANOVAs included control variables, but this table presents the results only for maternal supportiveness.
a
Significant at .003 in comparison to stably low. bSignificant at .003 in comparison to stably high.
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Children whose mothers showed stably low supportiveness scored significantly
lower on prosocial skills than children whose mothers were in any other supportiveness
group. Aggression scores of children who received stably high supportiveness were
significantly lower than those of children who received stably low supportiveness.
Children who received stably medium supportiveness scored significantly higher on
emotion regulation than children who received stably low supportiveness. Children who
received stably low supportiveness scored significantly lower on sustained attention than
children who received stably medium, stably high, or decreasing supportiveness. PPVT
scores of children who received stably high supportiveness were significantly higher than
those of children who received stably low or increasing supportiveness, and PPVT scores
of children who received stably low supportiveness were significantly lower than those of
children who received stably medium, increasing, or decreasing supportiveness. LetterWord Identification scores of children who received stably high supportiveness were
significantly higher than those of children who received stably low or increasing
supportiveness, and Letter-Word Identification scores of children who received stably
low supportiveness were significantly lower than those of children who received stably
medium, increasing, or decreasing supportiveness. As revealed by post-hoc Tukey
comparisons, children whose mothers were in the stably low supportiveness group scored
significantly lower on Applied Problems than children whose mothers were in any other
supportiveness group.
Tests With Seven Supportiveness Groups
Before I tested the relationship between the five-level maternal-supportiveness
variable and the child outcomes at 5 years, I conducted ANCOVAs with the seven-level
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supportiveness variable and the outcomes at 5 years. In the seven-level supportiveness
variable, increasing supportiveness was divided into (a) low to medium or high and (b)
medium to high. Similarly, decreasing supportiveness was divided into (a) high to
medium or low and (b) medium to low. The seven-level ANCOVAs were conducted to
determine whether there were significant differences between the two subcategories of
increasing supportiveness or between the two subcategories of decreasing supportiveness,
especially with regard to social outcomes.
The ANCOVAs revealed that the two subcategories of increasing supportiveness
did not significantly differ with regard to children’s scores on prosocial skills, aggression,
emotion regulation, sustained attention, Letter-Word Identification, or Applied Problems.
The two subcategories significantly differed only with respect to children’s PPVT
standard scores: children who received medium-to-high supportiveness had significantly
higher PPVT standard scores than children who received low–to-medium/high
supportiveness. The two subcategories of decreasing supportiveness did not significantly
differ with respect to children’s prosocial skills, aggression, emotion regulation, sustained
attention, or Letter-Word Identification but did significantly differ with respect to PPVT
scores and Applied Problems scores: children who received high to medium/low
supportiveness had significantly higher PPVT standard scores and Applied Problems
scores than children who received medium to low supportiveness. Because these
significant differences could be attributed to chance, analyses proceeded with the fivelevel maternal-supportiveness variable. Appendix E provides the results of the sevenlevel ANCOVAs.
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ANCOVAs of Supportiveness Group and Child Outcomes
Table 33 summarizes the ANCOVA results for pattern of maternal supportiveness
and child outcomes at 5 years. When maternal demographic variables and child emotion
regulation at 1 year were controlled for, the relationship between supportiveness group
and outcome was statistically significant for all outcomes except emotion regulation, with
F(4, 516) = 4.25 (p < .01) for prosocial skills, F(4, 515) = 3.02 (p < .05) for aggression,
F(4, 481) = 2.79 (p < .05) for sustained attention, F(4, 465) = 7.45 (p < .001) for PPVT
scores, F(4, 502) = 7.03 (p < .001) for letter-word identification, and F(4, 502) = 11.05 (p
< .001) for Applied Problems scores. With respect to emotion regulation at 5 years, F(4,
494) = 1.58 (p = .177).
Children who received stably low maternal supportiveness scored significantly
lower in prosocial skills than children who received stably high, increasing, or decreasing
supportiveness. Children who received increasing supportiveness scored significantly
lower in aggression than children who received stably low supportiveness. Children who
received stably low supportiveness scored significantly lower in sustained attention than
children who received decreasing supportiveness. The PPVT scores of children whose
mothers showed stably low supportiveness were significantly lower than those of
children whose mothers were in any other supportiveness group. The Letter-Word
Identification scores of children whose mothers showed stably low supportiveness were
significantly lower than those of children whose mothers were in any other
supportiveness group. Applied Problems scores of children whose mothers were in the
stably low supportiveness group were significantly lower than those of children whose
mothers were in any other supportiveness group.
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Table 33
ANCOVA Results for Pattern of Maternal Supportiveness and Child Outcomes at 5 Years
Supportiveness
group

Prosocial
skills
(N = 527)

Aggression
(N = 526)

M

SE

M

11.17

.18

12.44

Stably medium 11.77

.22

Stably low

SE

Emotion
regulation
(N = 505)
M

SE

Sustained
attention
(N = 492)

PPVT standard
score (N = 476)

Letter-Word
Identification
(N = 513)
SE

Applied
Problems
(N = 513)

M

SE

M

SE

M

M

SE

.65 87.95

.98 10.56

.31

85.53

1.50

83.93

1.31 77.38

1.89

10.53

.81 91.08

1.22 11.52

.36

94.47†

1.65

92.96†

1.61 92.30†

2.33

Stably high

12.23†

.27

9.15

.97 89.84

1.47 12.01

.43

97.61†

1.98

94.82†

1.92 94.24†

2.78

Increasing

12.02†

.16

9.87† .59 90.57

.90 11.43

.26

93.52†

1.24

89.90†

1.19 91.66†

1.72

Decreasing

11.93†

.15

.82 11.78†

.25

93.66†

1.16

90.15†

1.10 90.93†

1.59

11.18

.55 90.82

Note. The ANCOVAs included control variables, but this table presents the results only for maternal supportiveness.
†
Significant at .003 in comparison to stably low. Post-hoc Tukey comparisons showed no significant differences between (a) stably high and (b) stably
medium, increasing, or decreasing.
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Figures 1 through 7 depict the adjusted means of the outcome variables across
supportiveness groups.

Figure 1. Prosocial skills as a function of maternal supportiveness across time.

Figure 2. Aggression scores as a function of maternal supportiveness across time.
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Figure 3. Emotion regulation scores as a function of maternal supportiveness across time.

Figure 4. Sustained attention scores as a function of maternal supportiveness across time.
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Figure 5. PPVT standard scores as a function of maternal supportiveness across time.

Figure 6. Letter-Word Identification scores as a function of maternal supportiveness
across time.
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Figure 7. Applied Problems scores as a function of maternal supportiveness across time.
Summary of Findings
Table 34 summarizes the findings for social and cognitive outcomes across
maternal-supportiveness groups. The prosocial skills of children who received stably low
supportiveness significantly differed from those of children who received stably high,
increasing, or decreasing supportiveness. The aggression scores of children who received
stably low supportiveness significantly differed from those of children who received
increasing supportiveness. The sustained-attention scores of children who received stably
low supportiveness significantly differed from those of children who received decreasing
supportiveness. Lastly, the PPVT, Letter-Word Identification, and Applied Problems
scores of children whose mothers were in the stably low group significantly differed from
those of children whose mothers were in any other group.
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Table 34
Summary of Significant/Nonsignificant Relationships Between Maternal-Supportiveness
Group and Child Outcomes at 5 Years
Maternal-supportiveness groups
Outcomes
Social skills
Prosocial skills
Aggression
Emotion regulation
Cognitive skills
Sustained attention
PPVT standard score
Letter-Word
Identification
Applied Problems

Stably low vs.
stably medium

Stably low vs.
stably high

Stably low
vs. increasing

Stably low vs.
decreasing

ns
ns
ns

s
ns
ns

s
s
ns

s
ns
ns

ns
s
s

ns
s
s

ns
s
s

s
s
s

s

s

s

s

Summary
This study’s findings indicate that maternal supportiveness over time is associated
with child outcomes at 5 years in the EHSREP sample of low-income families.
Specifically, mother’s ethnicity, mother’s level of education, mother’s marital status,
parenting stress, mother’s knowledge of infant development, child’s emotionality, and
child’s emotion regulation are all associated with pattern of maternal supportiveness over
time. The study also revealed an association between supportiveness group and various
child social and cognitive outcomes at 5 years of age. Chapter 5 discusses the
implications of the study’s results.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
The current study examined variations in maternal supportiveness over the child’s
first 3 years of life, which maternal characteristics influence the stability of
supportiveness and the direction of instability, which child characteristics are associated
with relatively stable supportiveness, and what associations exist between (a) stability of
supportiveness and (b) preschoolers’ cognitive and social-emotional skills.
The present analyses had three key purposes: (a) develop a useful taxonomy of
parenting groups based on maternal supportiveness over time, (b) examine demographic
and clinically relevant predictors of these groups, and (c) examine associations between
these groups and children’s psychosocial outcomes. After the taxonomy’s validity was
established, results revealed that the groups were predicted by a variety of demographic
variables, maternal personal and mental-health characteristics, and child variables.
The following maternal characteristics were related to maternal supportiveness
over time: ethnicity, level of education, marital status, degree of parenting stress, and
knowledge of infant development. A child’s degree of emotion regulation at 1 year also
correlated with maternal supportiveness over time: children who had greater emotion
regulation at 1 year were more likely to receive stably high supportiveness during their
first 3 years of life. Further, maternal supportiveness over time predicted important child
outcomes, even when maternal and child characteristics at 1 year were controlled for.
Previous research indicates that measuring maternal supportiveness at multiple
time points throughout early childhood predicts preschool outcomes and later maternal
supportiveness better than measuring supportiveness at only one time point (Landry et al.,
2001). Previous studies also indicate that stably high maternal supportiveness is ideal
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(Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal 2006, Chazan-Cohen et al, 2009; Landry 2001 ) and that high
supportiveness at any time point during a child’s first 3 years is beneficial (ChazanCohen et al, 2009; Landry, 2001). The current study expands on previous research by
demonstrating these results in a sample of children at substantial risk for the development
of educational, behavioral, and psychological problems. The findings suggest that
behavior-based interventions that promote maternal supportiveness at any point during a
child’s first 3 years can increase maternal supportiveness and, in turn, improve children’s
psychosocial and educational outcomes at age 5. Such interventions have been developed
and have received substantial empirical support (e.g., Landry & Smith, 2008). Especially
given that intervention resources are limited, it is of practical benefit to know that high
maternal supportiveness at any period during an infant’s first 3 years may be as beneficial
as consistently high supportiveness.
Maternal Supportiveness Over Time
Previous findings with regard to stability of parental supportiveness have been
mixed. Some studies have indicated stable supportiveness (Dallaire & Weinraub, 2005;
Pettit & Bates, 1984; Pianta et al., 1989; Roberts et al., 1984; for a review, see Holden &
Miller, 1999). Other studies have indicated unstable supportiveness (Bornstein et al.,
2008; Chazan-Cohen et al., 2009; Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal, 2006; Landry et al., 2001;
Landry et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2000; Taylor et al., 2008).
Although the current study corroborated many results of the limited studies of
low-income samples (Chazan-Cohen et al., 2009), it did not replicate findings of studies
that employed higher income samples. The current study’s sample had a lower mean
supportiveness score than that in prior studies that I have discussed (Hirsh-Pasek &
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Burchinal, 2006), most likely due to poverty in the current study’s sample. Also, in the
current study high maternal supportiveness tended to be lower than high supportiveness
in previous studies (Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal, 2006; NICHD ECCRN, 2006). This
disparity underscores the need for further examination of maternal supportiveness over
time among low-income mothers and the challenges they face.
In the current study, the first research question asked how maternal
supportiveness varies over time. The study determined the extent to which supportiveness
remained stable across three time points (child ages of 1, 2, and 3 years). Mothers were
categorized in terms of five patterns of supportiveness: stably low (low, low), stably
medium (medium, medium), stably high (high, high), decreasing (higher to lower), and
increasing (lower to higher).
As expected, most mothers showed unstable supportiveness, with 25.7% showing
increasing supportiveness and 29.2% showing decreasing supportiveness. The
percentages for stable supportiveness were 21.8% for stably low, 13.7% for stably
medium, and only 9.6% for stably high. In the SECCYD (Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal,
2006; NICHD ECCRN, 2006), mothers tended to be White and higher income. SECCYD
mothers were most likely to show stably high maternal supportiveness and least likely to
show stably low or decreasing supportiveness. In contrast, mothers in the current study
tended to be poor, less educated, and of a minority ethnicity. Overall, their maternal
supportiveness was less stable and lower than the supportiveness of the SECCYD
mothers. In the current study the smallest supportiveness group was the stably high
group. Considering how many mothers show a change in level of supportiveness from 1
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to 3 years in this study’s sample, the study confirms that maternal supportiveness is a
dynamic process and should not be considered at only one time point.
The study categorized stability of supportiveness in terms of five groups. There
may be variability within these groups that warrants investigation. As previously
discussed, scores on mother’s depressive symptoms significantly varied within the
decreasing-supportiveness group in Subsamples 1 and 2, scores on parent-child
dysfunction significantly varied within this group in Subsample 2, and scores on child
emotionality significantly varied within the increasing-supportiveness group in
Subsample 2. To address possible variability within the five supportiveness groups, I
created a seven-level supportiveness variable that divided increasing supportiveness into
low-to-medium and low-to-high and that divided decreasing supportiveness into high-tomedium and high-to-low. With respect to maternal demographic characteristics and child
outcomes, analysis revealed few significant differences between the increasing-stability
subgroups or between the decreasing-stability subgroups (see Tables E1 and E2). This
suggests that the variability within groups is not better accounted for by deriving
additional parenting groups (i.e., five groups may suffice).
The current study examined stability of maternal supportiveness in absolute,
rather than relative, terms. That is, a mother’s supportiveness was not assessed relative to
that of other mothers. This decision was based on previous research that examined
sensitivity toward and stimulation of the child. Dallaire and Weinraub (2005) found that
relative maternal supportiveness was stable throughout early childhood, whereas absolute
supportiveness was unstable. They also found that supportiveness was most likely to be
unstable during the child’s first 3 years. This finding suggests that interventions for
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mothers at risk of being unsupportive should begin early in the child’s infancy in order to
be most effective. However, the current study also suggests that intervention aimed at
increasing maternal supportiveness at any point during the first 3 years can provide
similar benefits with respect to child outcomes at age 5.
Maternal and Child Characteristics: Associations with Maternal Supportiveness
Another goal of this study was to create a profile of maternal and child
characteristics associated with pattern of maternal supportiveness over time in order to
determine which families would most benefit from supportiveness intervention and when.
Thus, the study examined how maternal and child characteristics at 1 year relate to
stability of maternal supportiveness in low-income families. The following characteristics
were investigated: mother’s demographic characteristics, mother’s depressive symptoms,
mother’s degree of parenting stress (in terms of both parenting distress and parent-child
dysfunction), mother’s knowledge of infant development, and child’s temperament (in
terms of both emotionality and emotion regulation). Research Question 2 asked the extent
to which these characteristics and their interactions correlate with the mother’s stability
group.
Mother’s Mental Health
I hypothesized that (a) mothers who scored higher on depressive symptoms or
either dimension of parenting stress would be more likely to show low or unstable
supportiveness than to show high supportiveness and that (b) changes in mother’s
depressive symptoms or parenting stress would be associated with pattern of
supportiveness over time. However, the hypotheses were only partly supported. Mothers
with higher parent-child dysfunction were more likely to show stably low supportiveness
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than stably high supportiveness. Maternal depressive symptoms were slightly associated
with supportiveness over time (p = .075). No interactions between aspects of a mother’s
mental health and aspects of a child’s temperament characteristics predicted stability of
supportiveness. Also, changes in mother’s depressive symptoms or parenting stress were
not associated with supportiveness over time.
The results with respect to mother’s depressive symptoms may have been affected
by the mother’s marital status, the amount of social support the family received, or other
factors. In the current study’s sample, which has multiple demographic risk factors, the
mean score on mother’s depressive symptoms was 13.15, indicating significantly higher
depressive symptoms than in a more normative sample. In a previous study that used a
low-risk sample, the mean score on mother’s depressive symptoms was 9.23, indicating
that, on average, depressive symptoms were minimal or absent (Hirsh-Pasek &
Burchinal, 2006). Perhaps the current study’s EHSREP sample has a restricted range with
regard to depressive symptoms: many of the mothers had depressive symptoms but were
not categorized as clinically depressed. Such a restricted range limits this variable’s
predictive utility. Thus, future research needs to consider mother’s depressive symptoms
in a more heterogeneous sample that includes at-risk mothers. Further, if there had been
repeated depression at all time points including 1, 2, and 3 years, it may have been
possible to identify a smaller but chronic depressed group, which would have been more
likely to be linked to supportiveness than a less comprehensive measure of depression.
Like the current study, Chazan-Cohen et al.’s (2009) study using EHSREP data
found no association between maternal supportiveness at 5 years and either (a) level of
mother’s depressive symptoms at 1 year or (b) changes in depressive symptoms between
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1 and 3 years. Finally, the current study addressed only positive dimensions of parenting
(sensitivity toward the child, positive regard for the child, and stimulation of the child); it
did not address negative dimensions such as neglect, harshness, and intrusiveness. In a
meta-analysis, Lovejoy, Graczyk, O’Hare, and Neuman (2000) reported a marginally
significant association between maternal depression and positive maternal behavior and a
much stronger association between maternal depression and negative maternal behavior.
It is important to consider that the parenting stress/distress also yielded non-significant
findings, which further indicates that the lack of association between depressive
symptoms and supportiveness are not due to measurement error.
Mother’s Knowledge of Infant Development
Mother’s knowledge of infant development positively correlated with stably high
supportiveness. This was expected because such knowledge helps mothers have ageappropriate expectations regarding their infants’ abilities and behaviors and helps them
respond appropriately to their infants.
Mother’s Ethnicity, Level of Education, and Marital Status
Also as expected, mother’s ethnicity, level of education, and marital status all
predicted supportiveness group. Therefore, these characteristics were used as control
variables for all MNLR models.
EHS Treatment Status
Love et al. (2005) reported that participation in the EHS program was associated
with more-supportive parenting. However, in the current study the hypothesis that
mothers in the EHS treatment group would be more likely to show increasing or stably
high supportiveness was not supported. Although this result is somewhat surprising,
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Chazan-Cohen et al. (2009) also found no effects of EHS treatment on stability of
supportiveness.
Child’s Temperament
Emotion regulation. As expected, mothers of infants with higher emotion
regulation were more likely to show stably high supportiveness. Almost certainly, a
child’s ability to self-regulate and maternal supportiveness are mutually reinforcing
because maternal supportiveness fosters a child’s emotion regulation, which in turn
makes a child more manageable and therefore more likely to interact with the mother in a
positive way. However, some reporting bias may be involved: highly supportive mothers
may be more likely than unsupportive ones to report that their child shows good emotion
regulation. Because emotion regulation appears to affect functioning in many domains
(e.g., cognition, social interaction), it is important for researchers to identify the
influences on emotion regulation at multiple time points. The current study’s findings
with respect to emotion regulation accord with those of Bocknek et al. (2009). Using a
subsample of African American mother-child dyads from the same EHSREP sample used
in the current study, Bocknek et al. found that pattern of maternal supportiveness over
time was associated with emotion regulation at 1 year but not with change in emotion
regulation over time.
Emotionality. In contrast to emotion regulation, child’s emotionality did not
correlate with stability of maternal supportiveness. Crockenberg and McCluskey (1986)
posited that mothers may respond more or less sensitively to negative child temperament
depending on other variables within the family context. Currently, the role of
temperamental reactivity in parent-child interactions is poorly understood.
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Summary
Overall, mother and child characteristics predicted the likelihood of a mother’s
being categorized in a particular supportiveness group. As parent-child dysfunction
scores increased, a mother’s likelihood of being in the stably high category (versus either
the stably low or increasing category) decreased. The greater a mother’s knowledge of
infant development, the greater her likelihood of being in the stably high category versus
any other category. The greater a child’s emotion regulation, the greater the mother’s
likelihood of being in the stably high category versus either the stably low or increasing
category. The higher a child’s emotionality, the greater the mother’s likelihood of being
in the stably high category versus the stably medium category.
Associations Between Supportiveness Group and Child Outcomes at 5 Years
Research Question 3 asked, “Is there an association between a mother’s pattern of
supportiveness and her child’s cognitive and social-emotional skills at 5 years of age?”
Previous research has indicated a positive correlation between stably high supportiveness
and children’s cognitive development (Bornstein & Tamis-LeMonda, 1989; Bornstein et
al., 1999; Chazan-Cohen et al., 2009; Landry et al., 1997; Landry et al., 2001; Mulvaney
et al., 2006; NICHD ECCRN, 2002; Petrill & Deater-Deckard, 2004; Smith et al., 2000;
Smith et al., 2006; Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2001) and social-emotional development
(Bocknek et al., 2009; Campos et al., 2004; Chazan-Cohen et al., 2009; Cole et al., 2004;
Landry et al., 2001; NICHD ECCRN, 2006; Smith et al., 2000).
Previous findings on associations between pattern of maternal supportiveness
over time and child cognitive and social-emotional outcomes are less clear. Some
research indicates that increasing maternal supportiveness is associated with positive
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cognitive outcomes (Landry et al., 2001) and positive social-emotional outcomes
(NICHD ECCRN, 2006). Some research suggests that decreasing supportiveness is
associated with less child social-emotional competence (NICHD ECCRN, 2002, 2006)
and lower cognitive scores (Landry et al., 2001). Other research suggests that socialemotional competence is more linked to decreasing parental supportiveness than to
increasing supportiveness (Landry et al., 2001; Landry, Smith, Swank, & Guttentag,
2008). These associations may reflect the need for maternal responsiveness during the
infant’s first year of life for healthy attachment and socialization.
In the current study, pattern of maternal supportiveness was associated with
children’s sustained attention, receptive language, preliteracy, math skills, prosocial
skills, and aggression at age 5. As expected, stably high maternal supportiveness was
associated with the best cognitive and social-emotional outcomes, and stably low
supportiveness was associated with the worst outcomes.
Stably Low Compared to Stably High
Children who received stably high supportiveness scored significantly higher on
prosocial skills, receptive language, preliteracy, and math skills than children who
received stably low supportiveness.
Stably Medium Compared to Stably Low and Stably High
On every child outcome at age 5, the scores of children who received stably
medium supportiveness did not significantly differ from those of children who received
stably high supportiveness. Also, children who received stably medium supportiveness
did not significantly differ from children who received stably low supportiveness with
respect to attention skills, aggression, or emotion regulation. However, children’s
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receptive language, preliteracy skills, and math skills did significantly differ between
stably medium and stably low supportiveness. Therefore, the findings suggest that for
cognitive, but not social-emotional outcomes, at 5 years, stably medium maternal
supportiveness is as effective as stably high supportiveness in the study’s low-income
sample.
Increasing Compared to Stably Low and Stably High
Compared to children who received stably low supportiveness, children who
received increasing supportiveness scored significantly better on prosocial skills,
aggression, receptive language, preliteracy skills, and math skills. However, children who
received increasing supportiveness did not significantly differ from children who
received stably high supportiveness with respect to prosocial skills, aggression, emotion
regulation, attention, receptive language, preliteracy skills, or math skills. These findings
suggest that outcomes at Year 5 do not significantly differ between increasing and stably
high supportiveness; therefore, high supportiveness later in infancy may suffice for
positive outcomes at age 5.
Decreasing Compared to Stably Low and Stably High
Children who received decreasing supportiveness did not significantly differ from
children who received stably high supportiveness with respect to prosocial skills,
aggression, emotion regulation, attention, receptive language, preliteracy skills, or math
skills. However, children who received decreasing supportiveness did significantly differ
from children who received stably low supportiveness with respect to prosocial skills,
attention, receptive language, preliteracy skills, and math skills. These findings suggest
that decreasing supportiveness may be as effective as stably high supportiveness in terms
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of child outcomes in the current study’s low-income sample. The findings provide
evidence that high supportiveness in an infant’s first year may suffice for positive
outcomes at age 5.
Summary
In sum, stably low supportiveness was associated with the worst child outcomes.
Compared to stably high supportiveness, stably medium supportiveness was associated
with equally good cognitive outcomes but slightly worse social outcomes. Increasing and
decreasing supportiveness were associated with positive child outcomes comparable to
those seen with stably high supportiveness. However, scores on all outcomes were
highest for stably high supportiveness, even when they did not significantly differ from
scores for other supportiveness group. These findings refute the notion that stably high
supportiveness is necessary to promote positive outcomes at age 5. They also provide
evidence that a supportiveness intervention at any point during the child’s first 3 years
will protect against the negative outcomes at 5 years that are associated with stably low
supportiveness.
Findings in Relation to the Hypotheses
Findings did not support the hypothesis that decreasing supportiveness and stably
low supportiveness would be associated with similar child cognitive outcomes due to lack
of stimulation and responsiveness during the period of more-sophisticated child cognition
and language skills. With respect to all cognitive measures, children who received
decreasing supportiveness scored only slightly (not significantly) lower than children
who received stably medium or stably high supportiveness. These result suggests that
earlier supportiveness is effective and possibly protective against later lower
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supportiveness. In the present study, “earlier” is later than the time points examined in
previous studies, and this fact may partly explain these unexpected findings. For
example, the Landry et al. (2001) study included supportiveness intervention at 6 months
and 1 year. In that study, the 6-month-old infants may not have benefitted as much from
maternal stimulation because they were still immobile and preverbal, needing more
emotional warmth and less cognitive stimulation compared to the older toddlers. In
contrast, the first time point in the current study is 14 months (labeled “1 year”), by
which time an infant’s vocabulary includes 6–50 expressive words and up to 200
receptive words. Perhaps the current study’s “early” time period of 1 year was late
enough in infancy that maternal stimulation and responsiveness affected cognitive
development more than they would have earlier in infancy, before the child has
progressed beyond babbling. The EHSREP data did not include assessments before
children reached 1 year of age; therefore, it would be beneficial to investigate a wider
range of supportiveness over time, such as a range that includes a 6-month wave. Of
course, this suggestion is tempered by the practical difficulties of reaching at-risk
families very early in an infant’s life and following the families across time.
As expected, the social-emotional outcomes of children whose mothers showed
decreasing supportiveness did not significantly differ from those of children whose
mothers showed stably high supportiveness. This finding highlights the protective nature
of early supportiveness for children’s social-emotional well-being.
Child outcomes did significantly differ between increasing and stably low
supportiveness with respect to prosocial skills, aggression, receptive language,
preliteracy, and math skills. Children who received increasing supportiveness fared
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significantly better with respect to receptive language and preliteracy than children who
received stably low supportiveness. Children who received increasing supportiveness had
lower aggression scores and better prosocial skills than children who received stably
medium supportiveness. The findings suggest that with respect to children’s social
outcomes, it is more important that maternal supportiveness be high at some time point
than that it be consistently medium and most important that it not be stably low.
Another hypothesis was that (a) any increase in maternal supportiveness would
have a positive effect on both cognitive and social-emotional development and (b) any
decrease (which might be especially difficult and confusing for children) would have a
negative effect on both developmental domains. This hypothesis was somewhat
supported. Unstable supportiveness and stably high supportiveness did not significantly
differ with respect to any cognitive or social-emotional outcome. However, decreasing
supportiveness did not significantly differ from stably high supportiveness either. By
using a low-income sample, the current study extended previous research on the impact
of pattern of maternal supportiveness on child outcomes. Stably high, stably medium, and
unstable supportiveness were associated with more-positive child outcomes than stably
low supportiveness
In contrast, Hirsh-Pasek and Burchinal (2006) reported that unstable maternal
supportiveness was associated with worse preschool outcomes. Indeed, they found that
children’s prosocial and aggression scores correlated more strongly with changes in
maternal supportiveness than with level of supportiveness at any particular time point.
Because previous studies of maternal supportiveness over time used data on middle-class
families (Belsky & Fearon, 2002; Eisenberg et al., 2010; Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal, 2006;
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NICHD ECCRN, 2003, 2006), it was expected that the current study’s low-income
sample would yield somewhat different findings. Hirsh-Pasek and Burchinal found that
children’s cognitive skills were enhanced when mothers became more responsive over
time, regardless of initial level of responsiveness. In the current study as well, increasing
maternal supportiveness was associated with better cognitive outcomes than stably low
supportiveness. However, whereas Hirsh-Pasek and Burchinal found no such benefit of
decreasing supportiveness, in the current study decreasing supportiveness was equally or
slightly more strongly associated with positive cognitive outcomes than increasing
supportiveness was.
Studies using NICHD ECCRN findings (e.g. Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal, 2006) do
not generalize to low-income samples. Compared to mothers in the EHSREP sample,
mothers in the NICHD sample were more likely to be White, be high school graduates,
and have a mean income well above the poverty line. Stably high was the smallest
supportiveness group in the EHSREP sample but the largest in the NICHD sample. Mean
scores on WJ Letter-Word Identification were significantly lower for the EHSREP
sample than for the NICHD sample. In the current study, which used EHSREP
subsamples, maternal supportiveness was lower at all three time points than was the case
with NICHD mothers. Because high supportiveness was lower in this sample than in a
higher income sample (e.g., Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal, 2006; NICHD ECCRN, 2006), it
is possible that a significant difference between stably high and unstable supportiveness
requires that “high” supportiveness be significantly higher than in the current study. If
this study’s population had included mothers with supportiveness scores as high as 6 or 7
(rather than 5 or 6), the findings might have been different. In fact, while these data
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provided strong evidence of parenting interactions, they were never specifically designed
with a strong parenting curriculum in mind. As such, it is likely that with a stronger
parenting curriculum, there would have been a higher range in supportiveness scores
which would have been linked with more statistically significant differences.
In the Chazan-Cohen et al. (2009) study, the most positive child outcomes at 5
years were associated with high maternal supportiveness at 1 year, increasing
supportiveness from Year 1 to Year 3, or stably high supportiveness from Year 1 to Year
3. The current study corroborated and expanded those findings.
Implications for Interventions to Increase Maternal Supportiveness
The results of the current study suggest that the effects of mothers’ early problems
in responding to their infants may be reversed when parenting behavior is changed.
Specific interventions to remediate maternal insensitivity have been shown to be effective
(Bakermans-Kranenburg, van IJzendoorn, & Juffer, 2003; Landry et al, 2008).
Programs that begin during any period of childhood and that are designed to
promote stably high maternal supportiveness are likely to improve preschool outcomes
but are especially likely to do so if started in early infancy. Using a smaller sample than
the one used in the present study, Landry and her colleagues (Landry et al., 2001; Landry
et al., 2008) have provided empirical evidence of successful interventions to promote
maternal responsiveness. Landry et al. (2008) found that responsiveness-intervention at 6
months increased maternal warmth toward low-birth-weight infants and that such
intervention at 24 months increased mothers’ cognitive stimulation of these infants. The
first intervention provided at 6 months had the greatest effect when both 6 months and 24
months were addressed. The findings of the current study suggest that it is optimal to
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provide supportiveness intervention at all periods of early childhood. However, contrary
to the findings of Landry et al. (2008), they also indicate that an intervention at only one
time point between 1 and 3 years of infancy can be equally beneficial or nearly so. Future
studies might explore the effects of additional, smaller interventions (Landry et al., 2008)
designed to help parents maintain their parenting skills beyond 3 years. Landry et al.
(2001) found that differences between mothers who provided early supportiveness and
mothers who provided stably high supportiveness emerged by first grade. The current
data set does not include first-grade data.
Building on the work of Landry and her colleagues, the current study indicates
which low-income mothers might most benefit from a series of timed interventions aimed
at increasing their maternal supportiveness. It also suggests that the optimal time for such
interventions is during a child’s first 3 years but that child outcomes will not significantly
differ based on whether supportiveness improves earlier rather than later in infancy, as
long as supportiveness starts high or becomes high at some point. Maternalsupportiveness interventions that target any point in infancy can contribute to positive
child outcomes, and providing such interventions is less difficult than reducing poverty
and many other risk factors.
Limitations
The current study entailed a number of limitations. The sample was not
representative of all low-income families but only those functioning well enough to
participate in a study and stay in it more than 5 years. Thus, families in the sample were
probably more stable and less socially isolated than many low-income families. Also,
they do not fully represent indigent mothers who lack a working telephone and
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permanent address. However, the sample is more representative of all low-income
families than the samples used in other studies of maternal supportiveness over time.
The study also entails the limitation that measurements of maternal
supportiveness at 1, 2, and 3 years are only periodic indicators. They cannot fully convey
the mother-child relationship. They also do not provide a measure of supportiveness prior
to 1 year. Further, these measures of supportiveness might have had a wider range of
scores had their been more complex cognitive activities embedded in the tasks (e.g. an
age appropriate puzzle).
Further, the study’s assessment tools were limited. The study used only two of the
three PSI-SF scales. The Difficult Child scale was not included in the EHSREP. Its
omission makes it hard to compare the current study’s results with those of previous
related studies. Use of all three PSI-SF scales might make it possible to differentiate
between each dimension of parenting stress. Also, the PSI-SF and several of the
instruments used as validation were modified for the EHSREP. The changes in
administration and wording, although minor, may have impacted the scale’s
psychometric properties.
While EHS was designed to influence parenting, and parenting was seen as a
major outcome to the study design, in fact there was not a comprehensive parenting
curriculum. It remains to be seen whether or not a parenting curriculum specifically
targeting supportiveness would have yielded stronger results.
As a correlational study, the current study reveals associations but does not
distinguish between cause and effect. Almost certainly, maternal supportiveness not only
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influences particular child characteristics and development outcomes but is also
influenced by them. In other words, causality is not unidirectional.
Also, a five-level variable may not have adequately differentiated patterns of
maternal supportiveness over time. The use of more levels may have provided morenuanced information, although the possibility of using more groups was explored and
deemed unnecessary. Methodologies used to examine dynamic group processes over
time—such as hierarchical linear modeling, latent class growth analysis, and growth
mixture modeling—identify groups based on characteristics of data. However, in the
current study my analysis started with an a priori, theoretically derived class structure. I
created five classifications based on pattern of maternal supportiveness over time. This
approach was validated by analysis indicating that mothers in the five groups
significantly differed in their patterns of maternal supportiveness and by a robustness
check that examined individual supportiveness at each time point as a predictor of child
outcomes. These analyses indicated that there were statistically significant differences in
a mother’s supportiveness across time points and that supportiveness at 2 years did not
account for additional variance in child outcomes when 1 year and 3 years were included
in the statistical models. Limitations of some analytic approaches may undermine the
complexity of the relationships being tested; many of the most interesting processes
remain hidden, with only the input and output specifiable (Sameroff & MacKenzie,
2003).
Suggestions for Future Research
Future research would contribute to a better understanding of supportiveness over
time by cross-validating my analytic approach with other methodologies used to examine
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dynamic group processes. Future studies might also investigate timing and amount of
parenting intervention in relation to maternal and child characteristics and level of
maternal supportiveness. An empirical study of targeted interventions could indicate best
practices for the most efficient delivery system.
For future research, an important contribution might be to determine exactly what
the low and high thresholds are for supportive parenting. For the purposes of intervention
programs, having a measure to determine exactly how low supportiveness need be to
effect child outcomes, and, more importantly, how high supportiveness need be would be
of practical use. There may be a threshold for maternal supportiveness where the benefits
become less steep at a certain level of high supportiveness.
Another area of interest is the influence of paternal supportiveness over time on
child outcomes. This study’s research questions could be applied to fathers rather than
mothers, to father and mothers within the same families, to other caregivers, and to
teachers. Many children spend much time with caregivers other than a parent, and
children in school spend much of their day with teachers (Hirsh-Pasek & Burchinal,
2006). Additional supportiveness from any caregiver or teacher might considerably
improve outcomes for children (especially poor children) who may receive little parental
supportiveness.
As previously mentioned, the current study considered only positive dimensions
of parenting. Negative dimensions include harshness toward the child, negative regard for
the child, and emotional detachment. It would be useful to examine negative dimensions
of parenting over time to determine how their effects differ from and interact with those
of positive dimensions, particularly in poor populations.
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Further, it is important to extend the current study’s findings beyond the first 3
years of a child’s life to determine if pattern of maternal supportiveness has lasting
effects on child outcomes or if supportiveness groups other than stably low remain
similarly promotive of positive outcomes, as they do in the first 3 years of life. Landry et
al. (2001) found that children who experienced decreased maternal sensitivity after their
first 3 years of life did not perform as well on first-grade assessments of development as
children who experienced consistently high maternal sensitivity.
Conclusion
Particular maternal and child characteristics are associated with maternal
supportiveness and the ways in which it changes over time. Also, maternal
supportiveness over time predicts a range of cognitive and social-emotional outcomes at
5 years. Groups based on pattern of maternal supportiveness over time (e.g., stably low,
stably medium, stably high, increasing, and decreasing) are, therefore, useful in
determining the most cost-effective use of resources aimed at increasing maternal
supportiveness.
Low maternal supportiveness over the first 3 years of a child’s life is a risk factor
for negative child outcomes. The current study indicates that low supportiveness
throughout a child’s first 3 years poses the greatest risk. Compared to every other pattern
of supportiveness over time, stably low supportiveness was associated with significantly
worse child outcomes. Therefore, supportiveness intervention that prevents
supportiveness from being stably low is likely to be beneficial regardless of its timing. In
other words, successful intervention at any period during a child’s first 3 years may
positively impact child outcomes.
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Mother’s knowledge of infant development positively correlated with maternal
supportiveness, and mother’s parenting stress negatively correlated with supportiveness.
These findings suggest that intervention programs for at-risk mothers should attempt to
increase mothers’ knowledge of infant development and decrease their parenting stress.
Also, because emotion regulation is associated with stably high supportiveness in
comparison to other supportiveness groups, programs for at-risk mothers should attempt
to increase children’s emotion regulation.
This study provides additional evidence that parenting practices in low-income
families substantially differ from those in middle- and upper-class families, maternal
supportiveness is especially likely to be unstable in low-income populations, and
maternal supportiveness over time is associated with both cognitive and social-emotional
outcomes in preschool. Supportiveness intervention is therefore important for lowincome mothers, especially those who did not graduate from high school, belong to an
ethnic minority, are unmarried, have less knowledge of infant development at 1 year,
have higher parenting stress at 1 year, and/or have children with lower emotion regulation
at 1 year. Interventions should include evidence based interventions that provide
parenting programs that encourage maternal supportiveness, rather than considering any
support services beneficial to parenting. These findings suggest there is something
specifically beneficial about maternal supportiveness and as such, programs that seek to
increase positive parenting should promote training for mothers to increase this teachable
skill.
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APPENDIX A
Robustness Checks for the Five-Level Maternal-Supportiveness Variable
Table A1
Robustness Check for FACES Prosocial Skills
Predictor
Step 1
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Step 2
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Step 3
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 3 years
Step 4
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 3 years
Maternal supportiveness at 1 year × change
in supportiveness from 1 year to 2 years
Maternal supportiveness at 1 year × change
in supportiveness from 1 year to 3 years

B

SE

t

p

.307

.064

.158

4.82

.000

.361

.073

.186

4.96

.000

.113

.074

.057

1.52

.129

.424

.078

.218

5.44

.000

.048

.080

.024

0.60

.546

.168

.076

.092

2.22

.027

.431

.078

.222

5.54

.000

.059

.080

.029

0.74

.462

.178

.076

.097

2.36

.019

.185

.079

.096

2.36

.019

-.033

.070

-.019

-0.47

.641
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Table A2
Robustness Check for Leiter-R Sustained Attention
Predictor
Step 1
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Step 2
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Step 3
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 3 years
Step 4
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 3 years
Maternal supportiveness at 1 year × change
in supportiveness from 1 year to 2 years
Maternal supportiveness at 1 year × change
in supportiveness from 1 year to 3 years

B

SE

t

p

.550

.108

.176

5.10

.000

.599

.124

.192

4.83

.000

.104

.129

.032

0.81

.421

.708

.134

.227

5.28

.000

-.002

.138

.000

-0.02

.986

.273

.129

.094

2.12

.035

.720

.134

.231

5.37

.000

-.010

.138

-.003

-0.07

.943

.299

.130

.103

2.31

.021

.272

.138

.086

1.97

.049

-.113

.121

-.041

-0.94

.347
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Table A3
Robustness Check for Leiter-R Emotion Regulation
Predictor
Step 1
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Step 2
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Step 3
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 3 years
Step 4
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 3 years
Maternal supportiveness at 1 year × change
in supportiveness from 1 year to 2 years
Maternal supportiveness at 1 year × change
in supportiveness from 1 year to 3 years

B

SE

t

p

1.986

.344

.196

5.78

.000

2.095

.395

.207

5.31

.000

.229

.405

.022

0.57

.572

2.352

.423

.233

5.56

.000

-.033

.434

-.003

-0.08

.940

.681

.410

.071

1.66

.097

2.382

.423

.236

5.63

.000

-.047

.435

-.005

-0.11

.914

.766

.411

.080

1.86

.063

.971

.438

.095

2.22

.027

-.424

.389

-.047

-1.09

.276
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Table A4
Robustness Check for PPVT
Predictor
Step 1
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Step 2
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Step 3
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 3 years
Step 4
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 3 years
Maternal supportiveness at 1 year × change
in supportiveness from 1 year to 2 years
Maternal supportiveness at 1 year × change
in supportiveness from 1 year to 3 years

B

SE

t

p

5.525

.542

.344

10.19

.000

7.099

.612

.441

11.59

.000

3.250

.621

.199

5.23

.000

7.999

.657

.498

12.17

.000

2.383

.662

.146

3.60

.000

2.241

.622

.151

3.60

.000

8.052

.657

.501

12.25

.000

2.312

.664

.142

3.48

.001

2.374

.627

.160

3.79

.000

1.170

.662

.074

1.77

.078

-.754

.588

-.053

-1.28

.200
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Table A5
Robustness Check for WJ Letter-Word Identification
Predictor
Step 1
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Step 2
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Step 3
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 3 years
Step 4
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 3 years
Maternal supportiveness at 1 year × change
in supportiveness from 1 year to 2 years
Maternal supportiveness at 1 year × change
in supportiveness from 1 year to 3 years

B

SE

t

p

3.040

.474

.217

6.41

.000

3.532

.546

.252

6.47

.000

1.023

.565

.070

1.81

.071

4.330

.580

.309

7.46

.000

.170

.603

.012

0.28

.779

2.153

.563

.162

3.82

.000

4.325

.581

.308

7.44

.000

.196

.605

.013

0.32

.747

2.162

.565

.163

3.82

.000

.192

.590

.014

0.32

.745

.191

.531

.015

0.36

.719
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Table A6
Robustness Check for WJ Applied Problems
Predictor
Step 1
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Step 2
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Step 3
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 3 years
Step 4
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 3 years
Maternal supportiveness at 1 year × change
in supportiveness from 1 year to 2 years
Maternal supportiveness at 1 year × change
in supportiveness from 1 year to 3 years

B

SE

t

p

6.599

.693

.313

9.51

.000

7.780

.795

.369

9.79

.000

2.462

.822

.113

2.99

.003

8.949

.844

.425

10.60

.000

1.212

.878

.056

1.38

.168

3.154

.819

.159

3.85

.000

8.990

.844

.427

10.66

.000

1.119

.879

.051

1.27

.203

3.269

.820

.165

3.98

.000

1.293

.858

.061

1.51

.123

-1.540

.771

-.081

-2.00

.046
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Table A7
Robustness Check for CBCL Aggression
Predictor
Step 1
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Step 2
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Step 3
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 3 years
Step 4
Z-maternal supportiveness at 1 year
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 2 years
Change in maternal supportiveness from 1
year to 3 years
Maternal supportiveness at 1 year × change
in supportiveness from 1 year to 2 years
Maternal supportiveness at 1 year × change
in supportiveness from 1 year to 3 years

B

SE

-.268

.225 -.040 -1.19

.234

-.776
-1.064

.256 -.114 -3.03
.262 -.153 -4.06

.002
.000

-.884
-.954

.275 -.130 -3.21
.282 -.137 -3.39

.001
.001

-.285

.267 -.044 -1.07

.286

-.893
-.970

.275 -.132 -3.24
.282 -.139 -3.44

.001
.001

-.298

.267 -.047 -1.12

.265

-.249

.277 -.037 -0.90

.370

.248

.940

.019

t

.003

0.08

p
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APPENDIX B
Parameter Estimates for the Nonsignificant Predictors,
With Stably High as the Reference Group
Table B1
Parameter Estimates for Mother’s Depressive Symptoms and Maternal Supportiveness
(N = 798)
Variables

B

SE

Stably low supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Mother’s depressive symptoms

1.03***
1.92***
.89**
.01

.32
.36
.31
.02

2.81
6.83
2.43
1.01

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Mother’s depressive symptoms

-.15
1.24***
.79*
-.02

.33
.37
.32
.02

.86
3.45
2.21
.99

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Mother’s depressive symptoms

.50
1.12***
.96***
.01

.30
.35
.30
.01

1.64
3.06
2.62
1.01

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Mother’s depressive symptoms

.33
.93**
.86**
-.01

.30
.35
.29
.02

1.39
2.55
2.37
.99

*

p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Odds ratio
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Table B2
Parameter Estimates for Parenting Distress and Maternal Supportiveness (N = 804)
Variables

B

SE

Stably low supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parenting distress

1.05***
1.84***
.92**
.02

.32
.35
.31
.02

2.87
6.30
2.52
1.02

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parenting distress

-.08
1.13
.79**
.00**

.33
.36
.32
.02

.92
3.10
2.21
1.00

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parenting distress

.51
1.05**
1.01***
.01

.30
.34
.29
.02

1.67
2.86
2.74
1.01

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parenting distress

.39
.82*
.86**
.00

.30
.34
.29
.02

1.48
2.26
2.37
1.00

*

p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Odds ratio
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Table B3
Parameter Estimates for Change in Mother’s Depressive Symptoms and Maternal
Supportiveness (N = 788)
Variables

B

SE

Stably low supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms

1.06***
1.99***
.88**
-.01

.32
.37
.31
.02

2.89
7.38
2.40
.99

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms

-.10
1.28***
.76*
.01

.33
.38
.32
.02

.91
3.59
2.13
1.01

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms

.50
1.22***
.93**
-.01

.31
.36
.30
.02

1.64
3.38
2.55
.99

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms

.39
1.02**
.83**
.01

.30
.36
.29
.02

1.47
2.77
2.30
1.01

*

p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Odds ratio
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Table B4
Parameter Estimates for Change in Parenting Distress and Maternal Supportiveness (N
= 775)
Variables

B

SE

Stably low supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms

1.06***
1.84***
.85**
.02

.32
.35
.31
.02

2.89
6.28
2.35
1.02

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms

-.16
1.07**
.78*
.00

.33
.37
.32
.02

.86
2.92
2.17
.99

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms

.51
1.05**
.99***
.01

.31
.35
.30
.02

1.67
2.87
2.71
1.01

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms

.33
.79*
.85**
.00

.30
.34
.29
.02

1.39
2.21
2.33
1.00

*

p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Odds ratio
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Table B5
Parameter Estimates for Change in Parent-Child Dysfunction and Maternal
Supportiveness (N = 753)
Variables

B

SE

Stably low supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in parent-child dysfunction

.99**
1.77***
1.09***
.01

.33
.36
.32
.03

2.69
5.87
2.96
1.01

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in parent-child dysfunction

-.16
.99**
.86**
-.16

.34
.37
.33
.03

.85
2.68
2.36
1.02

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in parent-child dysfunction

.43
.98**
1.02***
-.01

.31
.35
.30
.03

1.54
2.66
2.78
.99

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in parent-child dysfunction

.33
.71*
.96***
.01

.31
.34
.30
.02

1.40
2.04
2.61
1.01

*

p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Odds ratio
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Table B6
Parameter Estimates for Change in Child’s Emotion Regulation and Maternal
Supportiveness (N = 813)
Variables

B

SE

Stably low supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in child’s emotion regulation

1.08***
1.86***
.94**
-.03

.32
.35
.30
.07

2.94
6.43
2.56
.97

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in child’s emotion regulation

-.03
1.08**
.77*
-.05

.33
.36
.31
.07

.97
2.95
2.15
.96

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in child’s emotion regulation

.49
1.09***
1.02***
-.04

.30
.34
.29
.07

1.63
2.98
2.79
.96

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in child’s emotion regulation

.39
.83*
.88**
-.06

.30
.34
.29
.07

1.48
2.29
2.42
.94

*

p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Odds ratio
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Table B7
Parameter Estimates for Change in Mother’s Education Level and Maternal
Supportiveness (N = 813)
Variables

B

SE

Stably low supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s education level

1.50***
1.12***
-.35

.30
.30
.49

4.48
3.07
.70

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s education level

.20
.86***
-.45

.32
.31
.51

1.22
2.36
.64

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s education level

.73*
1.13***
-.26

.29
.29
.48

2.08
3.09
.77

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s education level

.58*
.96***
-.24

.29
.28
.48

1.78
2.60
.79

*

p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Odds ratio
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APPENDIX C
Parameter Estimates for the Nonsignificant Predictors,
With Stably Low as the Reference Group
Table C1
Parameter Estimates for Mother’s Depressive Symptoms and Maternal Supportiveness
Variables

B

SE

Odds ratio

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Mother’s depressive symptoms

-1.18***
-.68**
-.10
-.02

.26
.26
.26
.01

.31
.51
.91
.98

Stably high supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Mother’s depressive symptoms

-1.03***
-1.92***
-.89**
-.01

.32
.36
.31
.02

.36
.15
.41
.99

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Mother’s depressive symptoms

-.54*
-.80***
.07
.01

.23
.22
.23
.01

.59
.45
1.08
1.01

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Mother’s depressive symptoms

-.70**
-.99***
-.03
-.02

.22
.22
.22
.01

.50
.37
.98
.98

Note. N = 798.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
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Table C2
Parameter Estimates for Parenting Distress and Maternal Supportiveness
Variables

B

SE

Odds ratio

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parenting distress

-1.14
-.71
-.13**
-.02**

.26
.25
.26
.01

.32
.49
.88
.98

Stably high supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parenting distress

-1.05***
-1.84***
-.92**
-.02

.32
.35
.31
.02

.35
.16
.40
.98

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parenting distress

-.54
-.79**
.08***
-.01

.23
.22
.22
.01

.58
.46
1.09
.99

.22
.22
.22
.01

.52
.36
.94
.99

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parenting distress
Note. N = 804.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

-.66
-1.02*
-.06**
-.01
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Table C3
Parameter Estimates for Parent-Child Dysfunction and Maternal Supportiveness
Variables

B

SE

Odds ratio

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parent-child dysfunction

-1.09***
-.64**
-.08*
-.10***

.26
.26
.26
.03

.34
.53
.92
.91

Stably high supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parent-child dysfunction

-1.00**
-1.77***
-.88**
-.13***

.32
.35
.31
.03

.37
.17
.42
.88

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parent-child dysfunction

-.48*
-.75***
.10
-.05**

.23
.23
.23
.02

.62
.47
1.11
.95

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Parent-child dysfunction

-.59***
-.98**
-.04
-.06***

.22
.22
.22
.02

.55
.38
.96
.94

Note. N = 801.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
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Table C4
Parameter Estimates for Child’s Emotionality and Maternal Supportiveness
Variables

B

SE

Odds ratio

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Child’s emotionality

-1.08***
-.68**
-.16
-.47***

.26
.26
.26
.14

.34
.61
.85
.62

Stably high supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Child’s emotionality

-1.05***
-1.83***
-.95**
-.14

.32
.35
.31
.16

.35
.16
.39
.87

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Child’s emotionality

-.53*
-.77***
.06
-.15

.23
.22
.22
.11

.59
.46
1.07
.86

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Child’s emotionality

-.64**
-.99***
-.08
-.25*

.22
.22
.22
.11

.53
.37
.93
.78

Note. N = 804.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
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Table C5
Parameter Estimates for Child’s Emotion Regulation and Maternal Supportiveness
Variables

B

SE

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Child’s emotion regulation

-1.14***
-.78**
-.11
.69***

.26
.26
.26
.19

.32
.46
.90
1.99

Stably high supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Child’s emotion regulation

-1.08***
-1.92***
-.90**
.73**

.32
.36
.31
.24

.34
.15
.41
2.08

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Child’s emotion regulation

-.47*
-.76***
.10
.26

.23
.23
.23
.15

.62
.47
1.11
1.30

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Child’s emotion regulation

-.63**
-1.06**
-.02***
.46

.22
.22
.22
.15

.53
.35
.98
1.58

Note. N = 804.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Odds ratio
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Table C6
Parameter Estimates for Mother’s Knowledge of Infant Development and Maternal
Supportiveness
Variables

B

SE

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Knowledge of infant development

-.92***
-.66***
-.24*
.60

.28
.26
.25
.33

.40
.52
.79
1.83

Stably high supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Knowledge of infant development

-.43***
-1.56
-1.01***
1.98***

.35
.36
.31
.45

.65
.21
.37
7.20

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Knowledge of infant development

-.36
-.71*
.01**
.58*

.25
.23
.23
.28

.70
.49
1.01
1.79

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Knowledge of infant development

-.34
-.89
-.16***
1.05***

.24
.22
.22
.29

.71
.41
.86
2.84

Note. N = 804.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Odds ratio
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Table C7
Parameter Estimates for Change in Mother’s Depressive Symptoms and Maternal
Supportiveness
Variables

B

SE

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms

-1.16***
-.72**
-.12
.01

.26
.26
.26
.01

.31
.49
.89
1.01

Stably high supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms

-1.06***
-1.99***
-.88**
.01

.32
.37
.31
.02

.35
.14
.42
1.01

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms

-.57*
-.78***
.06
.00

.23
.23
.23
.01

.57
.46
1.06
1.00

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms

-.68**
-.98***
-.04
.02

.22
.22
.22
.01

.51
.38
.96
1.02

Note. N = 788.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Odds ratio
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Table C8
Parameter Estimates for Change in Parenting Distress and Maternal Supportiveness
Variables

B

SE

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in parenting distress

-.16
1.07**
.78*
.00

.33
.37
.32
.02

.86
2.92
2.17
1.00

Stably high supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in parenting distress

1.06***
1.84***
.85**
.02

.32
.35
.31
.02

2.89
6.28
2.35
1.02

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in parenting distress

.51
1.05**
.99***
.01

.31
.35
.30
.02

1.67
2.87
2.71
1.01

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in parenting distress

.33
.79*
.85**
.00

.30
.34
.29
.02

1.39
2.21
2.33
1.00

Note. N = 775.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Odds ratio
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Table C9
Parameter Estimates for Change in Parent-Child Dysfunction and Maternal
Supportiveness
Variables

B

SE

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in parent-child dysfunction

-1.15
-.78***
-.23**
.01

.27
.27
.27
.02

.32
.46
.80
1.01

Stably high supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in parent-child dysfunction

-.99**
-1.77***
-1.09***
-.01

.33
.36
.32
.03

.37
.17
.34
.99

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in parent-child dysfunction

-.56
-.79*
-.06***
-.02

.24
.23
.24
.02

.57
.45
.94
.98

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in parent-child dysfunction

-.66
-1.06**
-.13***
.00

.23
.23
.23
.02

.52
.35
.88
1.00

Note. N = 753.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Odds ratio
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Table C10
Parameter Estimates for Change in Child’s Emotion Regulation and Maternal
Supportiveness
Variables

B

SE

Odds ratio

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in child’s emotion regulation

-1.11
-.78***
-.17**
-.01

.26
.26
.25
.06

.33
.46
.84
.99

Stably high supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in child’s emotion regulation

-1.08***
-1.86***
-.94**
.03

.32
.35
.30
.07

.34
.16
.39
1.03

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in child’s emotion regulation

-.59**
-.77***
.08
-.01

.22
.22
.22
.05

.56
.46
1.09
.99

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
No high school diploma/GED vs. diploma
Unmarried vs. married
Change in child’s emotion regulation

-.68**
-1.03***
-.06
-.03

.22
.22
.22
.05

.50
.36
.94
.97

Note. N = 813.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
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Table C11
Parameter Estimates for Change in Mother’s Education Level and Maternal
Supportiveness
Variables

B

SE

Odds ratio

Stably medium supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s education level

-1.30
-.26***
-.10

.25
.25
.34

.27
.77
.91

Stably high supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s education level

-1.50***
-1.12***
.35

.30
.30
.49

.22
.33
1.42

Increasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s education level

-.77***
.01
.09

.22
.22
.30

.46
1.01
1.10

Decreasing supportiveness
Non-White vs. White
Unmarried vs. married
Change in mother’s education level

-.92***
-.17
.12

.21
.21
.30

.40
.85
1.13

Note. N = 813.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
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APPENDIX D
Parameter Estimates for Models with All Covariates
Table D1
Parameter Estimates for Mother’s Depressive Symptoms, All Covariates, and Maternal Supportiveness
Variables
Stably low supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Mother’s depressive symptoms
Stably medium supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Mother’s depressive symptoms
Increasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Mother’s depressive symptoms
Decreasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Mother’s depressive symptoms
Note. N = 662. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

B

SE

Odds ratio

-.24
.07
.91**

.34
.32
.34

.79
1.07
2.47

1.97***

.40

7.16

-.39
.99**
-.54
.00

.32
.35
.42
.02

.69
2.68
.58
.99

-.24
-.37
-.16

.35
.33
.36

.79
.69
.85

.90*

.42

2.46

-.08
.80*
-.69
-.01

.33
.36
.43
.02

.92
2.23
.50
.99

-.61
-.10
.42

.32
.30
.33

.54
.90
1.53

1.02**

.39

2.78

-.24
1.09***
-.56
.00

.31
.33
.41
.02

.79
2.98
.57
1.00

-.23
-.19
.30

.31
.30
.32

.79
.83
1.35

.60

.39

1.83

-.20
.97**
-.55
-.02

.30
.32
.40
.02

.82
2.64
.58
.98
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Table D2
Parameter Estimates for Parenting Distress, All Covariates, and Maternal Supportiveness
Variables
Stably low supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Parenting distress
Stably medium supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Parenting distress
Increasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Parenting distress
Decreasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Parenting distress
Note. N = 665. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

B

SE

Odds ratio

-.27
.10
.94**

.34
.32
.34

.76
1.10
2.57

1.87***

.39

6.52

-.40
.99**
-.56
.01

.32
.35
.42
.02

.67
2.70
.57
1.01

-.29
-.34
-.15

.35
.33
.36

.75
.72
.87

.83

.41

2.29

-.12
.82*
-.67
.01

.33
.36
.43
.02

.89
2.28
.51
1.01

-.64*
-.06
.46

.32
.30
.32

.53
.94
1.58

.94*

.38

2.22

-.26
1.12***
-.60
.00

.30
.33
.41
.02

.77
3.05
.55
1.00

-.24
-.18
.38

.31
.29
.32

.79
.84
1.46

.46

.38

1.59

.30
.32
.40
.02

.80
2.52
.55
1.01

-.23
.92***
-.61
.01
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Table D3
Parameter Estimates for Parent-Child Dysfunction, All Covariates, and Maternal Supportiveness
Variables
Stably low supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Parent-child dysfunction
Stably medium supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Parent-child dysfunction
Increasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Parent-child dysfunction
Decreasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Parent-child dysfunction
Note. N = 663. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

B

SE

Odds ratio

-.24
.09
.87

.34
.32
.34

.79
1.10
2.38

1.81*

.40

6.13

-.38
.91***
-.53
.10**

.32
.35
.42
.04

.69
2.48
.59
1.11

-.28
-.32
-.11

.35
.33
.36

.76
.73
.89

.82*

.41

2.28

-.14
.80*
-.66
.03

.33
.36
.43
.04

.87
2.23
.52
1.03

-.61
-.05
.47

.32
.30
.32

.55
.95
1.60

.92*

.38

2.50

-.27
1.06***
-.58
.06

.31
.33
.41
.04

.76
2.89
.56
1.06

-.22
-.16
.40

.31
.29
.32

.80
.85
1.49

.46

.38

1.59

-.24
.90**
-.59
.01

.30
.32
.40
.04

.78
2.46
.56
1.04
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Table D4
Parameter Estimates for Child’s Emotionality, All Covariates, and Maternal Supportiveness
Variables
Stably low supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Child’s emotionality
Stably medium supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Child’s emotionality
Increasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Child’s emotionality
Decreasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Child’s emotionality
Note. N = 665. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

B

SE

Odds ratio

-.32
.11
.92**

.34
.32
.34

.72
1.11
2.52

1.85***

.39

6.38

-.38
1.05**
-.57
.22

.32
.35
.42
.17

.69
2.85
.56
1.25

-.25
-.35
-.09

.35
.33
.36

.78
.71
.91

.84*

.41

2.31

-.13
.81*
-.72
-.24

.33
.35
.43
.18

.88
2.26
.49
.79

-.65*
-.06
.46

.32
.30
.32

.52
.94
1.59

.94*

.38

2.55

-.26
1.13***
-.61
.01

.30
.33
.41
.16

.77
3.09
.54
1.01

-.24
-.17
.39

.31
.29
.32

.79
.84
1.47

.49

.38

1.63

.30
.32
.40
.16

.78
2.59
.55
.91

-.24
.95***
-.60
-.09
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Table D5
Parameter Estimates for Child’s Emotion Regulation, All Covariates, and Maternal Supportiveness
Variables
Stably low supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Child’s emotion regulation
Stably medium supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Child’s emotion regulation
Increasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Child’s emotion regulation
Decreasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Child’s emotion regulation
Note. N = 654. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

B

SE

Odds ratio

-.39
.23
.98**

.34
.33
.35

.68
1.26
2.67

2.00***

.41

7.39

-.45
1.01**
-.46
-.75**

.33
.36
.42
.26

.64
2.75
.63
.47

-.26
-.32
-.14

.35
.33
.36

.77
.73
.87

.85*

.42

2.34

-.14
.84*
-.63
.04

.34
.36
.43
.28

.87
2.32
.53
1.04

-.64*
.02
.54

.33
.31
.33

.53
1.02
1.71

1.07

.39

2.91

-.29
1.09***
-.50
-.45

.31
.34
.41
.25

.75
2.97
.61
.64

-.29
-.10
.43

.31
.30
.32

.75
.91
1.54

.58

.38

1.78

.30
.33
.40
.25

.72
2.63
.60
.79

-.33
.97***
-.51
-.23
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Table D6
Parameter Estimates for Mother’s Knowledge of Infant Development, All Covariates, and Maternal
Supportiveness
Variables
Stably low supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Mother’s knowledge of infant development
Stably medium supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Mother’s knowledge of infant development
Increasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Mother’s knowledge of infant development
Decreasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Mother’s knowledge of infant development
Note. N = 665. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

B

SE

Odds ratio

-.35
.17
.30

.34
.33
.38

.71
1.19
1.35

1.59***

.40

4.90

-.46
1.03**
-.58
-1.98***

.33
.35
.42
.48

.63
2.79
.56
.14

-.32
-.27
-.51

.35
.33
.39

.73
.76
.60

.62

.42

1.87

-.15
.77*
-.68
-1.24

.33
.36
.43
.50

.86
2.16
.51
.29

-.70*
.02
.07

.32
.31
.36

.50
1.02
1.08

.78*

.39

2.17

-.30
1.09***
-.57
-1.19*

.31
.33
.41
.46

.74
2.98
.57
.30

-.28
-.11
.16

.31
.30
.35

.76
.90
1.17

.38

.38

1.46

.30
.32
.40
.46

.77
2.48
.57
.53

-.27
.91***
-.55
-.64
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Table D7
Parameter Estimates for Change in Mother’s Depressive Symptoms, All Covariates, and Maternal
Supportiveness
Variables
Stably low supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms
Stably medium supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms
Increasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms
Decreasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in mother’s depressive symptoms
Note. N = 654. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

B

SE

Odds ratio

-.19
.11
.95**

.34
.32
.35

.82
1.12
2.59

1.99***

.41

7.37

-.42
.95**
-.65
.01

.33
.35
.43
.02

.66
2.58
.52
1.01

-.23
-.32
-.11

.35
.33
.36

.79
.72
.89

.91*

.43

2.48

-.09
.76*
-.79
.00

.34
.36
.44
.02

.91
2.14
.45
1.00

-.56
-.05
.46

.32
.31
.33

.57
.96
1.58

1.09**

.40

2.98

-.29
1.02**
-.65
.01

.31
.33
.42
.02

.75
2.78
.52
1.01

-.20
-.14
.38

.31
.30
.32

.82
.87
1.46

.68

.40

1.98

-.25
.93**
-.61
.02

.30
.32
.42
.02

.78
2.53
.54
1.02
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Table D8
Parameter Estimates for Change in Parenting Distress, All Covariates, and Maternal Supportiveness
Variables
Stably low supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in parenting distress
Stably medium supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in parenting distress
Increasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in parenting distress
Decreasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in parenting distress
Note. N = 643. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

B

SE

Odds ratio

-.23
.16
.92**

.34
.32
.34

.79
1.18
2.52

1.83***

.39

6.22

-.40
.95**
-.51
.02

.32
.35
.42
.02

.67
2.57
.60
1.02

-.33
-.24
-.18

.35
.33
.36

.79

.41

2.20

-.12
.80*
-.67
-.01

.33
.36
.43
.02

.89
2.23
.52
.99

-.65*
.05
.45

.32
.30
.32

.52
1.05
1.56

.91*

.38

2.48

-.26
1.10***
-.59
.01

.30
.33
.41
.02

.77
3.02
.55
1.01

-.26
-.14
.31

.31
.29
.32

.77
.87
1.36

.46

.38

1.58

.30
.32
.40
.02

.80
2.48
.59
1.00

-.22
.91***
-.52
-.01

.72
.789
.83
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Table D9
Parameter Estimates for Change in Parent-Child Dysfunction, All Covariates, and Maternal
Supportiveness
Variables
Stably low supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in parent-child dysfunction
Stably medium supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in parent-child dysfunction
Increasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in parent-child dysfunction
Decreasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in parent-child dysfunction
Note. N = 624. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

B

SE

Odds ratio

-.41
.04
.84*

.34
.32
.34

.66
1.04
2.32

1.82***

.40

6.19

-.53
1.23***
-.53
.01

.32
.35
.42
.03

.59
3.41
.59
1.01

-.46
-.35
-.16

.35
.33
.36

.63
.71
.86

.67

.41

1.95

-.18
.89*
-.77
.02

.33
.36
.43
.03

.83
2.43
.47
1.02

-.72*
-.04
.35

.32
.30
.32

.49
.97
1.42

.89*

.38

2.43

-.34
1.14***
-.56
-.01

.31
.33
.41
.04

.71
3.14
.57
.99

-.39
-.19
.32

.31
.29
.32

.68
.83
1.37

.40

.38

1.49

-.24
1.08***
-.55
.02

.30
.32
.40
.04

.79
2.93
.58
1.02
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Table D10
Parameter Estimates for Change in Child’s Emotion Regulation, All Covariates, and Maternal
Supportiveness
Variables
Stably low supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in child’s emotion regulation
Stably medium supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in child’s emotion regulation
Increasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in child’s emotion regulation
Decreasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Mother’s education level (no high school
diploma/GED vs. diploma)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in child’s emotion regulation
Note. N = 673. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

B

SE

Odds ratio

-.26
.07
.97**

.34
.32
.34

.7
1.08
2.64

1.88***

.39

6.54

-.40
1.01**
-.57
-.04

.32
.35
.42
.08

.67
2.76
.56
.96

-.24
-.37
-.07

.34
.33
.35

.79
.69
.93

.75

.41

2.11

-.09
.80*
-.72
-.07

.33
.35
.43
.08

.92
2.22
.49
.93

-.58
-.09
.44

.32
.30
.32

.56
.92
1.55

.96*

.38

2.60

-.24
1.12***
-.63
-.06

.31
.33
.41
.08

.78
3.07
.53
.94

-.24
-.22
.37

.31
.29
.32

.79
.80
1.45

.48

.38

1.62

.30
.32
.40
.07

.379
2.58
.53
.92

-.23
.95***
-.64
-.09
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Table D11
Parameter Estimates for Change in Mother’s Education Level, All Covariates, and Maternal
Supportiveness
Variables

B

SE

Odds ratio

Stably low supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in mother’s education level

.00
.15
1.37***
-.34
1.02**
-1.07**
-.15

.33
.31
.33
.31
.34
.41
.56

1.00
1.16
3.95
.71
2.77
.34
.86

Stably medium supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in mother’s education level

-.16
-.33
.10
-.05
.80*
-.86
-.13

.40
.33
.35
.33
.35
.43
.59

.85
.73
1.10
.95
2.22
.42
.88

Increasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in mother’s education level

-.47
-.04
.65*
-.20
1.13***
-.85**
-.13

.31
.30
.31
.30
.33
.40
.56

.63
.96
1.91
.82
3.09
.43
.88

Decreasing supportiveness
Poverty status (poorest vs. poor)
Mother’s treatment status (control vs. treatment)
Mother’s ethnicity (non-White vs. White)
Child’s gender (male vs. female)
Mother’s marital status (unmarried vs. married)
Mother’s age at birth of child (< 20 vs.
Change in mother’s education level

-.20
-.18
.49
-.20
.95**
-.71
-.07

.31
.29
.31
.30
.32
.40
.55

.82
.84
1.63
.82
2.58
.49
.93

Note. N = 673. Stably high served as the reference group.
*
p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
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APPENDIX E
Results for Seven-Level Maternal-Supportiveness Variable
Table E1
ANCOVA Results for Seven Maternal-Supportiveness Groups

Supportiveness
Group

Stably low

Prosocial
skills
(N = 542)
M
11.16

Aggression
(N = 541)

Emotion
regulation
(N = 520)

Sustained
attention
(N = 505)

SE

M

SE

M

SE

M

.18

12.67

.64

87.61

.96

10.56

Stably medium

a

a

11.83

.22

10.33

.80

91.47

Stably high

12.24a

.26

8.89

.96

Low to
medium/high

12.01a

.19

10.42

Medium to high

11.98a

.29

9.23

SE

1.18

a

11.62

90.30

1.44

.69

89.31

1.05

82.91a

.30

PPVT standard
score
(N = 490)
M
84.77

Letter-Word
Identification
(N = 527)

SE

M

1.46

83.44

.35

abc

94.92

1.61

93.36

12.06a

.43

98.75abc

1.94

1.05

11.07

.31

90.88a

1.56

12.17a

.47

98.06abc

SE
a

1.27

Applied
Problems
(N = 527)
M

SE

76.49

1.83

1.57

93.10

ac

2.26

95.06ab

1.89

95.51ac

2.72

1.45

89.85a

1.41

90.89a

2.02

2.16

89.45a

2.09

93.20a

3.00

a

a

Medium to low

a

11.92

.21

11.45

.79

89.78

1.01

11.58

.35

89.88

1.65

89.96

1.57

86.26

2.26

High to
medium/low

11.96a

.21

10.92a

.78

91.91a

1.13

11.94a

.34

97.51abc

1.56

90.11a

1.51

95.23ac

2.17

Note. The ANCOVAs included control variables, but this table presents the results only for maternal supportiveness. F = 3.02 (p < .01) for prosocial
skills, 2.50 (p < .05) for aggression, 2.25 (p < .05) for emotion regulation, 2.62 (p < .05) for sustained attention, 9.38 (p < .001) for PPVT standard
score, 5.85 (p < .001) for Letter-Word Identification, and 10.31 (p < .001) for Applied Problems.
a
Significant at .05 in comparison to stably low. bSignificant at .05 in comparison to low to medium/high. cSignificant at .05 in comparison to medium to
low.
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Table E2
Supportiveness Groups
Group

f

%

Stably low

235

23.1

Stably medium

147

14.4

90

8.8

Increasing
Low to medium/high
Medium to high
Total

188
71
259

18.4
7.0
25.4

Decreasing
Medium to low
High to medium/low
Total

151
137
288

14.8
13.4
28.2

Stably high

Note. Due to rounding, displayed percentages do not add up to 100%. N = 1,019.

